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1

Accumulation of wealth seems to be a preoccupation with a great many of us.

Along the way, when the opportunity presents itself, some of us may be

tempted to dabble in activities on the wrong side of the law. Naturally, when

we strike that pot of gold, we instinctively try to cover our tracks. Over the years,

man has honed the skill of money laundering, simply put, the art of white-washing

‘dirty money’ into legitimate proceeds. It is a craft that has evolved in tandem with

technological advancements.

In this issue, our cover story delves into money laundering — the global plague

that manifests itself in a variety of ingenious guises. Quite often, the perpetrator

hides behind one or more legitimate businesses and is a respectable member of the

community speaking against crime, while lurking behind that cloak of respectability

is a criminal as vile as the neighbourhood burglar. Governments around the world

have introduced a variety of measures to curb money laundering, but for every crimi-

nal who is caught, a great many go on to enjoy their loot in relative comfort, due to

lack of evidence or weaknesses in the system that allows them to ‘hide’ their money

almost anywhere in the world. With up to a staggering US$1 trillion laundered yearly,

governments are introducing tougher measures within their countries and have also

rallied together to combat this scourge. Even some private banks have taken steps

to ensure funds transacted in their premises are licit. Our cover story gives you

details on this.

Of late, the newspapers have been highlighting despicable criminal acts, with many

committed by young people. While we condemn the crimes and sympathise with the

victims and their families, we need to stop and reflect on the possible reasons why

these things happen. Is there something that we need to do or is there something

that we should stop doing to arrest these disturbing events? Let us not turn a blind

eye and label these unfortunate incidents as other people’s problems. We never know

who will be the next statistic in tomorrow’s headlines.

Editor

Fighting Money
Laundering
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I N S T I T U T E ’ S  V I E W S

VISION AND
MISSION

The Malaysian Institute of Accoun-
tants is the exclusive accountancy
body, representing the voice of all
accountants in Malaysia and a lead-
ing partner in nation-building. The
Institute is committed to serving the
profession and the nation with integ-
rity and professionalism.

Its mission is :

•To promote and monitor
professional standards and
integrity.

•To provide education and
training to meet the
challenge of the ever-
changing global economy.

•To conduct and promote
research and development
for the enhancement of the
profession.

Accountants (Amendment) Act 2001
Comes Into Operation

Members of the Malaysian Institute of
Accountants (MIA) are hereby in-
formed that the Accountants (Amend-

ment) Act 2001 has come into operation as of
28 June 2001.

The notification dated 22 June 2001 by the
Minister of Finance, Yang Amat Berhormat
Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir Mohamad was pub-
lished in the Government Gazette on 28 June
2001, and states :

“In exercise of the powers conferred by subsec-
tion 1 (2) of the Accountants (Amendment) Act
2001 (Act A1099), the Minister appoints 28
June 2001 as the date on which the Act comes
into operation.”

The provisions of the Accountants (Amend-

ment) Act 2001 are therefore now operational
as of 28 June 2001. The Minister of Finance will
soon be announcing the names of the Council
Members who shall take of fice.

However, at the time of writing, the Rules,
as passed at the MIA Extraordinary General
Meeting on 26 May 2001, i.e. Malaysian In-
stitute of Accountants (Membership and Coun-
cil) Rules, 2001; Malaysian Institute of Ac-
countants (Disciplinary) Rules, 2001 and the
Malaysian Institute of Accountants (Qualify-
ing Examination) Rules, 2001, have yet to
receive approval from the Minister of Fi-
nance.

The Institute will keep Members informed
of any new developments from time to time.

“In the playing fields of global

and liberal economies,

competition must be held on

level playing grounds or else

the advantaged will obliterate

the disadvantaged in their

own backyards.”

MIA BRANCHES

State : Johor
Location : Johor Bahru
Chairman : Soh Siong Hoon, Sam

State : Melaka
Location : Melaka
Chairman : Lee Hin Kan

State : N. Sembilan

State : Pahang
Location : Kuantan
Chairman : Foo Tui Lee, Joseph

State : Penang
Location : Penang
Chairman : Teh Eng Hin, Steven

State : Perak
Location : Ipoh
Chairman : Soo Yuit Weng

State : Sabah
Location : Kota Kinabalu
Chairman : Alexandra Thien

State : Sarawak
Location : Kuching
Chairman : Tiang Kung Seng, David

MIA CENTRES

State : Kedah & Perlis
Location : Alor Setar
Vice Chairman : Por Lee Tee

State : Kelantan
Location : Kota Bahru
Chairman : Billy Kang

State : Terengganu
Location : Kuala Terengganu
Chairman : Su Lim

At a recent dinner held by the MIA for
delegates attending the Confederation
of Asian and Pacific Accountants

(CAPA) executive committee meeting, MIA
President Abdul Samad Alias, in his address,
spoke on the issue of mutual recognition of
accounting qualifications. He said, “As the
Malaysian Accountants
Act, 1967 recognises for-
eign professional qualifi-
cations as stipulated in
the Act, it is entirely rea-
sonable for us to ask that
the respective countries
reciprocate by according
recognition to our quali-
fications, namely, the
Malaysian Association of
Cer tified Public Ac-
countants (MACPA) professional qualification
and MIA recognised accounting degrees con-
ferred by our universities.” In the playing
fields of global and liberal economies, com-
petition must be held on level playing grounds
or else the advantaged will obliterate the dis-
advantaged in their own backyards. As a wise
man said, “the phenomenon of globalisation
and liberalisation can be likened to a double-
edged sword, as on the one hand, it brings in
much needed capital and technological re-

AN

Mutual Recognition
sources into an economy while on the other
hand, it also threatens the existence and pros-
perity of local home grown companies that are
ill-equipped to face competition from stronger
world-class corporations.” As a first step to-
wards liberalising the services sector, coun-
tries would need to recognise each other’s

qualifications. Let us
hope that the delegates
present that day took
note of Abdul Samad’s
request and hopefully
we will see some posi-
tive developments in
the ongoing exercise to
work out the Mutual
Recognition Agreement
(MRA) among coun-
tries as outlined in the

World Trade Organisation (WTO) framework.
As the accountancy regulatory body in the

country, the Institute is ideally placed to repre-
sent members’ interest on major issues affect-
ing the accounting profession. The issues ad-
dressed are wide ranging and often challeng-
ing. As a result, the opinions we express may
not always mirror every member’s view but that
of the majority. After all, we are an Institute rep-
resenting a multiplicity of work situations, in-
terests and attitudes. AN
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For the average law-abiding citi-
zen, the closest he or she will
ever come to money laundering
will probably be on the big screen

or idiot box, where Hollywood and its ilk
have immortalised the illicit and profitable
activities of gangs and triads. However, the
mere fact that money laundering is a sub
rosa activity largely ignored by mass soci-
ety does not make it a trivial phenomenon.
On the contrary, money laundering is a
huge economic activity.

What is the likely magnitude of this in-
dustry? In a 1998 Paris address, former
International Monetary Fund Managing
Director, Michel Camdessus, highlighted
the scope of illicit fund processing. He said,
“The estimates of the present scale of
money laundering transactions are almost
beyond imagination. Two to five per cent
of global gross domestic product (GDP)
would probably be a consensus range.”

The Financial Action Task Force on
Money Laundering (FATF) estimated that
based on 1996 statistics, these percentages
(two to five per cent of global GDP) would
indicate that money laundering ranged be-
tween US$590 billion and US$1.5 trillion.
Added the FATF, “The lower figure is
roughly equivalent to the value of the total
output of an economy the size of Spain.”

The enormity of the problem is also dem-
onstrated by a sampling of these headlines
collected by Aussie-based criminology con-
sulting service John Walker Crime Trends
Analysis Services.

n “Share of shadow business in Russia’s
economy may range between 25-50 per
cent” (TASS 17 March 1998).

n “In the estimate of experts from the Rus-
sian interior and economics ministries,
between US$50 billion and US$250 bil-
lion has been illegally transferred from
Russia to western banks over the past
five years” (Interfax News Agency, 23
April 1999).

n “UK black economy between 7-13 per
cent of GDP” (Sunday Telegraph, 29
March 1998).

n “Approximately US$2.7 billion is laun-
dered in Colombia every year” (BBC
Monitoring Service, Latin America, 25
November 1998).

What is the origin of these illicit funds?
Organised crime has often been portrayed
as a major culprit for money laundering in
popular culture, with movies depicting the
mafia and other criminal, ritualistic socie-
ties ‘whitewashing’ massive amounts of
dirty funds with ease and glee. This does
not seem to be far of f the mark.

According to the FATF, “ The goal of a
large number of criminal acts is to gener-
ate a profit for the individual or group that
carries out the act. Money laundering is
the processing of these criminal proceeds
to disguise their illegal origin. This proc-
ess is of critical importance, as it enables
the criminal to enjoy these profits without
jeopardising their source.”

Among the illegal activities that gener-
ate massive sums are illegal arms sales,
smuggling, and other forms of organised
crime such as drug traf ficking and prosti-
tution rings. Large profits are also gener-
ated by white-collar and cybercrime such
as embezzlement, insider trading, bribery
and computer fraud schemes.

When a criminal activity generates sub-
stantial profits, the individual or group in-
volved must find a way to control and ma-
nipulate the illicit funds while shifting
attention away from the underlying crimi-
nal activity or the persons involved. Money
can be laundered by “disguising the
sources, changing the form, or moving the
funds to a place where they are less likely
to attract attention,” adds the FATF. “Gen-
erally, money launderers tend to seek out
areas in which there is a low risk of detec-
tion due to weak or ineffective anti-money
laundering programmes.

Because the objective of money launder-
ing is to get the illegal funds back to the
individual who generated them, launder-
ers usually prefer to move funds through
areas with stable financial systems.”

This money laundering process can be
broken into three phases. In the initial or
placement stage of money laundering, the
launderer introduces his illegal profits into
the financial system. Different and ingen-
ious types of placements exist. Trojan Horse
placements see genuine trading businesses
forced to accept money from criminals. Us-
ing a ‘front business’ basically means that
criminals or their associates operate a busi-
ness to enable them to ‘introduce’ the dirty
funds into the legitimate economy.

Cash can also be smuggled to unregu-
lated countries, where a benign environ-
ment exists for money laundering. Smurfing
means that the cash is split into small par-
cels and deposited into numerous accounts.

 Layering is next. In this phase, the laun-
derer carries out a “series of conversions
or movements of the funds to distance them

Money
Laundering :
Watch Your Act
Cover Stories by Nazatul Izma Abdullah
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from their source.” In some instances, the
transfers might be disguised as payments
for goods or services, thus giving them a
legitimate appearance. These can also take
the form of payment of fake invoices for
imports and buying and selling of the same
cargo several times over.

The funds could also be laundered
through the purchase and sale of financial
instruments such as insurance policies and
certificates of deposits. Of course, layer-
ing would be easier to carry out in those
jurisdictions that are benign towards
money laundering.

As a result of successful layering, comes
integration, where the laundered proceeds
have re-entered the legal economy and are
now considered legit business funds. At this
stage, the funds might be invested in assets
such as real estate and stocks, or might be
used as capital for licit business ventures.

To combat the scourge of money laun-
dering, different organisations and groups
at both international and national levels
have implemented guidelines, recommen-
dations and laws. The battle against money
laundering becomes even more imperative
with the advent of globalisation. With bor-
ders tumbling and the world swiftly becom-
ing a global village thanks to information
and communications technologies, the flow
of criminal money is less hindered. Said

Camdessus, “Clearly, globalisation implies
that the prevention strategies must be uni-
versally applied. All countries must partici-
pate — and participate enthusiastically —
or the money being laundered will flow
quickly to the weakest point in the inter-
national system.”

One of the most high-profile anti-money
laundering ‘policemen’ is the FATF, which
was established by the G-7 Summit in Paris
in 1989 “to develop a co-ordinated interna-
tional response.” Currently, the FATF has
29 member countries, including the key
financial hubs of Europe, North and South
America and Asia.

 These nations are Argentina, Australia,
Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Den-
mark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hong Kong, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan,
Luxembourg, Mexico, the Netherlands,
New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Singa-
pore, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
the UK and the US

 Two jurisdictions — the European Com-
mission and the Gulf Co-operation Coun-
cil — are also FATF members. Among the
FATF’s maiden moves was to develop and
publish the FATF’s 40 Recommendations,
policy principles to ensure economies are
not vulnerable to money laundering. The
raft of recommendations also “set out the
measures national governments should

take to implement ef fective anti-money
laundering programmes.” These include
legal recommendations, such as making
money laundering an offence and confis-
cating proceeds of crime.

Financial and regulatory recommenda-
tions, among others, prohibit anonymous
accounts and procedures to identify and
report suspicious transactions, whereas
recommendations on law enforcement en-
dorse international co-operation in inves-
tigations, prosecutions and extraditions.

Among the FATF’s criteria is also to iden-
tify non-cooperative countries and territo-
ries (NCCTs). As of early 2001, there were
15 NCCTs :  the Bahamas, Cayman Islands,
Cook Islands, Dominica, Israel, Lebanon,
Liechtenstein, Marshall Islands, Nauru,
Niue, Panama, the Philippines, Russia, St.
Kitts and Nevis, St. Vincent and the
Grenadines. However, the blacklist was
revised in June 2001 and AFP reported that
FATF’s list of money laundering havens
now includes six new members :  Egypt,
Guatemala, Hungary, Indonesia, Myanmar
and Nigeria. Three countries already on
the list, Russia, the Philippines and Nauru,
also took insufficient steps to fight the re-
cycling of illicit gains. Four other countries
— the Bahamas, Caymans, Liechtenstein
and Panama — were judged to have acted
adequately in plugging money-laundering
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As an integral component of the glo-
bal financial architecture, private
bankers are privy to sizeable fund

flows, both legit and dirty. The cleansing
of ill-gotten funds through legal financial
channels forms a global problem, and the
magnitude of international money launder-
ing has been estimated to account for be-
tween two to five per cent of the global
gross domestic product (GDP) as dis-
closed in a 1998 Paris address by Michel
Camdessus, the former Managing Direc-
tor of the International Monetary Fund.

To try and check the money laundering
industry, it is necessary to gain the coop-
eration of par ties across the board,
whether they be policy-makers and regu-
lators, law enforcers or financial players at
both the international and domestic levels.
Since they too can play a relevant role in
containing the scourge of money launder-
ing, a group of major international private
banks recently formulated a raft of anti-
money laundering guidelines for private
banking at an important working session
in Wolfsberg, Switzerland. The resulting
set of global anti-money laundering guide-
lines for private bankers was dubbed the
Wolfsberg Anti-Money Laundering Princi-
ples (AML).

The international private banks that
agreed to abide by the AML principles en-
compassed well-known names in global fi-
nance, such as ABN Amro Bank N.V,
Barclays Bank, Banco Santander Central
Hispano S.A., Chase Manhattan Corpora-
tion, Citibank N.A., Credit Suisse Group,
Deutsche Bank AG, HSBC, J. P. Morgan
Inc., Societe Generale and UBS AG. In
drawing up the AML principles, the private
banks collaborated with a team from Trans-
parency International, the Berlin-based

non-governmental organisation dedicated
to increasing government accountability
and curbing both international and national
corruption.

Further brainpower fuelled the working
session with the participation of two heavy-
weight international experts on money
laundering. One was Stanley E. Morris, an
international consultant on anti-money
laundering issues, the former head of
FinCEN (the US Treasur y’s Financial
Crimes Enforcement Network) and a
former member of the Financial Action
Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF).
His compatriot was Professor Mark Pieth,
Chairman of the OECD Working Group on
Bribery and Corruption and also a former
member of the FATF. Following the work-
ing session, Transparency International
and the two experts were quoted as say-
ing that they “regard the principles as an
important step in the fight against money
laundering, corruption and other related
serious crimes.”

The AML Principles cover 11 areas, and
are appropriate for private banking rela-
tionships. Strikingly, the gists of the prin-
ciples focus on due diligence, monitoring,
control and adequate training for employ-
ees in recognising and combating money
laundering. The first AML principle lists
general guidelines for client acceptance, or
how to ensure that the client and the
source of his or her funds and wealth are
licit. Since bank policy will prevent the use
of the private bank’s worldwide operations
for criminal purposes, the bank will try to
accept only those clients whose source of
wealth and funds can be reasonably estab-
lished as legitimate. In the latter case, the
private banker who sponsors the client for
acceptance will shoulder the primary re-

Private
Banking and
money laundering

loopholes and were crossed off the list. The
blacklist, drawn up during a meeting of
FATF members in Paris, now numbers 19
countries. Counter measures have been
devised for dealing with NCCTs and these
include reporting any financial transactions
with NCCTs to the Financial Intelligence
Unit, prohibiting a person or corporation
from NCCTs to open an account unless the
holder or beneficiary is identified, and re-
stricting or imposing conditions on finan-
cial transactions with NCCTs.

In addition to the FATF, which is global
in flavour, Asia also has a regional group-
ing against money laundering, the Asia-
Pacific Group (APG). Twenty-one coun-
tries make up the APG and they are Aus-
tralia, Bangladesh, Chinese Taipei, Cook
Islands, Fiji Islands, Hong Kong, India, Ja-
pan, Macau, Malaysia, New Zealand, Nuie,
Pakistan, Republic of Indonesia, Republic
of Korea, Republic of the Philippines, Sa-
moa, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand, the
US and Vanuatu.

Individual countries are also fighting
against money laundering on their own
turf, and Malaysia is no exception. The
country is a signatory to one of the main
international agreements addressing
money laundering, the United Nations Vi-
enna Convention against Illicit Traf fic in
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Sub-
stances. Malaysia also has a National Co-
ordination Committee to counter money
laundering with the relevant agencies,
regulatory authorities and government
departments working together to weed out
money laundering.

These government bodies encompass
Bank Negara Malaysia, the Registrar of
Companies, the Securities Commission,
the Police, the National Narcotics Agency,
the Anti-Corruption Agency, the Attorney-
General’s Chambers, the Immigration De-
partment, the Labuan Offshore Financial
Services Authority (LOFSA), the Treasury,
the Inland Revenue Department and the
Customs Department.

On the legal front, Malaysia also passed
the comprehensive Anti-Money Laundering
Act, 2001. Under subsection 4(1) of this Act,
any person who engages in, or attempts to
engage in, or abets the commission of
money laundering can be fined RM5 million
or imprisoned for five years, or both. AN
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sponsibility for verifying the legitimacy of
the client’s wealth and funding sources.

Of course, there will be situations requir-
ing extra due diligence or attention, and
these are covered under the second sec-
tion of the AML principles. For instance,
numbered or alternate name accounts will
only be accepted if the bank has estab-
lished the identity of the client and the
beneficial owner. Heightened vigilance will
be applied to clients and beneficial owners
resident in countries that lack adequate
anti-money laundering standards or are
credibly believed to represent a high risk
for crime and corruption. Similarly, funds
channelled from countries like these will
also be investigated with extra diligence.
In addition, clients and beneficial owners
whose source of wealth emanates from
activities known to be susceptible to money
laundering will be subject to increased
scrutiny. High ranking officials, past and
present, will also be subject to greater dili-
gence, and these include government offi-
cials, senior executives of government cor-
porations, politicians and their families and
close associates.

Under Section 3 of the AML, the private
banker is responsible for updating the cli-
ent file on a defined basis or when there
are major changes, to ensure that the cli-
ent in question does not pose a money laun-
dering risk.

The AML also prescribes practices to fol-
low when unusual or suspicious activities
are identified. Section 4 defines unusual or
suspicious activity as those that include
unusual account transactions that are in-

consistent with the client’s due diligence
file, cash transactions over a cer tain
amount and pass-through or in-and-out
transactions. Such activity can be picked
up by monitoring account transactions,
maintaining contact with the client via
(meetings, discussions and in-country vis-
its), gathering third-party information
through newspapers and the Internet, or
by relying on the private banker’s own in-
ternal knowledge of the client’s circum-
stances. For instance, political volatility in
the client’s country could present an in-
creased risk of client anomalies. Once iden-
tified, the private banker, management or
the bank’s control function can follow up
by analysing the suspicious or unusual ac-
tivity. If a plausible explanation is not forth-
coming, the bank can either continue the
business relationship with increased moni-
toring or terminate the relationship. In
extreme cases, the relationship should be
reported to the authorities, and in such a
situation local laws and regulations may
require that the assets in question be
blocked.

 According to AML Section 5, a sufficient
monitoring programme must be in place
and the primary responsibility for monitor-
ing the account activity lies with the pri-
vate banker, since the latter will be most
familiar with the client’s transaction pat-
terns.

Section 6 of AML states that a written
control policy will be put in place. This
policy establishes standard control proce-
dures which will be undertaken by the
bank’s various “control layers” such as the

private banker, independent operations
unit, compliance and internal audit. The
policy will cover issues such as timing,
degree of control, areas to be controlled,
responsibilities, and follow-up.

Regular management reporting (Section
7) will also be established on money laun-
dering issues such as reporting to authori-
ties, the use of monitoring tools, changes
in applicable laws and regulations, and the
number and scope of training sessions pro-
vided for employees.

 Training is an important component to
ensure that anti-money laundering works
properly. Section 8 states that banks will
set up a training programme covering how
to identify and prevent money laundering
for employees who enjoy client contact
and for compliance personnel. Regular
training, perhaps on an annual basis, will
also include how to identify and follow-up
on unusual or suspicious activities. Such
training will also provide an avenue for
informing employees about changes or
shifts in anti-money laundering laws and
regulations.

Under Section 9, the bank will establish
record retention requirements for all anti-
money laundering related documents,
which must be kept for at least five years.

Section 10 of AML states that the bank
will establish an exception and deviation
procedure that requires risk assessment
and approval by an independent unit.

Lastly, the bank will set up an adequately
staffed and independent department re-
sponsible for the prevention of money laun-
dering. AN
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Evaluation of
rejection cost
impact on
engineering
products

Introduction
One of the important routine reports for

management information and action is the
‘Report on Rejection Cost Impact’. Process
rejections increase the cost of a manufac-
tured product and ultimately the increased
cost is passed on to the consumers by way
of a price increase. Every management
plans to keep rejections under control since
any reduction in rejection will ultimately
result in reduction of cost in production —
top management would like to know the
scope for product cost reduction through
improved quality and reduced rejections.
This article discusses the method of evalu-
ating the rejection impact on product cost
on engineering products.

Over the years, manufacturers have de-
veloped sophisticated processes to reduce
wastage and rejections. Engineering indus-
tries have introduced special purpose ma-
chines in place of conventional ones, for
example, the recent CNC machines. These
gadgets repeatedly produce precision com-
ponents at high speed and with very few
defects. Several other measures have been
adopted to march towards zero defect level.
Doing it right the first time and ISO are
some of the steps towards achieving zero
defect level and fulfilling the goal of in-
creasing consumer value. The engineering
industry is ensuring production and sup-
ply of quality products through continuous
improvements. Every management en-

sures that the product it manufactures con-
forms to high quality standards and is free
from any defect. Dispite the implementa-
tion of sophisticated equipment and meth-
ods for producing engineering goods, the
fact remains that rejections cannot be to-
tally eliminated due to reasons beyond con-
trol.

Production Process
Engineering products are manufactured

using various processes like casting, forg-
ing, moulding, drilling, boring, heat treat-
ment and assembling etc. The products are
produced using various types of metals and
non-metal materials. Products emerge as
a result of removal or addition of metals.
Component manufacturers produce com-
ponents and sub-assemblies for catering to
the needs of replacement markets. They
also supply components to original equip-
ment manufacturers. The manufactured
parts are normally made out of purchased
finished, semi-finished components or raw
materials such as sheet metal, castings,
forging, bars, tubes etc. Original equip-
ment manufacturers normally assemble
purchased components with various in-
house manufactured components to form
a sub-assembly which in turn goes into fi-
nal assembly. This final product will have
some function to be accomplished for the
ultimate consumer. All the raw materials
pass through various operations on differ-

ent machines for getting desired shapes
and required dimensions before becoming
finished components. The conversion of
raw material into finished components re-
quires man and/or machine power, tools,
consumables, dyes, jigs, fixtures, gauges,
etc. The manufactured components are
subject to rigorous tests and inspection.

 During the process of manufacture or
assembling, the components are rejected
as and when defects are noticed. Some-
times even good components get rejected
during the assembly process.

Rejections
The term ‘rejection’ is commonly under-

stood as similar to waste, scrap, spoilage
or defectives. However, these terms are dif-
ferentiated for the purpose of accounting
of their cost.

‘Waste’ is an unavoidable loss of raw ma-
terial during the process and has no sale or
recovery value. Sometimes the waste calls
for an extra expenditure for its disposal.

The ‘scrap’ is generated during machin-
ing the raw material and can fetch very
small market value when compared with
the original value of the raw material from
which it is generated.

‘Spoilage’ is an outcome of errors in
processing and the resultant product can-
not take its original form or shape. This
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may require rework for making entirely
different articles. Sometimes the spoiled
items are sold as seconds at a lower price.

The ‘defective’ product needs application
of further material and conversion costs to
rectify, yet the resultant product is not ex-
actly the same as the original and as such
deserves a price reduction.

‘Rejections’ are components spoiled be-
yond rectification or rework and ultimately
are treated as scrap. They fetch
a slightly higher price than nor-
mal processed scrap.

In this article, the aspect of
cost impact of normal rejections
alone is considered. Cost of ab-
normal rejection is out of the
scope of costing as it is fully
avoidable and does not af fect
the product cost. The cost of ab-
normal rejection would nor-
mally be treated as expense and
charged to the profit and loss
account in the period it is incured.

Causes and Measurements
Components may be rejected for defects

noticed at any stage from the first opera-
tion until the last operation. Even sub-as-
semblies and final products may get re-
jected. When sub-assemblies or final prod-
ucts are rejected, the good components
assembled also get rejected due to prob-
lems of non-separation from the assembled
product. The stage of rejection is impor-
tant for the shop manager to understand
the reasons for rejection so that corrective
action can be immediately taken.

There are various reasons for process re-
jections. There could be defects in raw ma-
terial, noticed after completion of a few op-
erations or rejections may take place due
to faults in machines — material or opera-
tor,  improper setting up of the machines,
faulty tools, dyes, jigs, fixtures, sudden
power surges, human error or faulty ma-
terial, etc. Every manufacturer normally
sets the normal rejection level in terms of
the number of components rejected over
the number of good components produced
during a specified period. Measurements
such as one in hundred or one in thousand
is usually adopted. Sometimes, control
charts (R-Charts) are used to visualise re-
jection levels.

Classification
Rejections can be broadly classified in

two categories. ‘Normal Rejection’ is a level
of inevitable process rejection. This level
can be fixed by observation over a period
of time. Any excess rejection beyond a nor-
mal level is termed as ‘abnormal rejection’
and the cost of such a rejection is ignored
while calculating product cost.

For control purposes, normal rejections

are further divided into two categories. The
first category is rejection of purchased fin-
ished components. The second category
is rejection of in-house manufactured com-
ponents. Normally rejections of purchased
finished components are dealt with sepa-
rately due to involvement of the component
supplier. Rejections of in-house manufac-
tured components are further divided into
two categories. The first is rejection tak-
ing place due to defective raw material and
the second is rejection taking place due to
manufacturing defects. Figure 1 shows the
major classification of rejections.

Calculations of Rejection Cost
The cost of rejections calculated under

conventional costing systems and the Ac-

tivity Based costing system will differ con-
siderably. For the sake of uniformity, the
calculation of rejection cost may be done
using the same method of costing that is
used for calculating product cost.

Defect (rejection) can occur at any stage
in production. The calculation and treat-
ment of rejection cost would partly depend
on which stage of production the rejection
occurs. For the purpose of illustration, as-

sume that a production in-
volves two sub-assemblies be-
fore the final assembly and
two components are used in
each sub-assembly. This is il-
lustrated in Figure 2.

As can be seen, rejection can
occur at any stage in the manu-
facturing process. In general,
the later rejection or defect is
detected, the higher the cost of
rejection would be, as more
cost would have accumulated.

A detailed treatment of rejection cost
follows :

Purchased Finished Components
Purchased components are subject to in-

spection on receipt. Generally the vendor
is supposed to replace rejected finished
components free of cost. Usually that is the
understanding between the vendor and the
manufacturer. Therefore, in this case, rejec-
tion cost will be limited to cost of efforts of
the purchase department, inward freight, in-
spection and non-refundable taxes. While
it may not be feasible to attribute these costs
to individual components or a lot (batch), it
is better to ignore them in the event the sup-
plier replaces the rejected components free
of cost or does rework at his own expense.

F I G U R E  1

F I G U R E  2
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The manufacturer should not forget to
charge the supplier all costs associated
with the rejected components when they
are returned. In case there is no agreement
with the vendor for replacement of defec-
tive components (which is not a prudent
purchase policy), all the costs viz. the pur-
chase price, freight, taxes, handling and al-
locable overheads will be added together
to get the total cost of loss due to rejection
of purchased components.

The purchased components may be re-
jected after they have passed inward inspec-
tion — this may happen at the time of ac-
tual assembly of these components. If the
rejected purchased component cannot be
properly assembled or easily isolated after
assembly and found defective due to toler-
ance problems, the same can be returned
to the vendor for a free replacement. How-
ever, once the component has been assem-
bled and the assembly is rejected due to
manufacturing defects or other reasons and
the purchased component cannot be easily
separated, it naturally gets rejected along
with the other assembled parts. While cal-
culating the cost of a purchased component
going in an assembly, all costs associated
with the component viz. purchasing, han-
dling and storing have to be added together.

Raw Material Defects
While processing raw material, defects

may be noticed at certain stages of comple-
tion. The component is not processed fur-
ther but declared as rejected. Usually, the
raw material supplier reimburses the cost
of the defective material if there is an agree-
ment to this effect. The castings and forg-
ing may have hidden blowholes and cracks
and may be noticed during the initial proc-
ess. However, at receipt stage inspection of
these items, the defects are not noticed. The
suppliers of castings and forging generally
replace the defective items free of cost —
bars, tubes and sheets may develop cracks
during processing due to inherent defects.
The purchase department may have an
agreement with the supplier to replace the
defective raw material or reimburse cost of
such raw materials even after processing
them. In such cases, the rejection costs will
comprise of only processing costs until the
stage of rejection, less scrap allowances.

If the supplier does not agree to replace

the defective raw material, the rejection
cost of the component will be evaluated
including material costs. The cost of rejec-
tion will be equal to the cost of the gross
raw material used, less cost of scrap gen-
erated till the current operation, plus
processing costs incurred till the point of
rejection less recovery value of the whole
component sold as scrap. The processing
or conversion cost involved till the stage
of rejection will comprise of direct labour
plus applicable factory overheads.

In the case of components made on a mass
scale and passed through various stages of
small operations, then an approximation of
processing costs can be made. One can as-
sume that every rejected component is proc-
essed halfway through, provided the chances
of rejection at any stage of completion are
equal and the costs of different operations
do not have wide variations. Thus in this case,
the rejection cost will be equal to the cost of
raw material less scrap allowance, if any, plus
50 per cent cost of processing less scrap value
of the whole component. This however does
not apply to large size components processed
on heavy machinery where cost at each stage
can be easily determined.

Manufacturing Defects
The cost of rejected components due to

manufacturing defects consists of gross
material cost less cost of scrap generated
till the point of rejection plus the conversion
cost so far incurred in relation to the re-
jected component less realisable scrap value
of the entire component. As stated earlier,
the conversion cost of rejected components
can be taken equal to 50 per cent of the full
manufacturing cost of the finished compo-
nents. This will apply when the chances of
rejection at any point between the beginning
and the final operation are almost equal and
the component passes through a large
number of operations.

Rejected Sub-assemblies
When the sub-assembly is rejected, the

cost of rejection comprises of the full cost
of components assembled, so far in the sub-
assembly or the final product plus assem-
bling cost. The assembling cost will be con-
sidered in proportion to the stage of com-
pletion of the sub-assembly or final assem-
bly. While working out assembly cost, the
costs of components getting rejected will be
considered inclusive of their rejection im-
pact individually. The components rejected
due to defective sub-assembly will not be
added back into rejection figures of the re-
spective components. This is due to the fact
that the cost of rejection of a finished com-
ponent going to assembly is much higher
than the cost of a component individually
rejected at an in-between stage. If any com-
ponent assembled can be separated from
the rejected sub-assembly and is re-usable,
then necessary credit for such salvage has
to be given while calculating the cost of re-
jection and its impact on the assembly cost.
Similarly, the realisable value of sub-assem-
bly sold as scrap will be given credit to total
rejection cost of the assembly.

Evaluation of Cost Impact
For the purpose of proper reporting, the

cost impact due to rejections can be calcu-
lated separately at two levels, i.e. finished
component and sub-assembly or final as-
sembly level. Reporting of rejection costs
has to be action-oriented. Therefore, de-
pending on the needs, the practice of report-
ing may vary from manufacturer to manu-
facturer. Normally, the rejection report will
comprise of items covering around 80 per
cent of the cost of all rejections, usually ar-
ranged in descending order of value so as
to invite pointed attention to top manage-
ment. Quantitative reports can also be de-
veloped with elaborate reasons (or reason
codes), highlighting the cause of rejection.

Impact at Component Level
The total cost of rejection calculated as

per the method mentioned above has to be
borne by all ‘good’ components. Care has
to be taken to exclude the production of
rejected components while calculating the
cost impact per unit of ‘good’ components.
The rejection cost impact can be expressed
in terms of percentages of value of ‘good’
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components or can be shown in absolute
terms. For example, ‘Rejection cost of ‘good’
units produced has gone up by 1.5 per cent’
or alternatively, in absolute terms, ‘the cost
of each ‘good’ unit has gone up by 17 sen’.
In short, rejection cost impact per unit of a
‘good’ component will be equal to the cost
of all rejected components divided by the
number of ‘good’
units produced
during a certain
period.

The reporting
could be weekly
or monthly as de-
sired by the man-
agement. For
proper control, re-
porting of rejec-
tion cost impact
on engineering
products may be
divided into two
main categories,
i.e. impact due to raw material defect and
impact due to machining or manufacturing
defect. The total of these two figures will
give the total cost impact of all products.

Impact at Sub-assembly and
Final Product Level

The calculation of rejection cost impact
of sub-assembly or final assembly will be
calculated similar to what is calculated at
the component level. Care has to be taken
to include rejection impact of individual
components while working out the  impact
of rejection cost on a sub-assembly or final
assembly.

For reporting purposes, the rejection cost
impact of components going into the sub-
assembly can be shown separately. This will
facilitate in knowing the impact of rejection
cost due to sub-assembly defects and loss
due to rejection of components built into sub-
assembly separately. It should be noted that
any sub-assembly going into a higher sub-
assembly is to be considered at full cost in-
clusive of prior stage rejection impact on
components and assembling. In short, rejec-
tion cost impact on sub-assembly is the total
of conversion cost of sub-assemblies up to
the rejection stage plus full cost of compo-
nents going into sub-assembly (inclusive of
their individual rejection impact) divided by

the total number of good sub-assemblies pro-
duced. The same method holds good for the
final product. It should also be noted that
when the higher assembly gets rejected, the
sub-assemblies forming part of the higher
assembly will contain the full conversion cost
of these sub-assemblies. Table 1 shows two
reports of rejection cost impact.

The first report shows rejection cost im-
pact of two manufactured components. The
second report shows the rejection cost im-
pact of the sub-assembly. The ‘in-built’ re-
jection cost represents the rejection cost
impact already borne by the individual
components before assembling. The exam-
ple shows production, rejection and okay
quantities of two components and a sub-
assembly made therefrom. The normal
rate consists of gross material costs plus
full conversion costs less recoverable value
of process scrap. The rejection rate of com-
ponents is less than full cost due to two el-
ements, i.e. first, the components were re-
jected before attaining finished stage and
hence they did not cover full conversion
costs and second, the rejected components
are saleable at a cer tain market value
which is credited to their full cost.

The assembly report shows the normal
rate as the assembling conversion cost. The
rejection rate for assembly is the conversion
cost built-in till the stage of rejection. The
normal rate is shown only for calculating
normal cost of the assembly. Rejection cost
impact is calculated after adding rejection
impact on individual components and appor-
tioning the realisable value to individual
components just for information. In practice,
the assembly cost will consist of the total of

all cost elements going into an assembly.
From the above report it is clear that the

cost of individual components have gone up
by 0.83 and 0.67 totalling to 1.50 and cost of
assembly has gone up by 2.91 (0.58 + 2.33).

CONCLUSION
In the manufacturing process, normal re-

jection is inevita-
ble, most of the
time. However, loss
due to rejection
and its impact on
the product costs
needs to be evalu-
ated forseeing the
possibility of reduc-
ing or totally elimi-
nating this loss.
The cost of rejec-
tion is included as
part of the produc-
tion cost resulting
in the shrinkage of

the profit margin. The costs, including re-
jection losses, are accumulated along with
the manufacturing process of the product.
The later rejection occurs, the higher the
cost of rejection. Therefore, keeping the
level of rejection as low as possible helps
in keeping the cost of production under
control. On the same note, if rejection is
detected at an earlier stage instead of later
in the manufacturing process, it can also
help in lowering cost due to rejection. With
the analysis of cost impact due to rejection,
management can visualise the indirect cost
increases and may resort to proper meas-
ures to reduce rejections to zero level.
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AN

T A B L E  1  Rejection Cost Impact at

Component & Assembly Level
Part Description Prodn. Rejn. O.K. Normal Rejn. Rejn. Inbuilt Revised
No. Units Units Units Rate Rate Impact Rejn. Cost

AC543 Tension Screw 1000 100 900 10.00 7.50 0.83 0.00 10.83

AC455 Stem 500 50 450 8.00 6.00 0.67 0.00 8.67

Total 18.00 1.50 0.00 19.50

AC700 Stem Assembly 450 10 440 1.00 0.50 0.01 0.00 1.01

AC543 Tension Screw** 450 10 440 20.00 18.00 0.41 1.66 22.07

AC455 Stem 450 10 440 8.00 7.00 0.16 0.67 8.83

Assembly Total 29.00 25.50 0.58 2.33 31.91

** Quantity :  Two units per assembly. Quantities expressed in pairs.
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Internal auditing is established
within an entity as a service to
the entity itself. It is independ-
ent within its own organisation
where its function is to examine,

evaluate and monitor the internal control
of the organisation. In short, internal au-
diting is to improve the adequacy and ef-

fectiveness of its own organisation. Inter-
nal auditing is the sole component of the
control environment. The Institute of In-
ternal Auditors (IIA) defines internal au-
diting as “… an independent appraisal func-
tion established within an organisation to
examine and evaluate its activities as a
service to the organisation.”

Internal auditors are not just playing a
detective role in organisations. Besides
reviewing existing internal control struc-
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tures, they have to evaluate proposed con-
trols for new systems to avoid inappropri-
ate or missing controls. They also assist
managers in constructing control objec-
tives and the appropriateness of the con-
trol techniques. These controls include
non-financial controls. In creating sophis-
ticated control monitoring systems and
providing these systems to managers, they
upgrade the function and the system of the
management of the organisation.

Information technology has significantly
changed the profession and the practice of
internal auditing, since audit tools are
mostly computerised and growing more so-
phisticated and complex. Specialisation
within the internal auditing profession is
increasing, as audit services are needed to
evaluate the reliability of network services,
computer operating systems and other sys-
tems, which require a high level of special-
ised knowledge. Due to the rapid advance-
ment in computers, an internal auditor
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internal
audit in a
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environment
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needs to be technically competent. Mod-
ern internal auditors are required to have
substantial knowledge of computers and
use them as audit tools compared to their
predecessors. In the past, it was possible
to audit computerised systems without the
use of computers, which is known as ‘au-
diting around the computer’. However,
with the increasing sophistication and com-
plexity of information systems today, it is
almost impossible to perform an effective
and efficient audit of such systems with-
out applying the use of computerised tools
and techniques. As a result, the develop-
ment of computer auditing arises. Weber
(1988) defines computer auditing or elec-
tronic data processing (EDP) auditing as :

‘the process of collecting and evaluating
evidence to determine whether a compu-
ter system safeguards assets, maintains
data integrity, achieves organisational
goals effectively and consumes resources
efficiently. Thus EDP auditing supports the
attainment of traditional audit objectives.

In layman terms, computer auditing is
known as ‘auditing in a computer environ-
ment’, that is, using computerised tools
effectively and efficiently to analyse data
files.

The development of auditing using com-
puters originated from the US in 1955. This
included exploratory attempts in compu-
ter auditing to understand new technology
and its impact on auditing. During the
1980s, a computer revolution occurred.

The numbers and types of computing sys-
tems exploded, resulting in thousands of ap-
plications being written to operate on mi-
crocomputers, workstations, local area net-
works (LAN), wide area networks, and nu-
merous types of mini and mid-range com-
puter systems. The microcomputer is the
fastest growing, and developing segment of
the computer marketplace due to the ear-
lier development of spreadsheet software
packages. The workstation, another devel-
opment in computing systems, unites the
flexibility and size of a microcomputer with
the power of a minicomputer processor.
Meanwhile LAN is a group of intercon-
nected Personal Computers (PCs), which
can work independently or share central
databases on a file server. LAN provides the
facility where a number of users can simul-
taneously access and use a common system

and files. Hence, it is particularly useful to
internal audit, as it provides information
sharing and accessibility.

However, with the recent development
in computers, internal auditors have found
that they do not have the resources to au-
dit mainframes in the new computing sys-
tems. Yet, there is a need for controls over
these systems, just as critical as those over
the traditional mainframe systems. Many
organisations rely heavily on the knowl-
edge of internal auditors in computing sys-
tems and would likely not be able to com-
pete in a computerised environment with-
out them. Internal auditors were thrust into
the computer system environment and
have had to audit in a complex computing
system, usually with little or no training or
guidance. Most, simply applied familiar
internal audit steps, such as examining all
user authorisation forms and asking for
information from computer operators or se-
curity administrators. In the early phase of
the introduction of computers in internal
audit, many critical controls were often
overlooked because traditional internal au-
ditors were intimidated either by the sys-
tem owner or by their own fear of the un-
known. Effective internal auditing in a com-
puterised system actually does not require
a vast amount of technical expertise. In
order to perform an effective internal au-
dit using computing systems, the internal
auditor needs to know how the basics of a
computing system works. There are sev-
eral sources and audio approaches that all
auditors can employ to help them to plan
and perform effective internal audits on
computer systems. Internal auditors
should also possess skills and knowledge
of computer security and control principles
and also on PCs and minicomputers.

The increasing use of computers has put
an organisation’s file and data beyond the
reach of the traditional internal auditor.
Information is held in magnetic form,

rather than handwritten records, and is
totally meaningless to auditors. As the in-
ternal audit department will be required
to carry out regular reviews of the account-
ing records processed by the computerised
system, the auditors may wish to develop
computer assisted audit techniques
(CAATs). Internal auditors frequently
make use of standard printouts or use
standard terminal based interrogation pro-
grammes which are available as part of the
application system the auditor is reviewing.
Meanwhile, in the internal planning proc-
ess, the internal auditor should consider
whether computer file interrogation is an
appropriate technique for reviewing the
system or data under review. He may wish
to consider the effectiveness of obtaining
and analysing data using interrogation
techniques. There are three basic ap-
proaches to undertake interrogations :

The traditional interrogation package,
a package specifically designed for au-
ditors. Also known as ‘generalised’ au-
dit software or ‘audit retrieval packages

The general programming language
used in the organisation’s computer
department

Transferring extracts of files the audi-
tor wishes to interrogate to a PC, and
analysing them on the PC, accompa-
nied by the use of an interrogation
package designed for use on the PC

The internal auditor should also develop
an audit work programme, which will be
used in the compliance review of user con-
trols and processing when the system is
on. This work programme could be devel-
oped in parallel with the auditor’s review
of user procedures.

Chambers and Court (1991) subdivide
CAATs between those techniques used to
review real data and those used to review
system controls. The techniques for review
of system controls, deal mainly in the in-
ternal audit section and include the test
data method. This is where the internal au-
ditor processes through the system’s
dummy data which contains all the condi-
tions he wishes to test that the system can
handle. Secondly, the production system
has been designed to specifically allow
dummy audit test data to be processed with
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actual data, known as the integrated test
facility. In code comparison programmes,
the internal auditors can keep an author-
ised copy of each important computer pro-
gramme and periodically use this compari-
son programme to compare the authorised
copy with the current operational version
to check for discrepancies. Lastly, the logic
path analysis programme converts pro-
grammes into a structure diagram or flow-
chart, which is then printed out for audit
review.

On the other hand, techniques for the
review of data mainly use the
computer to examine, retrieve,
manipulate and report on real
processed data.

The term ‘audit automation’
refers to the use of computer as-
sisted audit techniques to per-
form audit procedures. Gener-
ally, automating the audit can in-
clude all aspects of the audit
process, including planning,
risk analysis, evaluating and re-
porting using software tools
such as word processors, data-
base and spreadsheet pack-
ages. Automated audits can re-
place fallible human labour with
a reliable, consistent, integrated
and efficient process that stand-
ardises audit elements. Automa-
tion can improve an organisa-
tion’s productivity and ef fi-
ciency since the audit of man-
agement, internal control and
internal administration can be
automated. Eventually internal
auditors may be able to develop
integrated software in constructing and
planning the internal audit.

Computerisation of records also allows
the internal auditor to use computers to
analyse large volumes of data. Besides be-
ing a cheap technique, it is now the only
practical way of analysing large volumes
of data. Data is now being kept in an elec-
tric format rather than pen-form. Automa-
tion of audit enables data to be processed
with less manual inter vention than a
manual system, and consistently in accord-
ance with their programmes without incur-
ring errors and mistakes. It also enables
large volumes of data to be processed

quickly and transmitted effectively over
long distances.

In internal audit, the internal auditors
who use manual systems may well under-
take a substantial amount of checking of
transactions to confirm transactions have
been processed correctly. In a computer-
ised environment, the internal auditor re-
lies on the controls within the computer
system processing, which are in a more
consistent manner compared to the
manual system.

Internal auditors need to have detailed

knowledge of the type of controls and con-
trol processes which can be operated over
data and files for system development re-
views and reviews for existing systems.
Controls within a computer system in in-
ternal audit are often classified into two
main subdivisions :  application controls
and general controls. Application controls
consist of manually and computerised con-
trols which ensure data is processed com-
pletely, accurately and in a timely manner.
On the other hand, general controls are
controls within the environment where
computer systems are developed, main-
tained and operated where the application

controls operate. The general controls in-
clude systems development standards op-
erated by the organisation, controls that ap-
ply to the operation of the computer instal-
lation and system software. In the past, in-
ternal audit has been able to place consid-
erable reliance on controls round the com-
puter, which are in the application controls.
Now, the internal auditor has to ensure that
the system’s software is also well control-
led.

Besides having the usual policies and
procedures in relation to control functions

such as password mechanism,
internal auditors should design
a security matrix into the com-
puter system. It indicates which
functions are available on the
system, the ability to check the
access rights available to the au-
thorised user and also the pro-
grammes and files the user is
permitted to use. Besides input
authorisation by a senior mem-
ber of staff, data validation con-
trol is needed. It is the review
of input data by a computer. Ef-
fective data validation is impor-
tant in reducing errors on com-
puter files. Other appropriate
controls such as batch control
is done to ensure completeness
and accuracy of processing. It
is a method of controlling the
flow of transaction from input
through processing in the sys-
tem. Hence, internal auditors
require an in depth and detailed
knowledge of system software,
systems analysis skills and pro-

gramming skills in assessing the organi-
sation’s control software. Adequate sepa-
ration of duties in a computerised environ-
ment should also exist. Authorisation of
transactions should not take place in the
computing system operations area. Essen-
tially, the person with these dual responsi-
bilities could r un unauthorised pro-
grammes or utilities that could impact the
integrity of the information databases.

Internal auditors are responsible in test-
ing ‘outside’ security measures after in-
house issues have been thoroughly ex-
plored and examined. Some of the most
common ‘outside’ risks include invasion by

I N T E R N A L  A U D I T I N G
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“Besides having the usual policies and procedures in
relation to control functions such as password

mechanism, internal auditors should design a security
matrix into the computer system.”
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computer hackers, interception of confi-
dential information, virus attacks, compu-
ter theft and audit risks, especially risks
exposed by the electronic data interchange
(EDI).

The decline in the cost of computer hard-
ware, software and the recognition of the
economic benefits associated with the use
of EDI have resulted in the increased im-
plementation of EDI by organisations. EDI
is the computer-to-computer exchange of
inter and intra organisational data. It facili-
tates the exchange and processing of high
volumes of business data from one com-
puter to another, which reduces the work-
load of the internal auditor. From the in-
ternal audit perspective, boundaries of the
information system have grown to include
systems outside the organisation. Hence,
internal auditors need to be aware of the
risks posed by the EDI system. This will
provide the auditors with a framework for
evaluating the appropriate security and
control mechanisms within the EDI envi-
ronment. Firstly, a risk that is associated
with the use of EDI is the possibility of sen-
sitive information being accidentally di-
vulged on the network or mailbox storage
system. Secondly, access to computer sys-
tems may provide an increased opportu-
nity to tamper with computer records; ena-
bling fraud to be undetected since EDI
eliminates the need for hard copies. There
will be less paper for the internal auditors
to check, due to the inadequate or inappro-
priate audit evidence. Besides, the use of
EDI puts greater reliance on computer sys-
tems that require only a handful of staff,
resulting in the potential of increased risk
of fraud and corruption.

From the mid-1980s, viruses have been a
significant threat to the computerised envi-
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ronment. Internal audit should take ad-
equate measures to protect against virus
attacks if the organisation uses  PCs signifi-
cantly. A virus is an unauthorised pro-
gramme, which replicates itself spreading
from system to system usually by innocent
users transferring floppy disks from one PC
to another system. Internal auditors in ex-
ercising their responsibility to ensure the
organisation operates smoothly, should take
some basic virus protection measures. A
good virus protection programme should be
obtained and run regularly. Data should be
backed-up consistently and a number of
generations of back up should be kept, if
there is an occurrence of virus attack. Most
important of all, an emergency plan should
be prepared if all the remedies fail in the
case of virus attack. This includes immedi-
ate isolation of any machine or floppy disk,
which might have been infected, to prevent
the virus from spreading. A full technical
investigation should take place.

Computer fraud is also one of the new
threats that the internal auditor faces in a
computer environment. Computer fraud is
defined as the unauthorised alteration of
input, misuse of programmes, destruction
or misappropriation of output from a com-
puter process or alteration of computerised
data. Surveys show that the majority of
computer fraud involve input or data ma-
nipulation. The internal auditors primary
role is not to discover fraud, but to have
the fiduciary duty to report to management
on the adequacies of the management con-
trol systems and whether they are operat-
ing satisfactorily. In this process, internal
audit will bring to management’s attention
inadequacies in their control systems and
the risks arising out of such inadequacies.

Besides computer fraud, the internal au-

ditor also faces the problem of computer
hacking and theft. Hacking is an intentional
gaining of unauthorised access to compu-
ter systems, through the use of communi-
cation facilities. At present, computer theft
concerns the theft of copying the magnetic
impulses stored on computers. It is the in-
ternal auditor’s job to plan the basic con-
trols and safeguard the organisation’s data.
Good internal controls should be imposed,
among them, transactions have to be au-
thorised, adequate divisions of duties, and
training and supervision of staff. Physical
and software controls over the database and
control over access to data files and pro-
grammes should be implemented. Efficient
system development controls and proce-
dures are also important steps in prevent-
ing fraud and hacking.

For the internal auditor, information tech-
nology is a two-edged sword. Information
systems become tools to assist internal au-
dits in their day to day work while on the
other hand, the rapid continuing develop-
ment of new information technology causes
continued worry and fear about the new
auditing risks. However, it must be noted
that in today’s computing environment, in-
ternal auditors must evolve themselves into
‘dynamic’ auditors and be ever ready to face
the challenges and opportunities of ad-
vancement in technology.
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Introduction
Audit committees play a critical role in

ensuring an effective financial reporting
system and help enhance the reliability and
credibility of financial statements of public
companies. They form an important part of
the corporate governance process to pre-

serve the integrity of the Malaysian capital
and financial markets. This responsibility
requires audit committees to have a suffi-
cient number of independent (non-execu-
tive) members who are qualified in account-
ing or related financial management areas
of expertise, and have broad skills neces-

sary to carry-out their responsibilities in the
areas of control, operations, risk manage-
ment, compliance and regulatory relations.
A well-functioning audit committee would
be able to evaluate objectively the propri-
ety of management’s accounting, internal
control procedures and reporting practices,

Audit Committee :
The Institutional
Investor’s Perspective
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“The rapid development of the economy, technology,

 information systems and literacy has necessitated

demand for reliable and timely information from

 investors, especially the institutional investors.”
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Frequency of Respondents Opinion

and, identify and address the conditions that
might lead to fraudulent financial practices.
The rapid development of the economy,
technology,  information systems and lit-
eracy has necessitated demand for reliable
and timely information from investors, es-
pecially the institutional investors. This is
an exploratory study on the institutional in-
vestors’ perception with regard to the aware-
ness, composition, attributes and the envi-
ronment in which audit committees func-
tion. The objective is to ascertain the insti-
tutional investors’ perception of the role of
audit committees in ensuring a reasonable
level of corporate governance practice in
listed firms.

Data and Methodology
A questionnaire was sent to 300 respond-

ents, mainly investment managers who
represent institutional investors. Only 60
(20 per cent) usable questionnaires were
received, and each questionnaire had 12
questions soliciting responses on the
awareness of the KLSE’s listing require-
ment regarding audit committee (Q01),
composition (Q02), level of agreement to-
wards audit committee attributes and its
environment (Q03 to Q11) and the cred-
ibility of audited annual financial state-
ments of listed firms (Q12). The responses
to each question were analysed using fre-
quency analysis and the information
sourced by each question is explained in
Table 1.

Findings
The findings on each question in the

questionnaire are summarised in Table 2.
The findings in Table 2 show that most

(96.7 per cent) institutional investors are
aware of the KLSE’s listing requirement re-
garding the mandatory formation of an au-
dit committee. Only a small number of the
respondents (3.3 per cent) were not aware
of the requirement. With regard to the com-
position of audit committee members,
which reflects independence in making ob-
jective decisions, they perceived that a ma-
jority of the committee members should be
non-executive directors and 13.3 per cent
suggested all members to be non-executive
directors and 6.7 per cent had no idea of
the composition of the committee.

All of the respondents agree that the au-

T A B L E  1 Variables in the Analysis

T A B L E  2

(in percentage points)

Q01 Awareness on the Audit Committee’s formation requirement for each public-
listed company

Q02 Composition of Independent Directors in Audit Committee

Q03 Audit Committee members should be financially literate

Q04 Audit Committee should adopt a formal written charter approved by the Board
of Directors specifying its responsibilities, structure, processes and
membership requirements.

Q05 Audit Committee is the representative of the shareholders and has the
authority and responsibility to select, evaluate and replace the external auditor

Q06 Public-listed company should include in its annual report, the Audit
Committee report stating its activities during the year to ensure quality
financial reporting

Q07 The Audit Committee and the rest of the company’s Board of Directors are
best positioned to determine whether the provision of any particular service
by the audit firm is inappropriate

Q08 Regulatory bodies should play a greater role to monitor Audit Committee
activities and reporting

Q09 The Audit Committee and the rest of the company’s Board of Directors are
expected to act in the best interests of the shareholders

Q10 It would be important for shareholders to know if a company’s auditor also
provides consulting services to that company (to ascertain independence)

Q11 Regulators should prohibit accounting firms from offering a range of other
services besides audit

Q12 Credibility of the audited annual financial statements

PANEL A : Investment Manager Awareness of Audit Committee Requirements

Variable Aware Not Aware

Q1 96.7 3.3

PANEL B : Composition of Independent Directors in Audit Committee

Variable All Majority No Idea

Q2 13.3 80.0 6.7

PANEL C : Audit Committee Attributes and Its Environment

Variable Agree Disagree No Idea

Q3 100.0 0.0 0.0

Q4 96.7 0.0 3.3

Q5 90.0 3.3 6.7

Q6 96.7 0.0 3.3

Q7 90.0 6.7 3.3

Q8 93.3 3.3 3.3

Q9 86.7 10.0 3.30

Q10 86.7 13.3 0.0

Q11 46.7 50.0 3.3

PANEL D : Credibility of Audited Annual Financial Statement

Variable Credible Not Credible No Idea

Q12 36.7 53.3 10.0
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dit committee members should be finan-
cially literate in order to effectively man-
age their responsibility. Ninety-seven per
cent of the respondents believed that the
audit committee should adopt a formal writ-
ten charter approved by the board of di-
rectors that outlines the committee’s re-
sponsibilities, structure, processes and
membership requirements.

Ninety per cent of the respondents agree
that the audit committee is  representative
of the shareholders and has the authority
and responsibility to select, evaluate and
replace the external auditor. The investors
expressed their opinion on the need to
transfer power of appointment of the audi-
tor from the management to the audit com-
mittee in order to provide a more transpar-
ent and independent audit opinion. This is
consistent with the conjecture that institu-
tional investors do expect the audit com-
mittees to help them ensure proper gov-
ernance of the firm’s activities. In line with
the above statement, institutional investors
strongly urged (96.7 per cent) public-listed
companies to include in their annual re-
ports, the audit committee report stating
their activities during the year. This would
provide information to investors on what
has been done to protect their interests
rather than reports on their terms of ref-
erence.

Ninety per cent of the respondents be-
lieved that the audit committee and the rest
of the company’s board of directors are
best positioned to determine whether the
provision of any particular service by the
audit firm is inappropriate. This is in the
interest of mitigating the possibility of au-
ditor biasness. Accordingly, 87 per cent
agree that the audit committee and the rest
of the company’s board of directors are ex-
pected to act in the best interests of share-
holders.

A majority of the respondents (87 per
cent) believed that shareholders should be
informed on whether the company’s audi-
tor also provides consulting services be-
sides audit services, in order to ascertain
independence. The auditor might give a
biased opinion if the fee from other serv-
ices constitutes a higher proportion than
that of the audit fee. However, 50 per cent
of the institutional investors disagree on
the idea that regulators should prohibit ac-

counting firms from offering a range of
other services besides audit to the same
firm. This view is taken with the assump-
tion that auditors are professional and
therefore capable of pursuing their duties
without bias even though the fees from
other services is significantly greater than
the audit fee.

Ninety-three per cent of the respondents
urged regulatory bodies to play a greater
role in monitoring the audit committee’s
activities and reporting in order to ensure
that the audit committee functions as ex-
pected in theory and practice.

Finally, a majority (53 per cent) of the
institutional investors perceived the annual
audited financial statement as not credible.
Thirty-seven per cent believed that the
statement is credible and the rest have no

idea on the credibility of the annual audited
financial statements. This is a serious is-
sue that requires immediate attention from
regulating agencies to identify and redress
the factors perceived as contributing to the
lack of credibility.

Conclusion
This study identifies the institutional in-

vestor’s view on various attributes and
functions of the audit committee. A major-
ity of the institutional investors are aware
of the listing requirement on audit commit-
tees, which suggests that, a majority of au-
dit committee members should be non-ex-
ecutive directors, members must possess
the minimum knowledge and skills re-
quired to perform their duties effectively,
and there must be some form of bench-
mark for the audit committees to rely upon

and measure their effectiveness. The in-
vestors suggest that audit committees be-
ing representative of the shareholders
should be given the authority and respon-
sibility to select, evaluate and replace the
external auditor, and submit annual reports
on their activities to shareholders and the
regulating agencies. Although a large ma-
jority of the investors were sceptical about
the credibility of audited financial state-
ments, most of them disagreed that regu-
lators should prohibit accounting firms
from offering a range of other services be-
sides audit.

A transparently functioning audit com-
mittee substantiated by annual reports on
its activities based on an agreed charter
will certainly instil investor confidence in
the integrity of the financial reporting proc-

ess. Any discussion, advice and informa-
tion received from management and the in-
dependent auditors should be substanti-
ated in the report.

It must be recognised that all percep-
tions of institutional investors with regard
to audit committees are relevant and im-
portant to be either incorporated or im-
proved in the interest of preserving the
integrity of our financial and capital mar-
kets. A well-functioning capital and finan-
cial market becomes an important source
for foreign and local investment capital that
engineers our economic growth. The in-
corporations and improvements will entail
costs, which must be viewed as an invest-
ment to avoid much higher costs due to
fraud, financial scandals and weak finan-
cial systems that we have experienced over
the years. AN
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“… half of the institutional inves-
tors perceived the annual au-
dited financial statement as not
credible. … This is a serious is-
sue that requires immediate at-
tention from regulating agencies
to identify and redress the fac-
tors perceived as contributing to
the lack of credibility.”
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Why Evaluate Technology?
The most significant need for technology

evaluation is because it is economically
important. Technology is so much embed-
ded in our life that it has become a pre-
requisite to any business development.
Therefore, evaluating technology is neces-
sary because it serves as a measure of ef-
fectiveness and efficiency, propels manage-
ment to develop strategic planning through
integration of research and development
expansion, achieve competitive advantage
and monitor changes in research and de-
velopment (R&D), and performance and
practices within a firm. Yet firms embark-
ing on new technology often find them-

methods applied are the measurement
of expected returns on capital relative
to investment (ROC), and measure-
ment of return against equity invest-
ment (ROE).

Cash flow based. The payback method
is applied to measure the length of time
it will take for nominal cash flows from
the project to cover the initial invest-
ment.

Discounted cash flow measures. The net
present value method is used to meas-
ure the sum of present values of the ex-
pected cash flows on the project, net of
the initial investment; while the inter-
nal rate of return is used to measure
the rate of return earned by the project
based upon cash flows, allowing for a
comparison between the time value of
money and the cost of capital or the
cost of equity.

The methods cited above are appropri-
ate as long as the technology is tangible
and specific in nature. But the changing
context of technology content has ren-
dered the conventional measures inad-
equate to effectively evaluate technology
as these methods are heavily influenced by
either the technical-functional content or

B U S I N E S S / A C C O U N T I N G
N E W  T E C H N O L O G Y

Evaluating
new technology?
By Wan Fadzilah Wan Yusoff
UNIVERSITI TENAGA NASIONAL

At one accounting seminar, the course leader was asked, “How
would you evaluate technology?” The answer, “Use discounted cash
flow” was given with hardly any hesitation. Is this method really
adequate to evaluate new technology? And for that matter, are the
other conventional financial measures appropriate to be used for
evaluating technology? While any of these methods may be used
without actually being wrong, the investment in technology could
result in it being undervalued. One significant difficulty in the evalua-
tion process is due to its intangibility and financial invisibility.

3
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selves in a dilemma over the methods to
be used in evaluating their investment in
technology. The importance of technology
evaluation is also associated with its eco-
nomic significance. Studies have shown
that half of the economic growth of devel-
oped countries is contributed by technol-
ogy and the rest is from capital and labour.

Methods of Evaluation
When technology was still a novelty, its

financial evaluation relied much on the
analysis made by financial analysts based
on application of financial tools. The follow-
ing methods are often adopted :

Accounting income based. Common
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firms, contemporary methods of evaluat-
ing technology using metric measures and
theory of real options are introduced by
critics of conventional measures.

Under the metric measures, the new
sales ratio and the cost savings ratio are
applied, while the real options method is
introduced to replace the cash flow mod-
els. The use of metrics is gaining accept-
ance in comparing the relative effective-
ness and efficiency of the R & D function
and monitoring the changes in R & D per-
formance and practices within a firm over
time. The mechanics of the metric meas-
ures are explained below :

The New Sales Ratio. This is the ratio
of the current annual sales of new prod-
ucts to total annual sales. This method
enables the evaluation of the contribu-
tion of new products to the increased
profitability of the firm. New products
refer to those significant products that
are new to the firm or to the world and
were commercially introduced by the
firm. As a measure of R&D perform-
ance, they should also be directly
linked to the efforts of research and
development. Definition of new prod-
ucts may dif fer between companies
depending on their strategy and com-
petitive environment. New sales ratio
can also be used to compare new prod-
uct innovation performance against
other companies by having a common
definition as a basis.

The Cost Savings Ratio. This is the ra-
tio of cost savings resulting from new
technology compared to annual gross
profit. It is used to determine any de-
crease in the operating expenses as a

result of the technology innovation.
Cost savings include the reduction in
cost of goods sold that are realised in
year-to-year comparison as a result of
technology changes. Similar to the new
sales ratio, a measure of R&D perform-
ance should be linked to the ef forts of
research and development. Again, de-
pending on company strategy and com-
petitive environment, amount of cost
savings and the number of years of sav-
ings will vary between different com-
panies and any benchmarking should
be based on a common definition.

Metric measures may be a more viable
approach compared to the conventional
methods but they still lack the ability to
consider other strategic options. Oppo-
nents of financial approaches continue to
criticise the out-datedness of cash flow
models for valuing technology. They are
advocating another form of alternative, the
real options method, which has the ability
to quantify changing set of options as it
enables separation of unique risks (which
give a negative impact) from market risks.
In contrast to financial options, real options
represent the application of options meth-
odology to business situations. Due to its
analogous characteristic, real options are
gaining attention because they capture the
value of managerial flexibility in ways that
a pro-forma discounted cash flow model
alone cannot. More significantly, it has the
ability to integrate technological and stra-
tegic considerations, thereby providing a
viable assessment on innovative technol-
ogy which maximises advantageous oppor-
tunities while minimising costs and reduc-
ing risks.

1

2

economic-financial content. Application of
financial tools in technology evaluation is
also found to be problematical and often
results in undervaluation. However, ac-
countants and financial analysts persist in
using these methods because they have
always been uncomfortable in dealing with
intangibles. They would rather be working
on linear models as in developing cash
flows for valuation of securities and physi-
cal properties. Technology, being an intel-
lectual asset, is not tangible or financially
visible, and anything which is financially
invisible or displays non-linear relation-
ship, is carried at zero book value. This is
especially true in the case of innovative
technology where much of its value is em-
bedded in the skills, experiences and
records of the creators. As a result, any
expenditure incurred on technology is re-
garded as revenue expenditure.

Given the non-physical aspects of tech-
nology, conventional measures are no
longer deemed adequate as they are un-
able to cope with the changes within the
context of evaluation. Thus, new evaluation
approaches become necessary to support
deeper analyses of these intangible aspects
and elements of risks and uncertainties.
Other obvious weaknesses of conventional
evaluation methods are the inappropriate-
ness of applying linear models in the evalu-
ation process, and measuring the level of
risks found in the R & D marketplace along
the same parallel with the financial mar-
kets. Such being the case, these methods
are clearly incapable of analysing the full
range of potential benefits, especially intan-
gible benefits provided by technology.

To better reflect the contribution of tech-
nology innovation to the “well-offness” of
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Issues in Technology Evaluation
There is a strong inclination to empha-

sise technology evaluation on outputs, as
they are obviously tangible. But rather than
stressing on outputs, initial concerns should
be focussed on internal consistency and
administrative accountability. More compre-
hensive considerations should be given to
the outcomes resulting from technology.
Key issues ought to be viewed from the in-
stitutional context and content encompass-
ing strategic styles, economic benefits and
their distribution, timing and relevance.

General criteria used when considering
technology are inclined towards quantifi-
able measures like output, improved per-
formance, costs reduction, higher returns,
etc. However, more firms are giving higher
weightage on qualitative criteria over quan-
titative ones. Firms embarking on technol-
ogy evaluation need to consider both the

content and the contextual aspects of the
evaluation. The evaluation process and
content are closely intertwined with each
other as well as with the context of the or-
ganisational change associated with the
development and the introduction of the
new technology. The context of the evalu-
ation is concerned with multi-level systems
and structures within which the organisa-
tion is located. It encompasses the social,
political, and economic environment in
which the organisation operates and the
organisational and cultural characteristics,
related methodologies, and processes. The
content refers to the subject of evaluation,
the criteria used, and their measures. The
process of evaluation includes the way in
which the evaluation is carried out, the
time frame, and the tools and techniques
applied.

N E W  T E C H N O L O G Y

B U S I N E S S / A C C O U N T I N G
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T A B L E  1

1

Factors to Include When
Considering Technology

Firms intending to invest in technology
should begin by making a clear evaluation
of the purpose for acquiring such a technol-
ogy and communicating the objectives to
management to enlist its support. Typical
objectives include seeking to offer innova-
tive new products to existing customers or
new market areas, reducing operating costs,
preparing against technology threats and
reviewing mechanisms linking R&D with
corporate strategies. The subsequent step
is to begin the evaluation process by gath-
ering data through a structured collection
effort so that specific relevant data may be
obtained. These data are then analysed to
determine the firm’s current and potential
strengths and weaknesses. Finally, results
obtained from the individual analysis are in-
tegrated into a set of options to ensure that

the firm’s overall objective is achieved. Ta-
ble 1 summarises a method adopted by a
technology-based company in assuring it-
self that it is making a right investment in
technology. This process, referred to as
Business Technology Evaluation, is consid-
ered as being applicable to any global or-
ganisation that seeks to create business
advantage through technology.

The following key approaches adopted
by one garment manufacturing company
may serve as a guideline when consider-
ing technology :

Make technology the central role in de-
termining the firm’s long-term strategy.
Implementation of advanced technology
must fit the grand scheme of business.
For example, key elements used should
enable focus for the marketing scheme
on exploiting technological strength,

3

2

5

4

and foster the use of advanced technol-
ogy in its operating policies and corpo-
rate financial restructuring.

Exploit innovative technology to reduce
costs as well as generate additional rev-
enue. By having advanced technology
and technical competence at all levels
of the organisation, the company is able
to foster a corporate pride of being able
to do what others cannot. This then
translates into a competitive advantage
in new business development.

Build technologically competent and mo-
tivated staff through an attractive remu-
neration scheme. By encouraging and
supporting employee education and
training, the company is able to foster an
innovation culture. This can be further
enhanced through the incorporation of
economic incentives in the salary struc-

ture at all levels of the organisation.

Acknowledge the need for deskilling by
emphasising work ethics and motivation
rather than levels of skill. Important is-
sues in justifying technology can be
grouped into cost, quality and capabil-
ity but the fallacy is to assume that tech-
nology puts greater demands on em-
ployee qualifications. But in many cases
technology leads to deskilling where an
employee is required to unlearn the old
processes in order to learn new ones.

Overcome any resistance to change.
Adoption of technology involves organi-
sational change resulting from a com-
bination of procedures, equipment,
computers, software and people. As
such, resistance to change can only be
expected. How well a firm deals with

A Model of Business Technology Evaluation
BUSINESS TECHNOLOGY EVALUATION

      STAGE 1       STAGE 2       STAGE 3

Focus : Structured information Analysis of Gap analysis and identification

WHAT collection current situation of options

Methods : • Consensus with respect to • Workshops, e.g. Market needs, • Subsidiary Projects
HOW key issues technology position, competitive • Definition of key gaps

• Interviews position • Identification of options to fill gaps
• Reviews of existing documents • Capability assessments • Integrated technology and
• Internal view on competencies • Proposal for focused subsidiary business evaluation

projects • Improvement recommendations

Source :  Stillman, H. M. (1997), “How ABB Decides on the Right Technology Investments”, Research Technology Management.
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tion firms should take caution of :

Confusing Hurdle Rate with
Discount Rate

This confusion occurs as a result of the
misuse of the deeply rooted finance con-
cept that higher risks bring higher re-
turns. This common trap in technology
evaluation arises as most assessment is
done by financial analysts who are unfa-
miliar with research and development. As
such they do not explicitly recognise that
a central part of the R&D process is risk
reduction and that most of the investment

will only be made after the key
risk issues are resolved. Risks
can be very high in the early
stage of the project but get
systematically lowered in
each subsequent stage.

Using Status Quo as the
Baseline

For some firms, standing
still, like not investing in a stock
or an option, may be an alter-
native in financial investment.
But for technology intensive
firms, to take a status quo posi-
tion could result in a loss oppor-
tunity, which would translate
into a lost market share or re-
duced profit margin.

Miscalculating Terminal
Value

The value of all future cash
flows beyond those explicitly
included in the cash flow ta-
bles discounted to the termi-
nal year is represented in the
residual value or terminal

value. As such, in a rapidly growing en-
terprise, the treatment of the terminal
value is as critical as the value that would
be incorporated in it. The terminal value
of a growing perpetuity is substantially
higher than the zero growth perpetuity
because although cash flow streams in the
early years of the project are significant,
the full value of a growing firm is only cap-
tured during the later years. Therefore,
assumptions that treat a project as zero-
growth perpetuity result in a poor deci-
sion and so does an excessively optimis-
tic assumption.
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Source :  Bowman-Upton, N., Seaman, S. L. and Sexton, D. L. (1989),
“Innovation Evaluation Programs :  Do They Help the Inventors?”, Jour-
nal of Small Business Management.
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this can determine the success of the
technology taken up.

Build commitment through sharing of
risks and rewards. This is achieved
through offers of share ownership in
the company.

Recognise that technology is an enabler.
By itself, technology is of little use but
through an integration of mission, ob-
jectives, corporate structure, market-
ing plan, organisational practices and
pay scheme, it is able bring the firm to
a height it has never scaled before.

An empirical analysis on inno-
vation evaluation program de-
signed to judge the commercial
feasibility new products and
ideas identifies five factors of
evaluation criteria: societal fac-
tors, demand analysis factors,
competitive factors, business
risk factors and market accept-
ance factors. The breakdown of
each factor is shown in Table 2.

Firms intending to invest in
technology may find it useful to
ask and answer the following
questions as part of the evalua-
tion process :

Are the objectives of the
technology project clearly
defined?

Do the objectives of the
project support the strate-
gies of the organisation?

Why is this project important?

Is this a business project or
a technology project?

Could the research effort, for
example, be reduced or minimised by
joining forces with other organisation?

Does the project leverage the current
organisational bank of technology?
What is the value-added aspect in terms
of new knowledge?

Do patents cover the technology propri-
etary? What other technologies could
the competition develop to achieve the
same results? Has the applicable tech-
nology been explored on a global basis?

Can the known and unknown aspects of
the technologies be clearly stated? What
are the specific technologies involved?
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If the project is related to research,
what are the estimated total costs to the
organisation? What are the potential
capital requirements if successful?

Has a thorough assessment been made
regarding the project staffing?

Can the required expertise and the
level of expertise be defined?

Is there a project manager with the cre-
dentials plus the experience and the
track record? Have the requirements
been detailed?

Traps and Pitfalls to be Avoided
The focus of technology evaluation can

be segregated into three main interdepend-
ent groups :  operational, technical and fi-
nancial. No one group of criteria should
dominate. Nonetheless, since any evalua-
tion process is often entrusted to financial
managers, there is an inclination of the
evaluators to give greater weight to finan-
cial considerations. Therefore, firms should
be wary of the tendency to allow financial
issues to dominate the decision-making
process. Below are some of the traps and
pitfalls associated with technology evalua-

Evaluation Criteria

SOCIETAL FACTORS

• Legality
• Safety
• Environmental impact
• Societal impact

DEMAND ANALYSIS
FACTORS

• Potential market
• Potential sales
• Trend of demand
• Stability of demand
• Product life cycle
• Product line potential

COMPETITIVE FACTORS

• Appearance
• Function
• Durability
• Price
• Existing competition
• New competition

BUSINESS RISK
FACTORS

• Functional feasibility
• Production feasibility
• Stage of development
• Investment cost
• Payback period
• Profitability
• Marketing research
• Research and
    development

MARKET ACCEPTANCE
FACTORS

• Compatibility
• Learning
• Need
• Dependence
• Visibility
• Promotion
• Distribution
• Service
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N E W  T E C H N O L O G Y

B U S I N E S S / A C C O U N T I N G

Focusing too Narrowly on Cash Flow
It is not unusual for a rapidly growing

business to have negative cash flow. This
does not necessarily mean its value is nega-
tive. It is this myopic interpretation of cash
flow approach that leads to poor decision-
making. Investment in technology is usu-
ally for a long-term horizon and it actually
makes little difference whether valuation
is based on cash flow or earnings. The ap-
plication of either earnings or cash flow in
determining value should give equivalent
results if the long-term outlook is consid-
ered in a consistent manner.

Confusing Investment with
Operating Expenses

In the early stages of growth years, ac-
countants would treat investment in mar-
ket development, training of personnel and
plant start-up costs as expenses to be
charged against earnings when they
should in fact be capitalised as investments.

Overweighing the Analytic
Approach

By virtue of their training, technologists
and financial analysts have contrasting
mind-sets. The financial mind-sets would
separate a whole into its parts, which is
based on the premise that maximising net
present value is the best criterion for mak-
ing investment decisions. Financial ana-
lysts, being analysers, are more comfort-
able in dissecting projects into components
and then determine a combination that
maximises net present value to arrive at a
correct answer in terms of shareholder
value. Technologists, on the other hand,
are synthesisers who prefer to construct a
whole from available parts. Their empha-
sis is on the role of linkages. Technology
projects often contain linkages between
individual projects and between technolo-
gies making the role of linkages much
stronger. Each component has its own net
present value and while the net present
value of the combination is positive, some
of the individual projects may not be.

Neglecting the Spectrum of
Possibilities

A financial analyst approach to a project
evaluation usually begins with research
and development and capital investments,
and ending with free cash flow while a tech-
nologist often sees a spectrum of possibili-

ties — from a quick and total termination
after a definitive unsatisfactory testing to
commercial exploitation in a broad range
of markets. Between these two extreme
approaches, there are many other possi-
bilities, which can be determined using
relevant decision-making tools. For exam-
ple, using the decision tree technique the
net present value of each outcome is
weighted by the probability of it happen-
ing. This approach enables two important
features not addressed by the earlier men-
tioned approaches — the option to termi-
nate the project and that most of the re-
ward may be determined differently under
a different set of options.

Neglecting the Options Approach to
Valuation

The basis for options approach is that
risk enhances values; the more volatile the
stock, the more valuable the option and the
longer the option has to run, the greater
its value. The implication of the options
approach on technology investment is that
a diversified portfolio of high-risk projects
is more valuable then lower risk projects.
Neglecting the options value would under-
value the technology.

Managers should also be wary of the
tendency to relegate technology implemen-
tation to an inferior position in the innova-
tion process, and as such, do not accord it
with adequate support. There is also a dan-
ger of focusing technology success on its
technical feasibility and reliability only
while sidelining the implementation and
change management techniques. As an
enabling process, technology transforma-
tion transcends across several functional
lines. Therefore caution must be exercised
against the tendency of different functions
to dispute about performing roles assigned
to them and develop a “not-my-job” syn-
drome.

Summary
The concern for technology evaluation

is primarily due to the very nature of such
investment. As an intellectual asset, its
benefit can only be derived when linked to
other components of the organisation. As
an enabler, it is seen as being fundamental
to achieving strategic and competitive ad-
vantage. Investment in technology may

AN
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represent the highest ongoing capital ex-
penditure to a firm but it is going to be
given priority in anticipation of a material
return on investment. Therefore, firms
would do well to be systematic when iden-
tifying the purpose for making such invest-
ments, be specific when measuring tech-
nology-related achievements, have a set of
clear guidelines to enable integration of in-
vestment strategy and organisational strat-
egy, and be realistic on the criteria and
methods used to evaluate technology in-
vestment projects.
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The Management of
Account
RecEIvables

It is no secret that with proper
management of one’s debts,
cash flow problems can be
avoided in businesses. It is the
norm in business to sell some-

thing on credit but it is another thing to get
your customers to pay up. But if you were to
insist on C.O.D. (cash on delivery), chances
are you will never realise your actual poten-
tial in sales. Though “cash ‘n’ carry” sales
are found all over, at the end of the day, many
‘big’ customers who are good paymasters
look for reliable suppliers who can give them
reasonable credit terms and facilities to meet
their overwhelming demands.

What is account receivables?
This refers to a set of outstanding ac-

counts that have not been paid up as of a
certain date which could be due to either
friendly credit terms or due to poor man-
agement of credit customers accounts in
the case of long overdue accounts.

In credit management, we highlight the
importance of filtering out of potential haz-
ards through careful credit analysis and
credit scoring systems. If you want to man-
age your account receivables, this is the
first step you have to take in controlling
your debts. One has to exercise one’s dis-
cretion in selecting the types of customers
one wants to extend credit facilities to.

The dilemma here is whether to have an
extremely strict credit policy which would
end up in you realising only 40 per cent of
your actual potential sales or introducing
a lenient credit policy that would result in
achieving almost 100 per cent of your po-
tential sales but in actual, you end up hav-

ing more than 40 per cent of your debts
becoming bad debts expense. Having said
that, a proper account receivables manage-
ment would advocate the optimum level of
achieving increase in sales (towards real-
ising one’s actual potential in sales per-
formance in the long run) and at the same
time, minimising bad debts expense to
some 0.5 per cent level. Could that be an
accomplishment for any business? Why
not? We are not advocating zero-bad debt
level as one has to be realistic in business
and having bad debts may be inevitable if
one wants the business to flourish.

In the first part, the usage of credit analysis
as a yardstick to approve credit facility appli-
cations from customers will be used. In the
second part, the dependence on computerised
credit scoring systems to make effective judg-
ments and decisions will be analysed.

Credit Analysis
Credit analysis is fondly known as the 5

C’s of Credit. The five C’s here refer to char-

acter, capacity, capital, collateral and condi-
tions. Mishler and Cole have added one
more “C”, which refers to common sense.

What do we mean by character? Char-
acter refers to the character of the debtor/
borrowing company, such as whether the
borrower has the right moral standing
(which is very difficult to measure) to re-
pay his obligations. Hence, we can discern
certain things from the following areas :

n Who are the main directors of the company.

n What are their qualifications and expe-

By Jesilin Manjula
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riences of key players/decision-makers.

n Integrity, business expertise, business
style and commitment.

n Vision, management objective and com-
pany’s business strategies.

n Manner in which debtor repays his finan-
cial obligations and commitments.

n Promise breaker even for initial appoint-
ments by salesmen.

n To know whether customer pays when
it is due.

n Credit interview and reference checks
provide insight into true character.

When we talk about capacity, we have
to consider the following aspects :

n Customer’s ability to generate funds
enough for obligations.

n Measured by payment records from
credit references.

n Cash flows from client’s company
projects/income statement.

n client’s income/salary slip/Borang J/ cur-
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rent account and fixed deposit balances.

n Salesmen’s report on how efficiently cli-
ent runs business.

n Client’s financial reports @ cashflow
management/financial plan.

n Good-housekeeping reflects a concerned
management — by looking at the quality
and maintenance of plant and equipment,
upkeep of buildings and premises, gen-
eral level of manufacturing activity, we
can see how well the front office is run
and that can give us an idea of how com-
mitted the business owner is in maintain-
ing his business and his suppliers as well.

Next area to consider is the capital in-
put by the business owners/shareholders.

One has to be convinced about the cus-
tomer’s sound financial background before
extending credit facilities to them. Why is
this important? This is in case, in the event,
the debtor has the misfortune of encoun-
tering business failures or is having
cashflow problems, there are still back-ups
to fall back on, to service the debts.

Here, I must stress the importance of
the following measures :

n Review the financial strength of a cus-
tomer/client based on past, present and
future data.

n What is the initial outlay/paid-up capital.

n Does the capital structure mostly con-
sist of debt issues or equity stocks.

n What is their present net working capital.

n Ascertain the liquidity level.

n What about the capital contributed in the
form of fixed assets.

n Calculate the tangible net worth of a
debtor’s debts.

n Perform a ratio analysis of client’s most
recent financial statements.

n Review the salesmen’s report on where the
capital is spent on inventory stock level,
condition or marketability of customer’s
raw materials and finished goods inventory.

Consider also the following areas of ex-
tending credit facilities by requiring some
form of collateral :

n to secure lending/extending credit facili-
ties by holding assets as collateral. This
arises in the case of doubt over a client’s
capacity to repay and therefore, they
ought to set some criteria for loans;

n collateral that is acceptable should pro-
vide incremental protection;

n then again, collateral should not be
treated as a substitute for payment;

n instead, it should be used as the last re-
sort in debt collection procedures;

n by having the debtor’s assets as collat-
eral, it places the lender in a stronger
negotiating position;

n However, there are a couple of issues one
has to bear in mind when considering an
asset as a collateral :

• control — how much of control does one
have over another’s asset?

• marketability — in the event of liquida-
tion and solvency, does the market value
exceed the value of the debt?

• in the long run, it the value of the as-
signed collateral stable?

• margin.

• credit amount should not exceed the
value of the collateral;

• the effect if there are changes in
future values i.e. an increase.

• does the lender have the power for im-
mediate takeover of the asset?
• merely securing the right to it is not

good enough;

• if the asset is critical to the client’s
business operation, chances are the
client will pay up if he needs them.

Now, what about conditions? When we
talk about conditions, we refer to the events
and changes in the environment, both the
macro and micro environmental forces ef-
fecting the following :

n the particular industry that the business
is operating in;

n the current economy’s effect on the busi-
ness and its customers;

n the supply and demand of their products
and services;

n the economic cycle affecting the specific
industry;

n seasonal demands;

n layoffs of employment;

n age of the employees;

n obsolete work skills of employees;

n employees’ lack of education.

The above are conditions that affect the
ability of the client to maintain income in
good times and bad times. In the event of
economic slowdown and even losses, the
business has to look into the welfare of
their employees before downsizing (if that
seems to be the best option) and the com-
pensation package that they are willing to
pay to their employees while they are serv-
icing their debts.

The 5 C’s are crucial areas to look into
whenever one evaluates application for
credit facilities with your organisation. At
the end of the day, it still pays to go by hind-
sight. If you feel something is not right,
then maybe, you need to obtain further
information. Until then, keep aside their
applications for credit facilities.

In other words, common sense means
exercising good judgment and cultivating
simple observation skills, which require
human skills. Of course, there is the calcu-
lation of credit scoring systems to help in
determining the selection of proper custom-
ers to extend credit facilities to. That is a
technique that uses computers to generate
statistical results and has proven to be use-
ful in shortlisting mass credit applications,
i.e. car and housing loan applications.

Managing is all about planning, organis-
ing, leading and controlling activities to
achieve organisational goals effectively and
efficiently. And that means, keeping your
expenses low and maximising revenue for
one’s business. If you have extended credit
sales to your customers, it means you have
invested in account receivables instead.
Manage them well and enjoy the returns.

Managing account receivables is a proc-
ess that requires not only careful selection
of customer portfolio, it also calls for moni-
toring and collecting procedures.

After all, business is all about taking
risks but the question is how much risk
can one absorb as one goes about in oper-
ating one’s business? Prevention is better
than cure. So, manage your account re-
ceivables by taking the first step in exer-
cising your control in assessing your cus-
tomers creditability.
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The 5 C’s of Credit

• character

• capacity

• capital

• collateral

• conditions
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blowing through the Industrial Revo-
lution every 18 months!

n “Learning organisation” and “lifelong
learning” emphasise the importance
of staying current, exercising creativ-
ity, not getting stuck in a skill-set
“paradigm”

n This is important in your professional
growth as well as that of your entire
organisation.

Today’s Professional Managers
Must Demonstrate Leadership
Part of your job, as a manager is to be a

leader and to develop leadership within your
team. In today’s work environment it is im-
portant to embrace both management and
leadership. Many of the skills embraced by
leaders are the same as managers. The dif-
ference is in how they apply them. Project

M A N A G E M E N T
T R A I N I N G

Management
training — Why
managers need it!

By Steven Lesser

Management is a good example that is con-
sistent with the situation many Managers
are faced with. You are there because of
your technical expertise, but need to man-
age a diverse team including, for example,
support staff, graphic design and account-
ing. Many projects don’t run smoothly, or
fail, because of a failure to focus the project,
to balance the managerial/leadership needs
with the technical.

Just as management techniques and re-
quirements change, so do those for manag-
ing. When did you last update your technical
skills? Your management skills? Both are vi-
tal for today’s Manager/Leader. Try the quiz.

Utilise your score to continue and build
on your strengths. Identify opportunities
to work on any “gaps”. Ask yourself these
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Apresumptive title, for which I hope
you will excuse me, but I wanted
  your attention!

Most people in the role of Executive,
Manager or Consultant, be it for a large
company, own business, or other services,
bring specific skills and qualities to their
work. In many cases those same people are
required to manage people, in an office, on
a site, around the world. So, how do we
keep our management skills up-to-date?
When was the last time you attended man-
agement training?

Think of your own personal development
and your need (or otherwise) for manage-
ment training. As with any exploration, you
have to have a plan, a map of sorts. You might
start out using the map to get you headed in
a direction; however, along the way you may
choose to forge new trails into unmarked
territory, or something unexpected may oc-
cur that takes you down a different path alto-
gether. Here is a suggested map :

Exploration
n Learning is not linear.

n Make connections between points.

n Exploration in today’s world is chang-
ing in shape and form.

n The power of technology provides in-
formation at “warp” speed.

Making Connections
n Systems thinking :  Everything you

do ultimately connects to, and has an
impact on, everything else you do.

n In business, all departments impact
the success of the entire organisation.

Keeping Up with Keeping Up
n It’s been said that if you examine the

current pace of innovation, it’s like

Q U I Z Do You Possess Management Skills and Do You
Demonstrate Leadership Within Your Sphere of Influence?

Directions :  Rank yourself on a scale of one to five (with one being low) on each of
the following descriptions.

Management 1 2 3 4 5

Focusing on Day-to-Day

Establishing a Plan

Problem Solving

Organising the Details

Staf fing

Communicating Plans

Monitoring & Reinforcing

Implementing Plans

Managing Change

Delegating

Score :              Total Points Out of 50 Possible Points.
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roles needed for the effective Consultant,
Manager, and Leader :

SPECIALIZED PROFESSIONAL —  Re-
lates technical or complex information to
the job, but within the strategic scope of
the project.

FACILITATOR — Manages discussions
effectively; ensures that all parties are in
agreement and have a clear understanding
of the agreed-upon next steps before go-
ing on; keeps the focus on moving the
work/project forward.

PROBLEM SOLVER — Effectively analy-
ses the overall situation/project; proactively
identifies problems and proposes solutions.

COACH — Motivates and works effectively
with others while helping them develop skills
and knowledge; creates an environment
where coaching & feedback is important.

ADMINISTRATOR — Manages time, dead-
lines, and budgets simultaneously; provides
a variety of written summaries for projects;
has a clear understanding of the policies and
procedures involved in utilising resources.

INFLUENCER — Receives recommenda-
tions favourably. Is persuasive; presents op-
tions and trade-offs and focuses on win-win
outcomes.

STRATEGIST — Gets the “big picture”; has
a clear understanding of business strategies
and needs as well as objectives and concerns.

PARTNER — Brings a high level of trust
and commitment to working relationships;
has a keen, objective sense of whether ex-
pectations are being met; values open com-
munication as a fundamental building
block for all constituent relationships.

Ok, so maybe I see a need for some man-
agement training! What do I do? Review op-
portunities to attend training sessions within
your company or with partner firms. Seek
out conferences that provide both technical
and leadership insights. Observe others and
review your own application of current man-
agement skills in the light of your observa-
tions. Ask for training. Influence an informal
Manager’s network to include more topics/
speakers on management. Take ownership
for your own learning.

Here is a model for personal learning
ownership :

A Personal Learning
Model :  “Coach Yourself

to be a Leader”

LEARN THE CONCEPT :  Getting the
big picture about a subject.

EXPLORE THE VALUE :  Ask yourself,
“Is this important to me and why?”.

ACQUIRE THE HOW TO :  Learning
the nuts and bolts, practising the skill.

DEVELOP A PLAN :  Identifying
where, when, and in what way to apply
the skill.

EXECUTE THE PLAN :  Following
through on the plan, making it part of
your process.

REINFORCE, REFINE, RECOGNIZE :
Integrating and continuing the learning
process.

Resources : Today, one of the best resources for
information is the Internet. Review sites that
offer tools, articles and insights into effective
management. Many business magazines and
newspapers now provide extensive, research-
able (a great Manager/ Leader skill!) databases.
Try : http://www.bitpipe.com

http://www.inc.com
http://www.wsj.com
http://www.fastcompany.com
http://www.fastcompany.com
http://www.hbsp.harvard.edu

as a starter!  Also, visit the InfoWorks site http:/
/www.InfoWorksTools.com for some free online
tools to manage more effectively and improve
productivity.
This article is based on an article that was origi-
nally written for the American Cultural Re-
sources Association (ACRA) and appeared in
their June 2000 newsletter.
Steven Lesser is an industry and services consult-
ant with over 30 years work experience. InfoWorks
International provides a range of consulting and
training services including programmes on the
Dynamics of Leadership, Managing Successful
projects, Client Focus, Sales & Marketing and
other high-leverage skills & topics.

two questions :

In what areas do I need the most work?

In what areas can I contribute the most
to others?

As you can readily see, leadership and
management competencies are both impor-
tant to integrate into your style. Your ability
to inspire is important, while your ability to
organise and pay attention to details is criti-
cal as well. Now use this as a guide in seek-
ing appropriate management training.

Why Managers Need Training
The way managers work together and

exchange expertise is critical to their per-
sonal success as well as the success of their
projects and their organisation. Many of
the management skills that are needed also
are consistent with successful project im-
plementation, for example.

Managers of the future will no longer be
able to rely solely on their technical exper-
tise to show their value. They must be able
to provide more than knowledge: they
must be both willing and able to play a va-
riety of roles within an organisation, regu-
larly and effectively.

This is also true of the relationships that
business managers, consultants and oth-
ers have with outside contractors, Govern-
ment Departments, and others where they
can only influence, not control. These man-
agement/leadership skills need to be re-
inforced from time to time. It is an invest-
ment in personal development that pro-
vides both immediate and long-term ben-
efits for the consultant and the business.

These, then, are the critical management
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Leadership 1 2 3 4 5

Being Future-Oriented

Establishing a Vision

Employing Strategic Thinking

Seeing the Big Picture

Team Building

Creating Coalitions

Inspiring and Energising

Removing Barriers

Being a Change Agent

Coaching/Supporting

Score :                Total Points Out of 50 Possible Points.
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Speculation about a seemingly im-
pending devaluation of the
ringgit has been quite rife in re-
cent times, fuelled primarily by

the continuous decline in the central bank’s
international reserves. Malaysia’s external
reserves have been falling from a peak of
US$34.5 billion (RM131 billion) in April last
year to a low of US$26.1 billion in mid-May
this year, at the rate of about US$800 mil-
lion a month.

Other reasons include weak export per-
formance, bleeding capital account with huge
domestic capital outflows and the deprecia-
tion of the regional currencies, for the on-
going ringgit speculation. The irony of it all
is that, not too long ago, there was talk of the
ringgit being under-valued, with many ana-
lysts calling for a revaluation of the ringgit.

The pendulum is now swinging in the
opposite direction. It cannot be denied that
the ringgit peg has come under increasing
pressure in recent times. The ringgit has
appreciated against all major currencies by
default, as it is tied to the US dollar, which
has been growing stronger and stronger.

What makes it all the more risky is the
fact that the ringgit has become relatively
expensive vis a vis other regional curren-
cies, rendering Malaysia a more costly
place for foreigners to do business with.
The real ef fective exchange rate of the
ringgit has appreciated by six per cent dur-
ing the preceding 12 months by end-
March, with adverse implications for the
competitiveness of Malaysian exports.

Since the beginning of the year the In-
donesian rupiah has depreciated against
the US dollar by more than 10 per cent,
the Taiwan dollar by over 15 per cent, the
Japanese yen by over six per cent, the Thai
baht by about five per cent and the Singa-
pore dollar by over four per cent. The rela-
tive strength of the ringgit now vis a vis
Thai baht, Indonesian rupiah, Philippine
peso and Singapore dollar far exceeds that
of the pre- crisis early July 1997 situation.

 In other words, the ringgit has moved
clearly out of sync with the rest of the re-
gional currencies. There are, however,
some redeeming features, which tend to
take the heat of f the ringgit. For starters,
the trade balance is still favourable and the
BOP (balance of payments) current ac-
count balance still remains positive. In
April, trade surplus increased significantly,
thanks to import compression, which is not
unusual for a slowing economy.

The chances are that import compres-
sion will continue to exceed export decline
so that trade surplus will grow. The recent
strengthening of the Japanese yen also
augurs well, as it tends to arrest, if not re-

verse, the depreciation of regional curren-
cies. External reserves are still substantial,
nearly six times the size of the country’s
short-term debts, the highest ratio among
the crisis-hit countries, by virtue of the fact
that Malaysia’s short-term external debt is
the lowest in the region. Inflation and un-
employment rates in Malaysia are also the
lowest in the region. It even appears that
the ringgit is under-valued, not over-valued,
in PPP (purchasing power parity) terms.

Even the so-called “hamburger (BigMac)
index” suggests that the ringgit is in fact
under-valued by as much as 53 per cent.
One must, however, hasten to add that
other regional currencies are also in the

E C O N O M I C S
P U L S E  O F  T H E  E C O N O M I E S

RINGGIT Re-PEG
WILL solve nothing

By Dr. Mohamed Arif
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, MALAYSIAN INSTITUTE OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH
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same league on the BigMac scale. There
are no overt signs of any over-valuation of
the ringgit, as anyone can obtain any
amount in foreign currency at current ex-
change rates. There is no shortage of for-
eign currency in the market either.

Nor is there any strong evidence of
dollarisation in the domestic economy.
Equally important is the observation that the
room for destabilising currency speculation
is limited by the small role foreign capitali-
sation now plays in KLSE accounting for just
15 per cent, with the so-called “hot money”
amounting to US$2-3 billion only. There are
also substantial Petronas reserves, estimated
at RM40 billion. It is not clear if a devalua-
tion of the ringgit will help the Malaysian
economy under the present circumstances.

Exports are falling at the moment prima-
rily because of the economic slowdown in
export markets, and this hardly has any-
thing to do with currency misalignment.
Exports will not increase, even if the ringgit
is devalued, under depressed demand con-
ditions. In any case, transfer-pricing prac-
tices of the MNCs (multinational corpora-
tions) can help neutralise, to some extent,
the adverse impact of overvaluation of the
ringgit on export sales.

A re-peg, far from putting an end to cur-
rency speculation, may spawn further specu-
lation inducing an even sharper devaluation
of the ringgit. It is in this sense that any re-
peg will inevitably lead to a total loss of faith
in the peg system. The political costs of a re-
peg are high. It may be seen as an admis-
sion of policy failure with loss of credibility.

 It will raise the cost of imports and hence
production costs, given the high import
content in Malaysian manufactures, and
rekindle inflationary pressures in the do-
mestic economy. It will also increase the
country’s external debt burden, as it will
take more ringgit payments for settling ex-
isting debts. Given the high political as well
as other costs and uncertain benefits in the
near term, the chances are that the Govern-
ment will not opt for a re-peg anytime soon.

That there is a strong political will to
maintain the peg for as long as possible is
readily obvious. How long the Government
will be able to hold on to the peg still re-
mains a moot question. Much will hinge
critically on the external reserves. Malay-
sia’s reserves are now equivalent to less

than four months of imports, which is low,
not only by the country’s own standards
of six-seven months previously, but also in
comparison with Singapore’s 12.3 months,
Taiwan’s 9.6, Indonesia’s 6.1 and Thailand’s
5.7. If the BOP capital account continues
to bleed and the trade balance in the cur-
rent account turns red, reserves are likely
to fall, exerting increased pressure on the
ringgit. As alluded to the above, the costs
of a re-peg would clearly outweigh the ben-
efits in the near term. For costs are imme-
diate, while benefits will only accrue much
later. Equally pertinent is the question :
what are the costs of not adjusting the ex-
change rates in the face of the changing
supply/demand equation? Malaysia may
lose out to other countries in the region in
the export markets, especially when the
US economy recovers and the electronics
demand rebounds. Foreign investors may
opt to skip Malaysia for other destinations
in the region. All this may serve to sedate
Malaysia’s GDP growth rate. It is in this
sense that Malaysia has to make a hard
choice between the currency peg and eco-
nomic growth. In any event, re-pegging
cannot be the solution. If the peg is allowed
to break once, many would only expect it
to break again and again. What the
economy needs is exchange rate stability,
not rigidity.

It is flexibility, not rigidity, which can en-
sure economic resilience under fluid condi-
tions. All prices, including exchange rates, will
have to be flexible enough to clear the mar-
ket. A crawling peg cannot be the answer, as
it is fraught with risks of destabilising specu-
lation. It would be wiser to abandon the peg
system altogether than to have the ringgit re-
pegged. To start anew with a clean slate, a
different exchange rate regime is called for.
Free float would be a wrong option, given the

AN
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turbulence in the forex market.
The authorities may consider some forms

of managed floating with a built-in automatic
adjustment mechanism. Experience has
shown that managed floating works fairly
well, if it is well managed. Exchange rates
tend to be quite stable for well-managed
economies. This system, however, tends to
take regimes to task when domestic policies
are not in order. Countries that follow pru-
dent policies with transparency have noth-
ing to fear from international disciplinary
actions through exchange rate convulsions.

A transparent basket-peg would appear
to be a better option than a single currency
peg, as it would provide exchange rate sta-
bility against a basket of currencies, with-
out exchange rates rigidity against any one
currency. The US dollar itself may soon
come under downward pressure, as it is
believed to be overvalued by as much as
15-20 per cent. The huge trade deficits of
the US at the rate of roughly US$1 billion
(RM3.8 billion) a day is simply unsustain-
able. How long will the current peg hold?

As argued, the peg is under no immedi-
ate threat. This situation, however, may not
last long. In the final analysis, it is the ex-
ternal reserves that will call the shots. The
reserves would, in turn, depend not only
on the trade balance but also, more impor-
tantly, on international capital flows. Much
would also depend on the exchange rates
of other regional currencies which, in turn,
would hinge critically on the Japanese yen.

If the reserves were to fall below a level
that is equivalent to three months of imports
or if the yen were to breach 130 yen to the
dollar, the pressure on the ringgit peg would
become manifest. Arguably, all said and
done, the ringgit peg has served well as a
stop- gap, emergency measure in 1998/99.
However, exchange rate inflexibility does
not jive well with other liberal policy meas-
ures in an open economy, which thrives, on
manufactured exports and foreign invest-
ments. It is easy to get into a peg system
but it is not so easy to get out of it. It makes
considerable strategic sense to make the
exit voluntarily from a position of strength
well before arriving at a point where the exit
is no longer an option.

Note :  This article appeared in MIER Scope, in
the New Straits Times on 9 June 2001. Reprinted
with permission from MIER.

“A re-peg, far from putting an

end to currency speculation,

may spawn further speculation

inducing an even sharper devalua-

tion of the ringgit … The political

costs of a re-peg are high. It may

be seen as an admission of policy

failure with loss of credibility.”
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Malaysia, Singapore,
Hong Kong top corporate

governance survey
A survey of foreign business executives

in the region showed Malaysia, Singapore
and Hong Kong have the best quality of
corporate governance in Asia.

The survey by the Political and Eco-
nomic Risk Consultancy (PERC) and its
report carried by AFP news agency re-
cently, showed Malaysia scoring an upset
over perennial leaders Singapore and Hong
Kong in the top rankings based on the per-
ception of expatriate business executives
in key Asian economies.

While the two Asian financial hubs re-
mained in the top three rankings, they
were judged more harshly this year as re-
flected in sharp falls in their scores from
the previous year, according to the survey.

In a scale from zero to 10, with zero be-
ing the best grade possible and 10 the
worst, Malaysia emerged tops with a score
of 3.0, followed by Singapore with 4.0 and
Hong Kong with 4.48. Malaysia’s grade was
a 51.6 percent improvement on its score of
6.2 in the same survey last year, which
asked foreign business executives to rate
the quality of corporate governance in their
countries of operation.

Singapore’s score deteriorated by 100
percent from a squeaky clean 2.0 last year
to 4.0 this year. Hong Kong’s grade slid 25
percent from 3.59 in 2000. Corporate gov-
ernance generally covers how companies
conduct themselves in terms of ethics,
transparency, accountability, integrity and
other practices.

Bad corporate governance, which al-
lowed firms to overborrow, spend exces-
sively and invest wantonly, has been one
of the main reasons for the 1997-1998 Asian
financial crisis. Coming fourth in the
rankings was Taiwan with a score of 5.38,
improving on 6.10 last year. India was in
fifth place with 5.63, sharply improving
from 9.0 last year. Japan had a score of 6.00,

worsening from 4.0 last year. South Korea
was in seventh place with 6.67 from 8.83 in
2000, followed by Thailand with 6.91, the
Philippines with 7.00, China with 8.13. In-
donesia and Vietnam had the worst scores
at 8.33 and 8.50, respectively. Australia and
New Zealand are excluded from the sur-
vey.

AFP, 24 June 2001.

BNM International Reserves
Up 3.63 Per Cent to RM98.9

Billion as at Mid-June
Bank Negara’s international reserves,

comprising of gold reserves and foreign
exchange, increased 3.63 per cent or
RM356 million to RM98.9 billion as at 15
June, compared with RM98.6 billion as at
end-May.

The central bank attributed the increase
to the narrowing down of interest rates
differentials and tapering off of foreword
purchases for payments of goods and serv-
ices and loan repayments.

In a statement on asset and liabilities on
22 June, Bank Negara said it posted a US
dollar equivalent of US$26 billion (RM98.8
billion) in international reserves on 15
June, compared with US$25.9 billion
(RM98.42 billion) in mid-May.

It added that the level of reserves is ad-
equate to finance 3.9 months of retained
imports and is 5.6 times the nation’s short-
term external debts. The bank noted that
the reserve levels have stabilised in the
region of US26 billion since Mid-April 2001.

SC :  Stage 2 of Reduction in
Transaction Costs to be
Implemented Partially

The Securities Commission’s (SC) will
carry out a partial implementation of the
second stage of efforts to cut transaction
costs on the Kuala Lumpur Stock Ex-
change (KLSE). Effective 1 July 2001, the
Securities Clearing Automated Network
Services (SCANS) clearing fee, the System

on Computerised Order Routing and Ex-
ecution (SCORE) fee and the SC levy will
be lowered. However, the second stage of
commission rates liberalisation, which is
one component of the exercise to reduce
transaction costs, will be deferred for a
year until 1 July 2002.

The SCANS clearing fee will be reduced
from 0.05 per cent to 0.04 per cent, subject
to a maximum of RM200 per contract, while
the SCORE fee will be reduced from 0.005
per cent to 0.0025 per cent. The SC levy
which is derived from the brokerage com-
mission and the SCANS clearing fee will be
reduced to 0.015 per cent from the present
0.02 per cent. In addition, the portion of the
SC levy derived from the SCANS clearing
fee will be subject to a cap of RM37.50 for
contract values above RM500,000.

The second stage of the liberalisation of
commission rates, whereby commission
rates for all trades will be fully negotiable,
subject to a cap of 0.70 per cent, was sched-
uled to take effect on 1 July 2001.

Efforts carried out under Stage 1 have
resulted in a reduction of overall transac-
tion costs. In view of current market senti-
ments and prolonged low volumes in the
marketplace, the implementation of Stage
2 is being particularly carefully managed
to minimise adjustment costs. The Com-
mission’s decision for the deferment is also
in response to the appeals and views of the
stockbroking industry and relevant indus-
try participants, including the Association
of Stockbroking Companies Malaysia
(ASCM) and the Association of Remisiers
Malaysia (PERSAMA). The deferment will
also allow the stockbroking industry to
concentrate efforts and resources on mar-
ket-driven consolidation.

The Commission, when announcing its
plan to liberalise commission rates as part
of its efforts to reduce transaction costs last
year, stated that it would conduct a review
of the situation before implementing the
second stage of liberalisation.

E C O N O M I C S
S N I P P E T S

Local economic and
business news
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STAGE 1 STAGE 2
Status

To be implemented
1 July  2001

To be implemented
1 July  2001

To be implemented
1 July  2001

Deferred to 1 July 2002

Action

Reduce SCORE fee to
0.005%.

Fix commission rates at
0.75%  for  trades with
contract values of
RM100,000 and below and
allow  fully negotiable
commission rates for trades
with contract values  above
RM100,000.

Action

Reduce SCORE fee to
0.0025%.

Reduce SCANS clearing fee
from 0.05%  to 0.04%,  subject
to a maximum of RM200 per
contract.

Reduce SC levy from 0.02%
to 0.015%.  SC levy derived
from the SCANS clearing fee
will be subject to a cap of
RM37.50 for  contract values
above RM500,000.

Fully negotiable commission
rates  for all trades, subject
to a cap of 0.70%.

Status

Implemented
1 September  2000

Implemented
1 September 2000

Implementation progress of efforts to reduce transaction costs

Akauntan NasionalJuly 2001
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Provisions of the Listing Requirements

Paragraph 15.02 — Composition of the
board of directors

Paragraph 15.03 (1) — Undertaking by
director

Paragraph 15.03 (2)— Letter by
independent director

Paragraph 15.10 (1) (b)— Composition
of audit committee — to have majority
of independent directors

Paragraph 15.10 (1) (c) — Composition
of audit committee — to have a person
who meets the requirement stated herein

Paragraph 15.19 — Quorum of audit
committee

Previous Deadline

31 July 2001

15 June 2001 or within 14 days of
appointment, whichever is the later

15 June 2001 or within 14 days of
appointment, whichever is the later

1 June 2001

31 July 2001

31 July 2001

Extended Deadline

31 December 2001

30 June 2001 or within 14 days of
appointment, whichever is the later

31 December 2001 or within 14 days of
appointment, whichever is the later

31 December 2001

31 December 2001

31 December 2001

T A B L E  1

The progress of the implementation of
the Commission’s policy framework for the
reduction of transaction costs, post 1 July
2001, is illustrated in Table 1.

The framework for the reduction in costs
of transactions on the KLSE was intro-
duced in tandem with the policy for the
consolidation of the stockbroking industry
to create a more competitive capital mar-
ket, as part of the recommendations of the
Capital Market Masterplan.

MDEX :  Merged Business
Rules Programme Compulsory

Malaysia Derivatives Exchange Malaysia
Bhd (MDEX) is conducting a familiarisation
programme to inform and enhance aware-
ness amongst industry participants on the
merged business rules of MDEX. The fa-
miliarisation programme will be conducted

at the Kuala Lumpur
Stock Exchange
(KLSE) from 30 June
2001 until 4 August
2001.

MDEX Chief Oper-
ating Officer, Dr.
Zaha Rina Zahari, said the programme would
significantly assist industry participants to be
fully updated on the merged business rules.
It is compulsory for participants who have
completed Module 4 and/or Module 5 of the
Malaysian Futures & Options Registered
Representative (MFORR) examination to
attend the programme, particularly for the
Executive Directors of MDEX Trading Mem-
bers, Futures Broker Representatives, Com-
pliance Officers, Local Members and Trad-
ing Permit Holders.

Failure to attend this programme would

result in participants having to sit for a new
examination to be conducted by the Securi-
ties Commission. Full information on the pro-
gramme is available at www.mdex.com.my.

Extension of Time for
KLSE Listing Requirements
After having considered industry feed-

back and requests for extension of time,
the Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange in their
statement dated 15 June 2001, has agreed
to extend the deadlines for compliance with
the provisions stated to 31 December 2001.
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A C C O U N T I N G
M A S B

The Malaysian Accounting Stand-
ards Board (MASB) is further
developing Islamic Accounting

Standards (IAS) to streamline the account-
ing procedures of companies with increas-
ing Islamic-based transactions.

In an interview with Akauntan Nasional,
MASB Executive Director, Dr. Nordin
Mohd Zain said, the board is progres-
sively working with the authorities in
Syariah law and principles to develop Is-
lamic Accounting Standards. The expo-
sure period of a first draft on The Presen-
tation of Financial Statements of Islamic
Banks and Similar Financial Institutions
has ended and a special working group is
currently reviewing and considering com-
ments received from the general public
on the exposure draft.

“This is just a beginning. MASB will con-
tinue to develop the Islamic Accounting
Standards within the region, and once com-
pleted the standards may be applicable to
other countries like Brunei and Indonesia,”
said Nordin.

In developing other IAS, MASB will be
using the Islamic accounting standards
practised by the Ac-
counting and Auditing
Organisation for Is-
lamic Financial Institu-
tions in Bahrain, West
Asia, as the basis for
review.

However, the IAS
will be customised ac-
cording to the eco-
nomic requirements of
the countr y and the
region. MASB will ini-
tially focus the IAS de-
velopment on the ex-
isting operations of Is-
lamic banks and finan-
cial institutions, like
Bank Islam Malaysia
Bhd (BIMB) and
Syarikat Takaful
Nasional Bhd.

MASB to help develop
islamic accounting standards

nies’ annual report.
Nordin said developing the IAS is a chal-

lenging task because there is a lack of in-
tellectual resources in the country that
possess expertise in both accounting is-
sues and the syariah principles. Nordin
said one of the ways MASB is overcoming
the setback in manpower is to collaborate
with the Syariah Advisory Council from
Bank Negara.

The board is also looking at recruiting
Syariah scholars and professionals to be
trained in accounting, and tapping into the
expertise of professionals in BIMB. He
said it is timely to develop the IAS due to
the exponential growth of Islamic-based

“MASB will continue to develop

the Islamic Accounting Standards

within the region, and once

completed the standards may

be applicable to other countries

like Brunei and Indonesia,

said Nordin.”

The board will then move to develop ac-
counting standards for Islamic-based trans-
actions for other conventional and com-
mercial institutions. Citing an example,
Nordin said that one of the applicable re-
sults of an IAS is the disclosure of income
sources from both halal and non-halal ac-
tivities in the balance sheet of the compa-
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Members are informed that five
new standards become ef fec-
tive for financial statements

covering periods beginning on or after 1
July 2001. The standards are :

MASB 17 General Insurance Business

MASB 18 Life Insurance Business

MASB 19 Events After the Balance
Sheet Date

MASB 20 Provisions, Contingent

Liabilities and Contingent
Assets

MASB 21 Business Combination

With the exception of MASB 17 and
MASB 18, which applies only to enterprises
conducting general and life insurance re-
spectively, the rest of the standards are ap-
plicable to all enterprises.

MASB 19 and MASB 20 supersedes IAS
10, Contingencies and Events Occurring
After Balance Sheet Date.

MASB 19, Events After the
Balance Sheet Date

MASB 19 though similar to IAS 10 (re-
vised 1999), does differ slightly from the
relevant parts in IAS 10. Additional disclo-
sure required under this standard is the
need for an enterprise to disclose the date
when the financial statements were author-
ised for issue and who gave the authorisa-
tion. A clear change in approach is also seen
in this standard in respect to the recogni-
tion of dividends. The standards states that
dividends proposed or declared after the
balance sheet date, should not be recog-
nised as a liability at the balance sheet date.

MASB 20, Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Contingent Assets

MASB 20 conforms in all material re-
spects with IAS 37, Provisions, Contingent
Liabilities and Contingent Assets. Similar
to IAS 10, it deals with contingency but the
application rules are more stringent and
the standard has introduced new rules on
“provisions”. A “provision” is defined by
the standard as a liability of uncertain tim-
ing or amount.

A provision under this standard, should

UPDATE ON
MASB STANDARDS

only be recognised when :
(a) an enterprise has a present obligation

(legal or constructive) as a result of a
past event;

(b) it is probable that an outflow of re-
sources embodying economic benefits
will be required to settle the obligation;
and

(c) a reliable estimate can be made of the
amount of the obligation.

A contingent liability is not recognised
but disclosed where there is a possible ob-
ligation and a possible outflow of resources
or if the outflow of resources is not prob-
able or cannot be measured reliably. A con-
tingent asset on the other hand is disclosed
when the inflow of economic benefits is
probable, but not virtually certain.

MASB 20 also explains how the general
recognition and measurement require-
ments for provisions is applied in three spe-
cific cases i.e. future operating losses, on-
erous contracts and restructuring. As an
example, the standard states that provi-
sions should not be recognised for future
operating losses.

MASB 21, Business Combination
MASB 21 prescribes the accounting

treatment for business combination. It cov-
ers both acquisition and merger account-
ing. A merger under the standard is de-
fined as “a business combination in which
the shareholders of the combining enterprise
combine control over the whole, or ef fectively
the whole, of their net assets and operations
to achieve a continuing mutual sharing of
the risks and benefits attaching to the com-
bined entity such that neither party can be
identified as the acquirer”. Acquisition, on
the other hand is a business combination
which is not a merger.

The standard sets out principles on ac-
counting treatment for acquisitions and
merger in detail and it should be applied
in accounting for all business combina-
tions.

The above is only a summary of the stand-
ards. Members are required to read the
standards for a better understanding and to
ensure compliance with the standards.

“… developing the IAS is a

challenging task because there is

a lack of intellectual resources in

the country that possess expertise

in both accounting issues and

the syariah principles …”

transactions in financial institutions and
other public listed companies within the
last 10 years.

The MASB is an independent statutory
body, which aims to continually improve
the quality of external financial reporting
in Malaysia, and to contribute directly to
the international development of financial
reporting.

The next question is, who will ensure
compliance with the Islamic Accounting
Standards? Dr. Nordin is clear on this :  “It
is not MASB’s job to enforce these stand-
ards. As has been clarified under the Com-
panies Act and Financial Reporting Act, the
enforcers are the SC, Bank Negara and the
Registrar of Companies. Furthermore, we
are only a statutory body.”

“Though MASB may not have the power
to enforce, the MASB Standards give
greater power to enforcement bodies to
nab the ‘financial culprits’.”
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CORRECTION In our ealier MASB Publication Order Form, price quoted for “Foreword to MASB Standards and other Technical Pronounce-
ments” was actually RM1.50 (One Ringgit and Fifty sen only) and not as printed.  We apologise for the error.
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MASB PUBLICATION ORDER FORM
   Title RM/Unit Qty Total  RM

FOREWORD :  Foreword to MASB Standards & other Technical Pronouncements 1.50

MASB 1 : Presentation of Financial Statements 1.00

MASB 2 : Inventories 1.00

MASB 3 : Net Profit or Loss for the Period, Fundamental Errors and Changes in 1.00
Accounting Policies

MASB 4 : Research and Development Costs 1.00

MASB 5 : Cash Flow Statements 1.00

MASB 6 : The Effect of Changes in Foreign Exchange Rates 1.00

MASB 7 : Construction Contracts 1.00

MASB 8 : Related Party Disclosures 1.00

MASB 9 : Revenue 1.00

MASB 10 : Leases 1.00

MASB 11 : Consolidated Financial Statements and Investments in Subsidiaries 1.00

MASB 12 : Investment in Associates 1.00

MASB 13 : Earnings Per Share 1.00

MASB 14 : Depreciation Accounting 1.00

MASB 15 : Property, Plant and Equipment 1.00

MASB 16 : Financial Reporting of Interest in Joint Ventures 1.00

MASB 17 :  General Insurance Business 1.50

MASB 18 :  Life Insurance Business 1.50

MASB 19 : Events After the Balance Sheet Date 1.50

MASB 20 : Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets 1.50

MASB 21 : Business Combinations 1.50

MASB 22 : Segment Reporting 1.50

MASB 23 : Impairment of Assets 2.50

MASB 24 : Financial Instruments :  Disclosure and Presentation 2.00

SOP 1 : Exempt Enterprises 1.00

SOP 2 : Interim Financial Reporting 1.00

TR 1 : Share Buyback — Accounting and Disclosure 1.00

TR 2 : The Year 2000 Issue — Accounting and Disclosure 1.00

Prakata : Prakata Piawaian MASB dan Pengumuman Teknikal Lain 1.50
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L E G A L
L E G A L  R I G H T S

THE ACCOUNTANT’s
RIGHT OF LIEN

Alegal right of lien is a right recog-
nised at common law which allows
 a professional such as an account-

ant to retain documents or other personal
property of the client which is rightfully and
continuously in the accountant’s possession,
until the present and accrued claims of the
accountant are satisfied. The
lien attaches on all such prop-
erty belonging to the client,
which comes into the posses-
sion of the accountant during the
course of his professional em-
ployment with the sanction of
the client. This right is therefore
derived from the right of the cli-
ent to such property.

There are ver y few cases
which have dealt with the issue
of an accountant’s right of lien.
As early as 1848, the English
courts recognised that an ac-
countant has a lien on books
entrusted to him for examina-
tion, where there were charges
outstanding from the client1 . In
the more recent case of
Woodworth vs. Conroy2 , the issue
of whether accountants had a
lien for unpaid fees over books,
correspondence and papers,
which had been delivered to
them by their clients or which
had come into their possession
in the course of acting for their
clients, was considered in more
detail. In this case, the English
Court of Appeal held that :

“I can see no reason whatsoever
why accountants should not have
a lien of some kind. Books of ac-
count and other documents are
entrusted to them by their clients
for work to be done upon, and in

By Shobini Mahendra connection with them, often by entering up
ledgers and almost always by analysis. Work
in connection with books of account often in-
volves corresponding with third parties and
making compilations of various kinds … I
would adjudge that accountants in the course
of doing their ordinary professional work of
producing and auditing accounts, advising
on financial problems, and carrying on ne-
gotiations with the Inland Revenue in rela-

1 Re Hill, Ex-parte Southall, (1848) 17
LJ Bcy 21.

2 [1976] 1 QB 884
3 per Lawton L. J.  in Woodworth vs.

Conroy, (1976) 1 QB 884, pp. 889-890.
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tion to both taxation and rating, have at least
a particular lien over any books of account,
files and papers which their clients delivered
to them and also over any documents which
have come into their possession in the course
of acting as their clients’ agents in the course
of their ordinary professional work”3 .

A particular lien therefore arises where :

the accountant rightfully has in his pos-
session and continues to have in his pos-

session, any books of account,
files, records, documents and
papers which were delivered
to him or which came into his
possession in the course of his
ordinary professional work;

  these books of account,
files, records, documents and
papers belong to the client;

   there are charges or fees
outstanding to the accountant
from the client; and

  the outstanding charges
were incurred in respect of
work done in connection with
these books of account, files,
records, documents and pa-
pers.

This right of lien is recog-
nised in By-Law 14-15 of the
Institute’s By-Laws (On Profes-
sional Conduct and Ethics)
dealing with Changes in Pro-
fessional Appointments, which
provides that :

“Notwithstanding paragraph
14-14, where a legal right of lien
exists, a member may exercise
that lien in appropriate circum-
stances. A right of lien will only
exist where all four of the follow-
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ing circumstances apply :

(a)the documents retained must be the prop-
erty of the client who owes the money and
not of a third party, no matter how closely
connected with the client;

(b) the documents must have come into pos-
session of the member by proper means;

(c) work must have been done by the mem-
ber upon the documents; and

(d) the fees for which the lien is exercised
must be outstanding in respect of
such work and not in respect of
other unrelated work.

Accordingly, where a member does
work for a company and also for the
directors of that company in their pri-
vate capacities, if the fees for work done
for a director in his private capacity
are unpaid, no right of lien exists over
the company’s documents in the light
of (a) and (d) above.

Members should consult their solici-
tors before seeking to exercise a lien in
any but the most straightforward of
cases. Similarly a client disputing the
right of lien of a member might be persuaded
to consult his own solicitors. Where the mem-
ber’s right is well founded the advice the cli-
ent receives may change his attitude both to
the lien and the bill.”

However, the accountant’s right of lien
is not exercisable over books or documents
of a client company which are required by
statute or by its articles of association to
be kept at a particular place or to be avail-
able for a specific purpose such as inspec-
tion or to be dealt with in any special way4 .
Thus, documents such as registers of
members/shareholders which are re-
quired to be available for inspection at the
registered office of companies pursuant to
the Companies Act 1965, cannot be the
subject matter of an accountant’s lien. An
accountant’s right of lien which is exercis-
able if the above criteria (a) to (d) are sat-
isfied, would nevertheless be subject to the
exception provided by statutory require-
ments pertaining to such documents and
books as would render the right to exer-
cise an accountant’s lien, unenforceable.

Some degree of confusion still exists in
respect of the issue of whether an audit re-
port required pursuant to section 174(1) of
the Companies Act 1965, can be the subject

matter of a right of lien in the event that the
auditor’s fees have not been paid by the cli-
ent. This confusion is also reflected in the
recent Malaysian High Court decision of
Loh Yoon Thong vs. Malaysian Institute of
Accountants5  where the learned judge made
some passing remarks on the issue of non-
payment of audit fees without making any
authoritative decision on the issue of the
right of lien, although the learned judge did
approve of the decision in Woodworth vs.

Conroy6  as set out above. The decision of
Loh Yoon Thong vs. Malaysian Institute of
Accountants7  cannot therefore be relied
upon for guidance on the issue of a right of
lien over an audit report in the event of non-
payment of audit fees by the client.

In light of criterion (a) above however, a
right of lien can only exist over records or
documents belonging to the client. An audit
report rendered pursuant to section 174(1)
of the Companies Act 1965 represents the
opinion of the auditor on the accounts of the
company which are required to be laid be-
fore the members of the company in a gen-
eral meeting. Upon the appointment of the
auditor pursuant to section 172(1) of the
Companies Act 1965 to which such appoint-
ment has been consented to by the auditor,
the auditor is under a statutory duty to ex-
amine the books and accounts of the com-
pany and to thereafter render his report to
the members of the company setting out his
opinion in relation to the areas of responsi-
bility imposed by the Companies Act 1965
and/or other statutes and applicable ap-
proved accounting standards8 .

This statutory duty continues to exist
notwithstanding any non-payment of audit
fees, until the proper removal or resigna-

4 DTC (CNC) Ltd. vs. Sargeant & Co. (a firm), (1996)
2 All ER 369.

5 (2001) 5 MLJ 596, p. 619.
6 (1976) 1 QB 884.
7 (2001) 5 MLJ 596. This decision is currently pend-

ing appeal to the Court of Appeal.
8 See “Recommended Practice Guide on Auditors’

Reports”, Akauntan Nasional, November/Decem-
ber 2000, p. 72.

9 “Halsbury’s Laws of England”, 4th Ed. Reissue, Vol.
7(1), para 905.
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tion of the auditor in accordance with the
provisions of the Companies Act 1965. Fur-
ther, this statutory duty cannot be removed
or altered by the articles of association of
the company or by any agreement between
the company and the auditor9 .

For the reasons set out above, it is clear
that an audit report cannot be retained by
the auditor on the basis of non-payment of
audit fees, since such audit report cannot
be considered as something which was de-

livered to the auditor or which came
into his possession, that belongs to
the client. The audit report, albeit
rendered for the members of the
client company, nevertheless re-
mains the auditor’s report and ex-
pression of opinion at all times. In
the event that there is non-payment
of audit fees, the only documents or
records that may be retained by vir-
tue of a right of lien exercised by the
auditor, are those that clearly satisfy
all the criteria set out in (a) to (d)
above, and that are not subject to
any statutor y exceptions which

render the right of lien unenforceable.
For avoidance of doubt, the cautionary

note in By-Law 14-15 of the Institute’s By-
Laws (On Professional Conduct and Ethics)
dealing with Changes in Professional Ap-
pointments should be adhered to, in that ac-
countants should consult their solicitors be-
fore seeking to exercise a lien over their cli-
ent’s documents or records. This caution is
even more significant since the wrongful re-
tention of client’s records or documents by
the accountant after a demand for them is
made by the client (where there is no right
of lien) is an act discreditable to the profes-
sion under By-Law 18-1 of the Institute’s By-
Laws (On Professional Conduct and Ethics)
dealing with Acts Discreditable to the Pro-
fession, in which case, the accountant could
be subjected to disciplinary proceedings. AN

“… a right of lien can only exist over
records or documents belonging to the

client … an audit report cannot be
retained by the auditor on the basis of
non-payment of audit fees, since such
audit report cannot be considered as

something which was delivered to the
auditor or which came into his posses-

sion, that belongs to the client.
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Sentence Those
Dastardly Debts
to Death!
By Rajen Devadason

Physicists love the word ‘entropy’. It refers to the tendency
every natural system has to move from a state of order to that
of maximum chaos. Entropy explains why astronomers
believe the universe appears to be heading toward a final
‘heat death’, countless billions of years from now. Entropy can
also be used to rationalise why your clients’ accounts some-
times refuse to balance; and why your teenager’s bedroom
might look like a concussion grenade just went off in it.

Not surprisingly, entropy also works in our financial

lives. This regular feature represents Akauntan Nasional’s
(AN) serious bid to educate all Malaysians of the need for
wise adherence to sensible financial planning principles
and strategies. Each accountant is a centre of influence —
in your of fice, to your colleagues and clients; and in your
home, to your family. Money Tree is thus designed to help
you learn and then teach — in steps — all that is impor-
tant in crafting a life of financial abundance, bounty and
contentment.

DEAL WITH
WHAT’S MOST
URGENT FIRST.

Now that my Money Tree writing fre-
quency has been halved to once in
two months, the pressure cooker en-

vironment I’ve created for myself is a little
more manageable. I’d like to thank Iszudin
Mohd Amin, editor of Akauntan Nasional,
for the tremendous professional compas-
sion he extended to me a couple of months
ago when I explained my need to cut back.

If you’re wondering what place such soul
baring has in a professional journal, there
is a method to my madness. You see, just
as spreading ourselves too thinly compro-
mises our professional effectiveness, our
long-term financial well-being cannot be
nurtured in an environment of fiscal hyper-
extension. Let me explain.

Professional over-extension manifests it-
self in the way we keep adding things to our
plate without taking anything off. The hid-
den assumption is that we’ll borrow time
from tomorrow to get it all done. Hopefully.
The danger is that such a strategy invariably
works for a while. Sadly, in the end it leads
only to stress and ineffectual frustration.

Similarly, financial hyperextension is
rooted in the rising conviction among
Malaysians that the future will always be
better than the past. That optimism, in and
of itself, is not a bad thing; indeed, it is a good
thing in most areas. But when such idealis-
tic Pollyanna-thinking results in us conning
ourselves into borrowing money, unneces-
sarily and unwisely, we have a problem.

Some of us think nothing of borrowing
more and more money to buy more and more
‘stuff’. Stuff that our parents and grandpar-
ents either never had at all or were willing to
save up for first. That change — for the worse
— is most clearly seen in our evolving defi-
nition of affordability. It used to be that if we
could afford a car, it meant we had the money
to pay for it in full. Nowadays, such thinking
is either non-existent or ridiculed. Our mod-
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ern definition of affording something means
we ‘can afford’ the monthly payments!

The root cause of such ‘definition drift’ is
our willingness to forego the prudence of
our elders for the thrill of instant gratifica-
tion. Often our thinking follows this trajec-
tory :  Because we’re bound to always keep
making more money, it is better to borrow
money today to get what we want now.

But in doing so, we seldom reflect on the
truth that borrowing money now means we
are effectively borrowing time from tomor-
row. If you don’t see the connection, con-
sider this inviolate relationship :

Work consumes time
to yield money

Just as the lynchpin of Einstein’s Special
Theory of Relativity is the world’s most fa-
mous equation, E = mc2, there is another
equation that describes the relationship I
am talking about. I give you the world’s
least famous equation :

Devadason’s Simplistic Theory of
Temporal — Currency Equivalence

M (money) = W (work) x T (time)

The work you do multiplied by the time
you spend doing it yields the money you earn
fair and square. So far, I haven’t told you any-
thing earth shattering. You know all this. But
realise that the true danger arises when un-
wise borrowing results in an excessive draw
down of tomorrow’s resources to pay for to-
day’s excesses. Each of us has a finite amount
of time on this Earth. And there is only a fi-
nite amount of work we can do in that allot-
ment of years, even after taking into consid-
eration the multiplier effect of machines like
levers and computers. Thus, there is a finite
amount of money we can make in our lives.
DON’T READ ON until that bit is clear.

Too much of the wrong type of debt, the
bad sort, will lead to too large a draw down
of your future quota of time. The results
can be catastrophic.

Sound accountants and business people
know this. Unfor tunately, most other
Malaysians don’t.

Good debt is business or investment debt
that yields huge positive returns. Gains so
large that they swamp the cost of borrow-
ing. For instance, let’s suppose you borrow
RM200,000 from a bank to start your own
accounting practice. The bank charges you

9 per cent interest on the loan. For simplic-
ity, we’ll assume a hiatus on repayments
during the first year. Since no payments are
made, the interest charge builds up,
amounting to RM18,000 at year-end.

Fully aware that your loan is growing at
the rate of RM1,500 a month or RM50 a day
or RM2 per hour, you work hard. At the end
of the first year, you make a profit before
loan repayments of RM50,000. Your gross
return on the loan has been 25 per cent.

Cost of funds = 9 per cent. Gross growth
rate = 25 per cent. Difference = 16 percent-
age points, in your favour. This has been a
good debt — money was borrowed to buy
an appreciating asset. In time you repay
your loan, eradicate the interest charge and
grow a business that provides a level of
service so high that other accounting firms
worry about client-migration.

Now, let’s take another example. Unlike
you, your neighbour borrows RM200,000
from a finance company to buy a flashy two-
door foreign car. The moment he drives it
out the lot, it loses 10 per cent of its value. A
week later, some sick fool richly deserving
emasculation scratches the car for the thrill
of it. Another one per cent is lost. At the end
of one year, your neighbour still owes the
finance company a lot of money for a pur-
chase that served to bolster his ego but crip-
pled his long-term economic well-being.

Both of you borrowed the same amount;
same initial conditions. You’re richer, he’s
poorer; different terminal conditions. Why?

To find out, let’s get to know your neigh-
bour, Peter Pan the ‘plastic’ man, better. Pe-
ter earned his nickname from his proven abil-
ity to apply for — and get! — more credit cards
than anyone else in his condominium block.

Peter hates his job. He earns a high four-
figure income but is convinced that he is
worth far more. In fact, he’s certain that
he will soon join the ranks of his more af-
fluent five-figure income friends. He’s so
sure that he’s decided not to bother to wait
until his boss wakes up to that fact.

So, Peter lives well beyond his means,
using his faithful plastic friends to fund the
gap between his modest income and his
material lusts. His designer clothes are
paid for by Visa, his German car is bought
on a seven-year hire purchase loan with a
local finance company, and his leather sofa
and waterbed entered his home compli-

ments of MasterCard.
That’s not all. Tired of nearby Langkawi,

Phuket and Singapore, Peter now vacations
in exotic wallet-emptying destinations like
Tokyo, London, Rome and Los Angeles.
His solution is not to use cash; each trip is
funded by the newest addition to his grow-
ing family of credit cards.

Peter is sure that one day, soon, his sal-
ary will rise to not only match his lifestyle
but also exceed it, thus allowing him to pay
down his rising stack of loans. But as we
peer forward in time, we see that that day
never comes.

Even in good times when his salary grew
many times faster than general inflation,
Peter’s capacity to spend always sprinted
ahead of his capacity to earn.

On every road, if you keep driving long
enough, you’ll hit a pothole or speed bump.
It’s the same with our careers; Peter’s is
no exception. In times of recession, he took
the occasional pay cut. While he never lost
his job, his annual financial deficits grew
each year.

It doesn’t take too much imagination to
picture Peter at 60. He’s reached what will
one day be the official Malaysian retirement
age. He has an impressive RM800,000 in
EPF. Unfortunately, he also has RM550,000
in outstanding consumer debts. At that
stage of his life, given future inflation, Pe-
ter requires RM200,000 a year just to meet
base level expenses. After paying off all his
loans with the bulk of his retirement funds,
he is left with enough money to sustain 15
months of his pre-retirement lifestyle.

Far too late, Peter wakes up to the shock
of an entire working life spent chasing
ephemeral summertime pleasures without
sufficient thought of the looming winter.
(Those climatic metaphors still hold true
in equatorial Malaysia.)

If you are not making the same mistakes
as our profligate friend Peter, chances are you
know someone close to you who is. If you, he
or she is still at least a decade away from re-
tirement, there is time to rectify the situation.

As an accountant, you know that a com-
pany’s balance sheet is important, espe-
cially if creative window dressing has not
distorted the real picture. Similarly, for
each adult Malaysian, a personal net worth
statement is vital.

The cornerstone of monitoring your fi-
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Note :  The writer, a financial planning consult-
ant and trainer, is co-author of the best seller
Financial Freedom — Your Guide to Lifetime Fi-
nancial Planning and its just released sequel Fi-
nancial Freedom 2 — Through Malaysian Equi-
ties and Unit Trusts, (publisher :  KL MUTUAL).
He welcomes questions and comments on any
aspect of personal finance in Malaysia. Feel free
to ‘snail mail’ c/o Akauntan Nasional or e-mail
rajendevadason@yahoo.co.uk.

nancial health is your net worth statement.
The key to becoming financially free is
strengthening your net worth statement.

Net Worth = Assets minus Liabilities. Based
on that simple equation, there are two ways
to elevate net worth.

n Raise the value of your assets — play
good offence; and

n Reduce your liabilities — play good de-
fence.

The best way to do that is to focus on
bolstering your monthly cashflow surplus
and channelling it to where it will do the
most good.

A long time ago, William James said,
“There is a law in psychology that if you
form a picture in your mind of what you
would like to be, and you keep and hold that
picture there long enough, you will soon
become exactly as you have been thinking.”

If you don’t think the following sugges-
tion is too corny, I would advise you to copy
this sentence onto a blank card and refer
to it often:

To achieve financial freedom, the single
overriding principle I (enter your name
here), must adhere to is to build up my
monthly cashflow surplus and channel it
to where it will do the most good.

I believe too many of us pay out — as a
blood sacrifice to our debt portfolios —
huge sums fattened by interest rates much

AS AT
(1.8.2001)

Assets RM

Money in bank a

Present value of
investments a

EPF a

House a

Car a

Others a

Total A

Liabilities RM

Family loans l

Credit Card balances l

Mortgage l

Car Loan l

Others l

Total L

Net Worth         = A minus L

Net Worth Statement

AN

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

5

of other credit cards to switch over to
them. Research what is available;

Once you’ve done the best you can in
that depar tment, keep your total
monthly repayments constant;

Meet all minimum payments expected
by your creditors;

Channel what is left from the fixed
monthly allocation for total debt repay-
ment to pay off the debt attracting the
highest interest rate;

When that debt has been wiped out, shift
your artillery to attack the next debt
down in order of interest rate charged.

In either case, once the bad debt portfo-
lio has been destroyed, use the same sur-
plus to buy sound long-term investments
that match your investor risk profile.

From a sterile mathematical perspective,
the second approach will save you more
money. But from an emotional point of
view, the first plan allows you to see
progress more quickly during its initial
stages. This is of great importance, as it
will increase your chances of going
through with the whole programme.

If you or someone you know needs fur-
ther guidance in putting into practice the
one principle and two strategies outlined
here, please drop me a line at
rajendevadason@yahoo.co.uk. Be sure to
include the following details :

n the current amount outstanding on each
loan;

n the APR (annualised percentage rate) or
the monthly interest rate of each loan;

n the current monthly repayments being
made on each loan; and

n the ideal timeframe you would like to see
yourself become debt free.

Most of you will do fine just by yourselves.
I wish you all the best in sentencing your
bad debts to death and plugging any hole
at the bottom of your financial boat.

higher than the interest we receive on our
asset portfolios.

Now, consider a fisherman in a leaking
boat. He is bailing water out with a small
bucket while water gushes in through a six-
inch gash at the bottom. The pressure of
the incoming water is widening the hole!

If you or someone you care about is in a
similar situation, financially speaking, the
following pair of strategies will help. But
they’ll only work if you have a monthly sur-
plus. If you don’t, then either spend less or
make more until you generate that life-sav-
ing surplus.

For the sake of illustration, I’m assuming
that your monthly cash surplus is RM700.

First :

Look at all your debts, and focus on
keeping your total monthly repayments
constant — in this case, the whole of
your available surplus of RM700;

Make sure that you meet all minimum
payments necessary. I’ll assume here
that those amount to RM500. Pay them
first; you don’t want your creditors to
get nasty;

Channel what is left over of the fixed
monthly allocation to attack the small-
est debt — in this example that excess
= RM700 – RM500 = RM200. Add that
amount to the minimum payment you’ve
already made. Do this consistently;

When that smallest debt has been
eradicated move on to the next debt up,
in order of size, always making sure
that your total payment is still RM700.
Of course, if extra money comes your
way, save some in a bank savings ac-
count or a bond fund or, if you have the
option, an ASB account. Make sure the
rest goes toward ‘bombing’ the tar-
geted debt into oblivion.

Keep it up. Eventually, you’ll accelerate
payment on large ticket items like your
home, pay it off early, save tens of thou-
sands of ringgit and have inculcated an in-
valuable habit of channelling your cashflow
surplus where it will do the most good.

Second :

Do your best to swap high interest debt
for no, or low, interest debt — credit
card issuers like Standard Chartered
Bank and Arab-Malaysian Bank oper-
ate such programmes to entice users

42
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Introduction
Malaysia is rapidly shifting its orientation

into an information technology (IT) based
environment, with emphasis on the use of
technology in processing information. This
is evident from the Malaysian Government’s
establishment of the Multimedia
Super Corridor (MSC). The
MSC, therefore, manifests the
Government’s commitment to
be a leader in the information-
based technology, be it in the
world or in the region. The MSC
is seen to help spearhead the
country into a borderless and
paperless environment where
the innovation and inventions of
sophisticated and advanced IT
products will change the way
people do business in the future.

The information revolution is
changing the nature of business
and is creating competitive ad-
vantages for those who appreci-
ate its effect (Porter & Millar,
1985). Accounting, being the
source of financial information about an
entity, will inevitably be affected by the rapid
developments of IT and business dealings.
Hence, with the sophistication in the man-
ner in which business is conducted such as

e-commerce, the accounting system of an
organisation needs to be upgraded to cope
with voluminous transactions. The rapid
changes in the business environment is re-
sulting in historical information becoming
obsolete and irrelevant. Therefore, the need

for an on-line and real-time processing sys-
tem will naturally arise. With such a system,
new and updated financial information could
be readily available for the purposes of,
among others, making decisions. In other

The Extent of I.T. Use in
Accounting Among SMIS
By Noor Azizi Ismail,
Assoc. Prof. Dr Shamsul Nahar Abdullah
& Assoc. Prof. Dr Mahamad Tayib
SCHOOL OF ACCOUNTANCY, UNIVERSITI UTARA MALAYSIA

This study identifies the status and extent of IT use in accounting
among small and medium manufacturing firms in the northern region
of Peninsular Malaysia. Results show that over 90 per cent of the firms
have adopted computer-based accounting system (CBAS). The adop-
tion of CBAS, however, is still in the infancy stage as a majority of the
firms only adopted CBAS for a period of six years or less and the
extent of CBAS adopted is behind industrialised countries.
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T E C H N O L O G Y
C B A S

words, the accounting system must be able
to produce reliable and timely information
to users in this Information Age.

The small and medium scale industries
(SMIs) are seen as the engine of growth in
achieving Malaysia’s aspiration to become a
fully developed nation by the year 2020. More
importantly, the manufacturing sector will
spearhead the drive to fulfil this vision. In
light of this, the Malaysian Government is
constantly trying to promote and upgrade the
SMIs to provide a strong and competitive
industry to support large industries. En-
hancement of technical capabilities through
greater diffusion of sophisticated technology
among small and medium businesses are
often an effective way to improve their pro-
ductivity and competitiveness (Foong, 1999).
Hence, the adoption of computer-based ac-
counting systems (CBAS) become vital and
may well be the determining factor for the
survival/success of an organisation, espe-

cially small and medium size
firms. The reason is that informa-
tion is the key factor to success
in this global-economy era. The
importance of IT to businesses is
illustrated in the Second Indus-
trial Master Plan (IMP), 1996-
2005. One of the thrusts of the
second IMP is to meet the chal-
lenges of a globalised environ-
ment by encouraging the utilisa-
tion of information intensive and
knowledge driven processes of
high value-added manufacturing
related activities.

A review of published litera-
ture shows that, to date, a
number of studies have been
conducted to identify the use of
IT in small and medium busi-

nesses (DeLone, 1981; Davis, 1989; Albert
& Kinman, 1990; Chan & Kelvin, 1990;
Adam, Nelson & Todd, 1992; Wilson &
Sangster, 1992; Cragg & King, 1993;
Hashim, Syed Yahya, Abu Bakar, Sa’yan,
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& Omar, 1996; Igbaria & Zinatelli, 1997;
Foong, 1999; Thong, 1999). Most of the
studies, however, focus on the use and
implementation of information technology
in organisations. Not many studies attempt
to identify the use of IT in accounting by
small and medium businesses. An excep-
tion is the study by Duschinsky and Dunn
(1988) and Chen and Williams (1993).

This study attempts to identify the status
of IT adoption in accounting or specifically
CBAS among small and medium manufac-
turing firms in the northern region of Pe-
ninsular Malaysia. Second, it seeks to evalu-
ate the extent of CBAS adopted by SMIs.
SMIs are the focus of this study as they will
be one of the primary foundations for Ma-
laysia’s future industrial thrust (Mahathir,
1991). Findings from the study might be of
interest to the relevant authorities in Ma-
laysia such as the Ministry of Entrepreneur
Development and Small and Medium Indus-
tries Development Corporation (SMIDEC)
in formulating strategies to encourage the
use of IT in accounting among small and
medium businesses. The findings might
also open opportunities for the accounting
systems software vendors to exploit poten-
tial markets among
small and medium
businesses.

Methodology
Data Collection

The population
comprises of SMIs
located in the north-
ern region of Penin-
sular Malaysia cov-
ering the states of Perlis, Kedah
and Penang. Kedah was chosen
as it houses the Kulim High-
Tech park, while Penang is con-
sidered as one of the most ad-
vanced states in Malaysia.
Perlis’s inclusion results from its
move to bringing more foreign
investors into the state. Thus,
this study combines three levels
of industrial sophistication, i.e.
advance, medium and beginner.
The list of firms was derived
from the list provided in the Fed-
eration of Malaysian Manufac-
turers (FMM) 2000 directory.

The criteria for defining small and medium
firms were adopted from the SMIDEC.

A small and medium manufacturing firm
is defined as a firm with full-time employ-
ees not exceeding 150 and annual sales
turnover not exceeding RM25 million.

Data was gathered through a mail ques-
tionnaire that was addressed to the CEO’s
of the respective companies. The CEO was
chosen to be the respondent of this study
since the CEO is also typically the owner
and it was reasonable to assume that the
CEO at that time was the same CEO who
decided on the CBAS adoption (Thong,
1999). Prior to the actual data gathering
phases, a pilot study was carried out among
the selected IT experts.

The questionnaire is divided into two
sections. The first section obtains informa-
tion regarding the adoption and extent of
CBAS use. Five indicators were used to
measure the extent of use :

n types of accounting systems (TAS);

n types of processing (TOP);

n number of modules (NOM);

n types of network (TON); and

n years of use (YOU).

The second section obtains information
regarding the problems encountered dur-
ing and after the adoption of computer-
based accounting systems.

Research Findings
Profile of Respondents

A total of 110 questionnaires were sent
through the mail to the respective organisa-
tions. A total of 40 questionnaires were re-
turned, however, only 36 respondents were
considered useful for this analysis. This re-
presents a response rate of 34 per cent. The
remaining four responses were rejected due
to their change of status from SMI to large.

Computer-Based Accounting System Adoption
In Table 1, almost 92 per cent of the re-

spondents have adopted CBAS. Over 30 per
cent of the respondents have adopted a fully
computerised accounting system, while 53
per cent use a combination of manual and
computerised processes. Results also show
that only five per cent of respondents’ link
their CBAS to web-based applications, i.e. e-
commerce. This may be due to the fact that
the e-business concept, whether business-to-
business or business-to-customer is still new

in Malaysia.

Extent of Computer-
Based Accounting
System

Table 2 shows
that all respondents
have adopted CBAS
for a period of less
than 10 years and 79

per cent of the firms have only
adopted the CBAS within six
years or less. It can therefore be
concluded that CBAS adoption
among small and medium manu-
facturing firms is still at the in-
fancy stage.

Table 3 shows that a majority
or almost 85 per cent of respond-
ents use batch or on-line batch
processing systems, while only
15 per cent of the firms use on-
line and real-time processing.
Thirty-three per cent of the re-
spondents have adopted batch or
on-line batch systems, thus
processing their data on a daily

T A B L E  1

T A B L E  2

T A B L E  3
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             Types of Data Processing

Types of Data Processing Frequency Percentage

Batches 20 60.6

On-line Batches 8 24.2

On-line and Real-time 5 15.2

Total 33 100.0

Years of Adoption

Years of Adoption Frequency Percentage

1 – 3 years 10 30.3

4 – 6 years 16 48.5

7 – 10 years 7 21.2

More than 10 years 0 0.0

Total 33 100.0

Types of Accounting Systems

Types of Accounting Systems Frequency Percentage

Manual 3 8.3

Combination of Manual and Computerised 19 52.8

Fully Computerised 12 33.3

Fully Computerised with Links to Web Applications 2 5.6

Total 36 100.0
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basis, while 59 per cent process
their data either weekly or
monthly. Results also reveal that
over 60 per cent of respondents
use multi-user systems, while
the rest use stand-alone personal
computers.

Table 4 shows that only 12 per
cent of the respondents devel-
oped their CBAS internally,
while 88 per cent purchased
their systems from outside ven-
dors. Almost half or 45 per cent
of purchased packages were
modified. It appears that the
most popular method of imple-
mentation is by utilising ready-
made packages. This may be
due to the simplicity of the re-
quired applications that are suf-
ficient to fulfil the requirements
of small and medium busi-
nesses. The customisation, if re-
quired can be done with mini-
mum training or with the sup-
port of vendors. Furthermore,
most of the small and medium
firms do not have their own IT personnel to
fully develop the systems.

Table 5 shows that almost every firm
maintains general ledger, sales/accounts re-
ceivable, and purchases/accounts payable
modules. Other widely used modules are
inventory management and control and pay-
roll. However, the utilisation of more ad-
vance modules such as manufacturing, pro-
duction planning and scheduling, financial
planning, and forecasting are still minimal.

Results also show that a majority of the
respondents have taken good security con-
trol measures of their computerised systems.
Over 90 per cent of respondents use pass-
word and backup, while 76 per cent use anti-
virus software to protect accounting data.

Problems During and After Adoption of CBAS
Many previous researchers and compu-

ter experts cautioned about the problems,
which occur during and after the adoption
of computer-based systems. Some of these
problems are of special concern to users in
small and medium sized firms. Based on the
percentage scores of total reported prob-
lems, it can be concluded that none of the
enlisted problems are considered serious
enough to impede the adoption of CBAS.

The five highest reported problems are :

n inadequate skills/experience;

n getting employee trained;

n poor vendor support;

n underestimated effort required for sys-
tem implementation; and

n poor performance of software.

The findings support the conclusion
made by Hashim et al. (1996).

Summary and Conclusions
The study shows that CBAS adoption

rate among SMIs in the northern region
of Peninsular Malaysia stands at 92 per
cent. The high adoption rate could be a
result of the various incentives provided by
the government to encourage the use of
IT among SMIs. However, the CBAS adop-
tion is still at the infancy stage as a major-
ity of the firms have only adopted CBAS
for a period of six years or less. Although
the results from the study shows a dra-
matic increase in IT adoption rate in ac-
counting, since the study done by Hashim
et al. (1996), caution should be taken when
comparing these two studies as Hashim’s
(1996) study covers a wider range of sec-

tors whereas this study focuses
solely on manufacturing firms.

The study also reveals that
more than half of the firms’ ac-
counting systems use a combi-
nation of manual and computer-
ised processes. Eighty per cent
of the respondents’ CBAS use
batch or on-line batch process-
ing, while only 15 per cent use
on-line and real-time processing
systems. Over 60 per cent of re-
spondents use multi-user sys-
tems, while the rest are still us-
ing stand-alone systems. Based
on the findings, it can be de-
duced that although the use of
CBAS has increased signifi-
cantly, the extent of CBAS
adopted by Malaysian firms is
still lagging behind industrial-
ised countries. Results also re-
veal that nearly six per cent of
respondents’ CBAS have links
to web-based applications. The
fact that the e-business concept
is still new to the Malaysian peo-

ple might contribute to the low adoption rate
of e-business applications among SMIs.

The most popular method of implemen-
tation is by utilising ready-made packages.
This may be due to the simplicity of the re-
quired applications that are sufficient to fulfil
the requirements. Almost half of the pur-
chased packages, however, were modified
to suit individual business needs. Only 12
per cent of respondents put their initiatives
to develop their own packages. This may
be due to the fact that most of the small and
medium businesses do not have their own
IT personnel to fully develop the systems.
The findings support the conclusion by
Gray (1991) and Hashim et al. (1996).

Almost every firm runs general ledger,
sales/accounts receivable, and purchases/
accounts payable modules. These three
basic modules are standard modules that
come with any accounting package. Other
widely used modules are inventory man-
agement, and control and payroll. Surpris-
ingly, only a small number of firms use
manufacturing and production planning,
and scheduling. The percentages of adop-
tion are 18 per cent and nine per cent re-
spectively, despite the fact that all respond-
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            Method of Implementation

Method of Implementation Frequency Percentage

Internally developed 4 12.1

Purchased without modification 16 48.5

Purchased with modification 13 39.4

Total 33 100.0

          Types of Modules Used

Modules Frequency Percentage

General Ledger 33 100.0

Sales/Accounts Receivable 30 90.1

Purchases/Accounts Payable 31 93.9

Inventory Management and Control 21 63.6

Payroll 22 66.7

Manufacturing 6 18.2

Distribution 3 9.1

Quality Management 4 12.1

Transportation 1 3.0

Production Planning and Scheduling 3 9.1

Sales Forecast 7 21.2

Budgeting and Consolidation 5 15.2
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ents are manufacturing firms. The use of
financial planning and forecasting systems
are also very low, of which only 21 and 15
per cent respectively use sales forecast and
budgeting and consolidation modules.
Based on the above results, it can be con-
cluded that a majority of the firms are still
running basic transaction-based systems,
where the use of more complicated sys-
tems, i.e. executive information systems
(EIS) are still very rare compared to larger
firms. The findings, however, support the
conclusion by Duchinsky and Dunn (1988),
Yap, Soh and Raman (1992), Chen and
Williams (1993), Hashim et al. (1996),
Powell and Xiao (1996), and Foong (1999).

In terms of security, a majority of the re-
spondents have taken good security control
measures for their computerised systems.
Over 90 per cent of respondents use pass-
word and backup procedures. Almost 40 per
cent of the respondents change the pass-
word every year, and 55 per cent of the re-
spondents backup accounting data every
day. Over 70 per cent of respondents use
anti-virus software to protect accounting
data, and almost 70 per cent update their
anti-virus software on a monthly basis.

Recommendations
The study, in general portrays the status

of CBAS adoption among SMIs. Although
the percentage of CBAS adoption is high,
results show that the extent of CBAS
adopted is still lagging behind the industr-
ialised countries. The findings thus suggest
that SMIs have not fully utilised the avail-
able technology offered by accounting sys-
tems software to their advantage. Hence,
the study offers several recommendations
to the relevant authorities to stimulate the
use of more sophisticated accounting sys-
tems. First, it is necessary to develop aware-
ness of the capabilities of IT in supporting
accounting operations, and providing rel-
evant and timely accounting information for
decision-making purposes. The realisation
is that IT being the key to competitive ad-
vantage and success should prevail among
those involved in the development of SMIs.
The major concern is that users must not
only be computer literate but, more impor-
tantly information literate, especially use of
internal accounting information to stimulate
the use of more sophisticated CBAS. Sec-

ond, training is the essence of IT develop-
ment among the SMIs. Centres of Account-
ing and Information Technology for SMIs
should be established to provide training
and consultation on the latest advancement
of technology in accounting. This is impor-
tant as in-house training is beyond the
means of  SMIs due to limited resources.
Moreover, a good knowledge of accounting
and IT is crucial for successful implemen-
tation of CBAS. Third, accounting firms, as
information specialists, could offer services
to help the SMIs determine their informa-
tion requirements and assist in selecting the
right accounting softwares that suit their
business needs. Moreover, the SMIs con-
stitute the vast majority of firms’ client base,
and they are knowledgeable about their cli-
ents and their clients’ businesses. Fourth,

efforts should be initiated to encourage
meaningful collaboration between the SMIs
and external expertise, such as vendors and
consultants, i.e. accounting firms. This is to
ensure that vendors and consultants provide
whole-hearted support to ensure success-
ful implementation of IT among the SMIs.
Fifth, local institutions of higher learning
could also lend a helping hand in providing
IT consulting services to the SMIs at afford-
able prices. The incentives and support by
the government should also help bring
down the barriers on the penetration and
adoption of more sophisticated systems.
The Small Enterprise Computerisation Pro-
gramme established by the government of
Singapore can be used as a model in moni-
toring and coordinating the implementation
of the policies set by the government.
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Difficult Workplace

W O R K P L AC E

B E T T E R  L I F E

During the Second World War mil-
lions of prisoners suffered unim-
aginable hardships in concentra-

tion camps and the death toll ran into the
millions. What was surprising was the clear
paradox that less physically hardy people
made it through these rough times as com-
pared to the more robust types, who were
among the first to give in to the physical
and mental torture.

The prisoners who resisted and refused to
die developed what is now known as the men-
tal toughness to survive. They
are the ones who subscribed to
the axiom that everything can
be taken from
a man but one
thing :  the
freedom to
choose one’s
own way. They
understood that mental toughness and a re-
solve to live were quite simply the keys to
survival and they chose to live in whatever
circumstances that they were thrown in.

In the same way, by adopting the right at-
titude, any employee can survive in any
workplace environment. Many of the games
played in business or politics are called mind
games. People will try to influence or con-
trol your mind, cause doubt, nurture indeci-
sion, and promote vacillation and that’s why
you need mental toughness. Mental tough-
ness covers many things and its qualities are
a disciplined will, sacrifice and self-denial. In
other words, it’s a state of mind that can han-
dle just about anything thrown its way. By
cultivating mental toughness, an employee
will find that not only is he able to handle the
toughest bosses on earth, but also the tough-
est workplace environment imaginable.

It is axiomatic that the workplace environ-
ment is scattered with unscrupulous bosses,
peers and subordinates who will attempt to
make life miserable. You know them for
what they are :  generally unhappy, fearful
and insecure people who unfortunately en-
joy a power position in the organisation. It’s
the kindergarten adage of “I’m bigger than
you, so push off midge” kind of attitude all
over again. So what do you do about them
without directly jeopardising your career?

Well, first of all you have to understand that
capable and highly competent people se-
cretly terrify all those unhappy people in your
organisation and if you are one of these com-
petent people then you are a sure target. It

places you in situations where it is difficult
to emerge unscathed, where you cannot pos-
sibly emerge a winner. Instead of appreciat-
ing you for your talents and promoting the
general welfare of the organisation, they pre-
fer to take a negative view. Ability and intelli-
gence are a distinct and present danger and
as far they are concerned, the only way they
can stand above the crowd is to cut every-
one else off at the knees.

The situation is even worse if one of these
types happens to be your boss. No matter
how good you are, you end up feeling miser-
able and incompetent simply because they
make it a point to show you that you are not
working with them but for them. Their basic
philosophy is to undermine your confidence
and to destroy any self-esteem you may have
and by doing so they think that they gain or
maintain power and control.

If a domineering individual is your boss,
he or she can greatly affect your physical
well-being and your attitude towards the
work environment. Tension and anxiety
are elevated and the highly motivating
prospect of self-fulfilment is never reached.
What you have is a talented employee who
is slowly but surely withering away at the
workplace. So, what do you do?

Well, first of all, accept the fact that some
people are power mongers, they live and
work only to have power above and over eve-
ryone else. Secondly, let yourself into a little
workplace secret :  no matter how powerful

these people are there’s one way you can stop
them. Don’t let them into your mind. It’s as
simple as that :  the key to mental toughness
is to understand that your circle of influence
is that part of your personal and professional
environment that is within your control.

Those who are self-acclaimed control
freaks may manipulate and threaten your
external environment, but the internal en-
vironment, your mind, is yours and yours
alone. Never reveal your innermost secrets,
your ambitions, your career plans, your in-

securities, or your opinions
to anyone except those you
feel should know about

them. These
are your vul-
nerabilities
and if those
power mon-
gers get a

hold of it, then you’ve just lost your advan-
tage. Whenever you reveal your strengths,
you also are in danger of revealing your
weaknesses. Never empower them to con-
trol the part that houses the essence of you;
never let the enemy into your mind.

Always maintain the ability to think criti-
cally and to make choices. Never just go
along to get along and always display a posi-
tive attitude even towards the worst fiend
in the company. Guard against becoming
insubordinate and always maintain a ‘can-
do’ attitude along with a pleasant demean-
our. Can-do behaviour is hard for a control-
ling bully to tolerate and that in it self causes
the bully tension, stress, and anxiety — the
perfect turning of the tables strategy.

To foster such mental toughness, enor-
mous self-discipline and will power are re-
quired. The trick is to concentrate and con-
currently focus your mind, while at the same
time controlling your emotions. It takes
time, training, and practice but it can be
done with a little bit of discipline, tolerance
and the right attitude. Essentially, you must
have an honest understanding of your iden-
tity, your knowledge and your capabilities.
You must know your strengths, weaknesses
and limitations so that you can control and
discipline yourself and achieve the mental
toughness that you are after. Do what is
right, what needs to be done and not some-
thing that other people thing should be
done. Practice these simple codes of think-
ing and you’ll soon find that you can be a
survivor in just about any environment.

Surviving in a

By Jarod Roch
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The Formula for the
Creation of Wealth

By modest standards people are con-
sidered wealthy if they have at their
disposal assets worth at least a mil-

lion ringgit. These assets could be in the
form of property, cash in the bank and per-
haps even an art collection.

Money makes money, so it is far easier to
make a lot more money if you have a million
at your disposal. Just the interest you earn
could be enough to live a life of luxury. But
most people, starting out in life, do not have
vast wealth behind them to catapult them to
further riches. These people will have to rely
on personal characteristics to help them get
through this difficult start-up phase.

Personal Characteristics
Most self-made millionaires have the fol-

lowing qualities :

n Single-minded determination.
A successful business takes time to ma-

ture. You must have the stamina to face ob-
stacles and to persevere over a long period
of time before you can see the fruits of your
labour. You must be prepared to forsake
your hobbies, leisure activities and even
spend less time with the family. Your com-
mitment to your business must come first.

n Courage.
To leave the relative security of your job

for an unknown destination requires cour-
age. You will be required to take risks and
to face the myriad’s of problems that come
with the territory of a new enterprise —
that takes courage. Dealing with bankers,
creditors, suppliers, staff and customers all
day is not a job for the faint-hearted.

n Tenacity.
You must be able to withstand the onslaught

of negative comments and criticisms from
cynics who don’t have confidence in your no-

ble aspirations. Be firm and stand your
ground, believe in yourself. Don’t let self-doubt
creep in and destroy your confidence.
n Be confident and remain humble.

Your confidence must be rooted in how
well you’ve researched your project and
your preparations to face any obstacles that
come your way. Listen to the opinions of
others, they may have positive suggestions
and always maintain an attitude of humil-
ity and show a willingness to learn.

n Research and understand your
market.
Your understanding of market trends

and your target audience is critical for suc-
cess. Focus on getting new knowledge and
keep abreast of all changes taking place in
the marketplace on a daily basis.

n Vision and imagination.
You must be able to have a vision for your

business, how it will grow, what obstacles
need to be anticipated, where do you see
the business in five years time. By having
a personal vision, you will intuitively guide
your business to a higher plane poised for
success. You must invest your time and
imagination to create this vision.

n Create good luck.
As previously mentioned, wealthy peo-

ple create their own luck by taking the ini-
tiative to actually get things done, they
don’t wait for things to happen. Be pro-ac-
tive, constantly coming up with ideas to im-
prove your product or by developing more
marketing contacts. Your enthusiasm will
spill over to your employees, too.

You may possess the necessary ingredi-
ents to become wealthy but there is no guar-
antee that you won’t lose it again. A busi-
ness can collapse overnight, but self-made
men and women are known to be able to
rise up from the ashes and to build a sec-
ond or third fortune in a much shorter time.

Life is never static for them; they have learnt
how to take advantage of openings and to
seize opportunities as and when they
present themselves. They have the courage
to take risks, to think big and to be positive.

Business Risks Can Be Minimised
There are some that believe that the big-

ger the risk you take in business, the more
you stand to gain :  you have to speculate
to accumulate. There is some truth in this
but the wise entrepreneur should always
try to minimise these risks. Risks can be
kept at bay if you conduct research in the
following areas :

n Competitive products in the
marketplace.
What products are there in the market

and how does your product compare?

n Competitors plans to introduce
new products.
It may be difficult to find out but any infor-

mation you get is invaluable. Read trade maga-
zines and talk to retailers for information.

n Pricing.
Don’t assume that a cheaper price will get

you more customers or guarantee success.
Customer loyalties may be strong and doubts
about the quality of your product might arise.

n Promotions.
It is a very competitive market, your

competition may have aggressive promo-
tion budgets and you don’t have any plans
at all. You are exposing yourself to great
risks. Develop a marketing strategy that
will not leave you behind your rivals.

n Financial Forecasting.
Short, medium and long term financial

forecasts should be tabulated and up-dated
every few months to reflect the changing
market circumstances. If you can predict
your cash-flow accurately, you can lower
the financial risks.

H O W  T O  B E C O M E  R I C H  A N D  FA M O U S

B E T T E R  L I F E

By Bill George

This is the second part of five articles that will attempt to present the
broad essentials of developing an attitude and work etiquette that will lead
you to success in the world of business. In the process, your ultimate
objective of achieving wealth beyond your wildest dreams can be realised.
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Taking trade secrets on the road is a
risky business these days, accord-
ing to American counter-intelli-

gence experts. As a business traveller, you
can be the target of a foreign intelligence
or security service at any time, anywhere.
Sensitive business information is at its
most vulnerable when the
person possessing it is on
the move. Back at the of-
fice you tend to set up all
kinds of systems to pro-
tect information, but
when you’re travelling
you tend to let your
guard down in many
different ways.

In the Information
Age, spying takes many
forms. It can involve
wired hotel rooms, inter-
cepted fares and e-mails,
recorded telephone calls,
theft of hardware and un-
authorised downloads.
Common sense and
awareness can combat
most of these threats. If
you have a company secu-
rity office, arrange for a pre-
travel briefing before your trip. Make sure
that you maintain control of sensitive docu-
ments or equipment, and never leave such
items unattended in hotel rooms or even
in hotel safes. For really sensitive informa-
tion, it is best not to use the computer or
facsimile equipment at foreign hotels or
business centres. Any unwanted business
material should be kept until it can be dis-

posed of securely. It is best to burn or shred
paper and to cut floppy disks in pieces be-
fore discarding them.

A favourite venue for gathering trade se-
crets is at trade shows and conferences.
While it is natural, if you are a salesperson,
to want to talk enthusiastically about your

company and its products, it is better to limit
shoptalk so that you don’t accidentally dis-
close sensitive information. In this situation
it is best to ignore or deflect intrusive enquir-
ies about business, or even personal matters.
Public venues in general are rarely suitable
for discussing sensitive information.

Airports and planes are places where
business travellers are particularly vulner-

able. Prudence seems to diminish at high
altitudes, and it is certainly true that air-
craft walls have ears. On certain flights
between high-tech centres in the US, some
passengers fly first class solely because of
what they might see or hear.

It is essential to keep your personal com-
puter as carry-on baggage, and if possible
to remove any data storage media. Laptops
are now regarded as the keys to rival com-
pany secrets, as they often contain num-
bers, which will grant access to the com-
pany’s main computer. A recent US survey
found that of 520 business people ques-

tioned, 150 reported hav-
ing their laptops stolen
in the previous year.
Data theft has become
such a sophisticated art
that people can steal the
information of f your
laptop, keep the original
copy, then alter it and

leave you with the cor-
r upted copy, which
you won’t discover un-
til it is too late. The
thief probably won’t
have much trouble find-
ing a market either, say
intelligence experts.

Laptops are a com-
mon target at airports,

with clever tricks at the
X-ray security check out

involving two thieves
working together to separate

the victim from their luggage. Another
place for thefts is in public toilets, when
baggage placed by the door of a cubicle,
can be grabbed and whisked away before
the victim realises it, or is in a position to
give chase. With all these factors in mind,
why not answer these questions to find out
whether you are aware of the pitfalls of tak-
ing to the road?

Q U I Z

B E T T E R  L I F E

Are You an Easy Target on a

BUSINESS TRIP?
With the explosion of mobile electronic communications, it is

essential to be on your guard when you’re on the road.

Answer these questions to find out whether you need to

tighten up on security.
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Do you have to travel abroad with
sensitive information?
a. yes, all the time.
b. occasionally.
c. they wouldn’t ask me to go.

Do you have pre-trip briefing ses-
sions?
a. no, the company just sends you off.
b. yes, we are given exact and valuable

guidance.
c. sometimes, but the advice can be a

bit vague.

How do you carry important infor-
mation?
a. usually as printed material in a

briefcase.
b. on a laptop.
c. I keep most things in my head.

Where do you keep sensitive mate-
rial when abroad?
a. in my hotel room.
b. with me at all times.
c. at secure company offices if possible.

Where do you conduct discussions
with potential clients?
a. anywhere — in a restaurant or their

hotel room.
b. at a private venue of my choosing.
c. often at crowded conferences or in

a plane.

Do you often make use of hotel
business facilities?
a. yes, I always use hotel computers

CALCULATE YOUR SCORE

1. a. 10 b. 5 c. 0

2. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5

3. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5

4. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5

5. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5

6. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5

7. a. 0 b. 10 c. 5

8. a. 10 b. 5 c. 0

9. a. 0 b. 5 c. 10

10. a. 5 b. 10 c. 0

66-100 : You seem to be very aware
of the risks posed by business trips,
where sensitive material is vulnerable.
You take full advantage of the support
offered by your company, and think
ahead to prevent yourself getting into
situations where information can be
either overheard, stolen or inter-
cepted. Why not pass on this exper-
tise and experience to your colleagues.

35-65 :  Perhaps you do not make
enough trips to have experienced
problems, or maybe you are just too
trusting, but it is important to be cau-
tious without becoming paranoid.
Take advantage of any advice your
company can give, and wherever pos-
sible, keep any sensitive material or
equipment with you at all times. Be
especially careful at airports, hotels
and on planes, and always check the
credentials of anyone who pretends to
be interested as a potential customer.

0-34 : To send you on a business trip
with any kind of documents or infor-
mation that needs to be kept secret
would be a disaster, as you are either
totally gullible, naive or just foolhardy.
You never seem to think ahead or to
assess the risks of any situation. You
are simply an easy target and would
be spotted as such straight away by
experts in business espionage. What-
ever you do, don’t accept any more
foreign assignments!

to e-mail and often send faxes.
b. no, I avoid doing so where possible.
c. yes, but only for routine information.

How do you dispose of business
material?
a. usually I throw things in the hotel

room bin.
b. everything gets taken back to my

office to be disposed of.
c. papers get shredded or burnt and

discs get cut up.

Do you discuss business on planes?
a. no, but I have often heard people

discussing sensitive information.
b. yes, I often meet people who are

interested in my business.
c. sometimes, if I am sure about the

other person

Have you ever had anything impor-
tant stolen?
a. yes, my laptop full of business plans.
b. no, but I know many colleagues

who have.
c. not as such, but I think information

has been elicited at conferences.

Where do you think you are most
vulnerable?
a. in a hotel where the room can be

wired or faxes and e-mails
intercepted.

b. at the airport where things can be
stolen easily.

c. most places are secure.

3
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N A M E S

B E T T E R  L I F E

Consider this :  you see an attrac-
tive woman walking towards you,
and suddenly realise that she

was last week’s one nightstand. The
thing is — you don’t even remember
her name. You reach for your Palm Pi-
lot, but you don’t even know where to
start scrolling. The face looks familiar,
but the name? At this point, you wish
you had a Polaroid for every casual en-
counter you make. Or maybe you do.
Even so, there are more discreet ways
to remember past loves and those im-
portant contacts.

Name That Picture
Men are basically more visual. So use

that to your advantage. The next time
you’re introduced to someone, paint a
picture based on the name. Say you’re in-
troduced to Mas Hussain. To make you re-
member, just imagine yourself being with
her on a MAS flight. Whatever else you do
with your imagery paintings is up to you.

Feature Presentation
The other thing you can do is use their

initials and associate them with the features.
Say you meet Aliyah Sabri and you find she
has a nice smile, then think ‘always smil-
ing’. Or take note of her surname and re-
member ‘always sabar’. You get the picture.

Make Associations
In many areas, associations are a crucial

step in improving the memory. You can use
them to link names with images and features,
in addition to people. For example, you meet
Michelle Ting. Michelle can be associated
with Michelin tyres, and you know the sound
that the air pump makes when you put air in
your tyres? Right — it goes ‘ting’, ‘ting’. So
there you go — one name easily absorbed
into your memory already!

Rhyme Time
Ever wondered why you can recall the

lyrics of Duran Duran’s Girls on Film from
10 years ago but not the musings of
Murphy’s Law from last month? That’s be-
cause rhyming (a mnemonic device) makes

things easier to remember, and it’s more
fun. If only Physics was taught the same
way, it could have made learning that much
easier. So try using a rhyme to remember
the name of that new acquaintance Patrick
Thomas, by rhyming it — Metric Patrick,
for example. Or Vyina Felix as Hyena Vyina.
Just make sure you don’t call her by that
name when you do meet her!

Repeat As Necessary
Although the tips above can help you re-

call a person’s names, the best way to memo-
rise them is to repeat the person’s name in
your head as much as possible. This tip
comes in handy especially when you meet
someone new. Try to incorporate the name
into the conversation, for instance, “Nice to
meet you Vimala … so Vimala, what do you
do? Take care, Vimala — have a good week-
end!” This will not only improve your
chances of remembering the name, but
scores you points in the friendly game. Say
the name under your breath and repeat it
to yourself until you’re familiar with it. Rep-
etition is crucial in memorisation. At times,
you will encounter names that are just too
hard to pronounce or too long to remem-
ber. In this instance, you can either take a
peek at their business cards while talking
to them, or ask them if you can call them by
a shorter name. Most folks won’t mind pro-

viding you with a nickname, especially when
it’s a foreign name like Jeeranunsiyuth
Hirunyasumlith, which in this instance
is shortened to Tuk.

Etch a Sketch
If you’re meeting an important con-

tact to close a big deal, then write the
person’s name down before you meet
him/her. Putting pen to paper will help
the memory remember things better.
Once you’ve written the name down,
repeat it to yourself until you’re com-
fortable with it. When socialising, you
can still do this provided you have a pen
and paper handy (but wait till the per-
son’s walked away), or in this digital
age — type it into your Palm or get their
business card.

Almost Famous
Then there are names that are easily re-

membered through Hollywood associa-
tion. You colleague’s name may be Eliza-
beth Lee — somewhat similar to Elizabeth
Hurley and she tends to dress just as slut-
tish — so remember her that way. Or a man
is introduced to you and his name is John.
Think of which character he resembles
more, John Travolta or the men’s wash-
room. The idea may sound like a stretch,
but there are occasions when it can work.

Failproof – Not!
Despite the help above, there will be

times when a few drinks the night before
could do some serious amnesiac damage
to the brains and you find that so-impor-
tant name just eluding you. In this case,
don’t fret. If you happen to bump into the
person, apologise quickly and ask them
again for their name. If you’re with a group
of people, there’s a trick you can do to help
you out of this uncomfy scenario. Simply
introduce the people you’re with to the
person whose name you can’t recall by
starting with the names of the group you’re
in. Normally, the introduction will take care
of its own and you’ll be able to catch the
person’s name during this exchange of
pleasantries.

The Name Game
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Whale Season
T R AV E L  A N D  L E I S U R E

G R E Y  W H A L E S

By Tricia Taylor

Boats full of people are hunting grey
whales as they migrate along the
southern Californian coast — but they
are carrying cameras, not harpoons.

54

Whale Fluking — showing its tail,
usually prior to a long dive
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The current population of grey whales
is around 25,000-26,000 in the Eastern Pa-
cific. There is a small stock in the Western
Pacific (100-150) and the North Atlantic
stock is now extinct. The two main preda-
tors are the killer whales, which generally
kill ill or young greys, and man.

But the magnificent creatures delighting
the passengers aboard the whale-watching
boats have nothing to fear. And for the whale-

The whale hunters have
been on the water, off the
coast of California, since

December. Everyone in the boat
keeps a sharp lookout and experts
are on-hand to advise on how best
to capture the creatures — on
film, of course.

The Cabrillo Marine Aquarium
organises whalewatching trips
each year from December to
March as the grey whales make
their average 12,000 mile round-
trip migration along the southern
California coast.

The whales migrate annually
from the Arctic sea where they
spend the summer feeding, to the
warm lagoons of Baja, California,
where they mate and give birth.
The new calves can be seem swimming
with their mothers as they return north
during the second half of the season.

Like all mammals, whales nurse their
young — but whale milk is up to 53 per
cent fat (human milk is 2-3 per cent fat).
The calves are 12-14 feet long when they
are born, and put on weight at an amazing
25-75 pounds per day.

As their name suggests, these whales have
dark grey skin, although it is mot-
tled with coloured patches caused
by natural white pigmentation,
scars and parasites. They grow to a
length of 50 feet, although 40-45 feet
is average, and weigh up to 40 tons.

Grey whales feed at the bottom
of the ocean, opening their mouth
a little and sucking up small crus-
taceans, mud and all. They have no
teeth but filter the food through
rows of plates composed of modi-
fied mucous membrane called
baleen which hang from the upper
jaw. A thick layer of blubber (six to
ten inches) insulates them against
the cold waters of the Arctic.

They have no dorsal fin, but in-
stead have 7-14 dorsal knuckles or
a dorsal ridge along their back.
Swimming at an average 3-5 knots
(knot = 1.15 mph), grey whales
cover a maximum daily distance of
about 96-138 miles, taking three
months to make a one-way trip.

watchers, the experience of being so close
to one of Nature’s marvels will be an experi-
ence they will never forget.

For more information on whale-watching
tours, visit the Cabrillo Marine Aquarium
web-site at www.cabrilloaq.org.

WHALE-SPEAK

n Breaching — Most of the whale’s
body is propelled rapidly up and
out of the water, falling back with
a huge splash. The reason for
breaching is not known, but the
two most likely theories are for
communication or as an aggres-
sive display

n Fluking — Showing the flukes
(tail), usually prior to a long dive.
Greys can hold their breath for up
to 25 minutes

n Flukeprints — Flat, circular ar-
eas of water (often occurring sev-
eral in a row) which is the result
of fluke movement close to the
surface. They can be used to de-
termine the grey’s direction of
travel.

n Spyhopping — Deliberately stick-
ing the head out of the water, some-
times as far as the eye level. Possi-
bly looking around, but also likely
to be courtship related. It is com-
monly seen in lagoons.

AN
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A grey whale with her baby

Whale-watchers off the coast of southern California
are treated to the sight of a grey whale
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Most developing countries are introduc-
ing IASs which are accepted by the IOSCO,
the European Union and Canada. The IASs
are deemed to be appropriate for develop-
ing countries as they are less complex than
US GAAP and are easy to adopt. However,
the IASs are amended to suit local condi-
tions and this has its pros and cons. While
the amendments reflect the local environ-
ment and take into account legislative con-
siderations, the overhaul incurs cost and
the variations against IASs reduce credibil-
ity.

ADB’s Diagnostic Studies of
Accounting and Auditing

A total of seven studies were completed
in 2000 and another five studies will be
completed in 2001. Among the regional
findings to date are :

n General lack of skilled accounting per-
sonnel.

n Tertiary education constraints.

n Training of lecturers and professors.

n Availability of textbooks and training
materials.

n Introduction of IPSASs.

The Current Asian Situation
The 1997-98 crisis hit most Asian econo-

mies hard. Since then most east Asian
countries have improved in terms of cor-
porate governance, financial disclosure
requirements and public sector transpar-
ency. The crisis’ effects were softened by
strong US-led global economic growth and
the resulting demands for Asian exports.
ADB expects a slowing of the 2001 global
economic growth with the US entering a
recession. If so, east Asian countries will
be hit hard because of high reliance on
exports to the US and foreign direct invest-
ment. Moreover, despite improvements,
commentators consider that in most East
Asian countries, balance sheets remain

I N S T I T U T E  N E W S
C A PA  C O N F E R E N C E

Accountancy in the Net Economy :
Challenges and Prospects

May 30, 2001

The Relevance of International
Standards and Guidelines to

Economic Stability and Prosperity

Francis B. Narayan’s paper on The
Relevance of International Standards and
Guidelines to Economic Stability and Pros-
perity was both interesting and insightful,
as it gave the Asian Development Bank’s
(ADB) perspective on the recent Asian Fi-
nancial Crisis. Francis, who is based in the
Philippines, is ADB’s Lead Financial Man-
agement Specialist and is a well-respected
figure in the financial circles, having held
several senior accounting positions in vari-
ous private sector institutions before join-
ing the ADB in 1985.

THE ASIAN FINANCIAL CRISIS

1997

June Thai Baht at 23 to the US$.

July Thai Baht collapses.Other
currencies quickly follow.

1998

January Asian financial markets
reach record lows. Thai
Baht now at 56 to the US$.

June ¥ reaches 8-year low against
the US$.

August Russian central bank
devalues ruble. Russia
defaults on its internal debt.

September US and EU Central Banks
cut interest rates.

ADB’s financial crisis findings :

n Corporate ownership structures should
be rationalised (ownership concentra-
tion should be reduced).

n Corporate internal controls and share-
holder protection should be strengthened.

n External monitoring should be strength-
ened.

n Capital markets should be developed and the
efficiency of corporate financing improved.

n Measures aimed at strengthening corpo-
rate internal control, improving stand-
ards of accounting, auditing and finan-
cial reporting systems and their enforce-
ment should be placed at the top of the
reform agenda.

ADB’s research findings show that good
financial governance arrangements :

n Are vital to attract foreign and domestic
investment.

n Are associated with higher per capita
growth rates.

n Are associated with lower poverty levels.

n Reduce vulnerability to economic shocks.

n Reduce opportunities for corruption.

n Reduce financing costs.

Good financial governance arrange-
ments should be based on international
standards and guidelines, which cover
banking disclosures and arrangements,
securities market regulation, corporate
governance, private sector financial report-
ing, and public sector budgeting and re-
porting.

INTERNATIONAL STANDARDS

AND GUIDELINES

OECD

Principles of Corporate Governance.

IMF

Code of Good Practices on Fiscal Trans-
parency. Code of Good Practices on
Transparency of  Monetary and Financial
Policies.

IOSCO

International Accounting Standards (IASs).

IFAC

International Public Sector Accounting
Standards (IPSASs). International Stand-
ards on Auditing (ISAs).

Basel Committee

Banking Supervision Guidelines
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weak and financial institutions continue to
carry high bad debt provisions. This cou-
pled with a lack of transparency in public
sector activities and unreliable financial
reports paint a picture of dif ficult times
ahead.

Evaluating Net-Reporting

The sole female speaker for the day was
Australia’s representative to the CAPA
Executive Committee Meeting, Joycelyn
Morton. Currently the General Manager
of Taxation for Shell Australia Limited,
Joycelyn delved into how electronic busi-
ness has brought sweeping changes to the
corporate landscape. Over the last 10 years,
the Internet has become an important tool
of business communication that has
brought advancements in corporate com-
munication with clients, shareholders,
creditors and others with an interest in
their business. These technological devel-
opments have had a profound impact on
the accounting profession, particularly in
the areas of preparation and audit of finan-
cial statements. Auditors and their stand-
ard setting bodies are investigating what
exposures they face in order to better man-
age risks emerging from client usage of the
website as a reporting medium.

There are studies conducted by the ac-
counting standards setters in the US, the
Financial Accounting Standards Board
(FACB) and the International Accounting
Standards Committee (IASC) on the im-
pact of contemporary developments in re-
porting technologies. According to a re-
port from FASB’s Business Reporting Re-
search Project, the Internet has led to a de-
mocratisation of business repor ting,
whereby, unlike previously, certain infor-
mation was only available to company of fi-
cials, professional investment analysts and
financial press. Today, any investor with a
computer and modem can obtain this in-
formation. As a result of this breadth of
access, the Internet is being used by vari-
ous regulators to discipline corporate enti-
ties to provide greater access to their
shareholders and other users as a part of
ensuring they meet their obligations un-
der continuous disclosure rules.

However the FASB study found that the
Internet has some shortcomings as a re-
porting tool :

n Completeness of information available
online.

n Variability of information.

n Whether this information is best avail-
able for users of sites who are ‘outsid-
ers’ to the company providing the infor-
mation.
Corporate entities have been using the

Internet to provide investors with annual
reports for some years now. The possibili-
ties for information delivery online seem
to be endless and will continue to grow to-
wards a standard presentation language for
financial data. However, some not-for-profit
entities classify themselves as non-report-
ing entities and say that their online reports
are for the use of trustees of a trust fund
or members of a specific body despite the
fact that they are openly available. One of
the key questions that needs answering at
some stage is whether the provision of that
information online will require compliance
with all accounting pronouncements that
exist within relevant jurisdiction in which
the company is based.

Joycelyn in her presentation made a
comparison between the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) in the US
and Australia’s Securities and Investments
Commission. While the former provides
investors free access to company informa-
tion through its electronic database known
as EDGAR, the latter requires individuals
and companies to pay for access to annual
reports and other disclosure documents.

Internet reporting is not about duplicat-
ing the printed format in electronic mode.
Multimedia applications have enabled cor-
porate reporting to approach interactivity
on some corporate websites giving users
and shareholders a real sense of the per-
sonalities running the company. One ex-
ample cited was the BHP Billiton merger
whereby apart from the availability of ex-
planatory memorandum, media releases
and other documents in PDF format, both
CEOs appeared online on a special website
set up for the merger, www.bhpbilliton.com,
to give their views on why the merger
should proceed.

At present, many options exist for online
presentations of financial information and
this has led to different electronic publish-
ing practices by companies. The following
are some of the formats commonly used :

n Microsoft or PDF files which have the
advantage of resembling the paper-based
equivalents but cannot be searched by
using a search engine; and

n HTML format which is searchable but
not as user friendly to print as PDF or
Word.

The use of dif ferent formats to disclose
information means that users are ex-
pected to have access to different software
packages to open up the files. Although
easy to download a file in a specific for-
mat, sometimes the user is unable to view
the content of the file or the file formats
tend to be ‘static’ and do not lend them-
selves to be updated by the issuer of the
information. A consortium of bodies that
includes professional accounting bodies
and the big five accounting firms are par-
ticipating in a project to get a common
reporting language for financial state-
ments online. Both of Australia’s main
accounting bodies, CPA Australia and the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in
Australia are involved in the project. The
language is known as XBRL which stands
for extensible business reporting lan-
guage and its main aim is to facilitate
easier publication and retrieval of finan-
cial data online. The XBRL is not a new
accounting standard but is designed to
capture data in a specific form so that it
can be published online. However, ac-
counting standards do play a big part in
this XBRL scenario as taxanomies are
being designed around the respective
accounting standards of various jurisdic-
tions. Other jurisdictions indicating strong
support for the development and use of
the XBRL are the US SEC and the Aus-
tralian Prudential Regulatory Authority.

Any analysis of the role of technology in
the current business reporting environ-
ment would be deficient if it failed to ac-
knowledge the impact of professional judg-
ment, the potential for human error and
the possibility of unethical conduct that
might demonstrate itself in the manipula-
tion of data. Although technology can
speed up the transmission of information
and can even ease the processing and
preparation of data, these advances are no
substitute for the practical and moral judge-
ments practising accountants must make
each day as part of the jobs they do. AN
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The Sarawak Branch PPT Committee recently invited EPF
for a dialogue and briefing in the Kuching of fice.
Mohammad Zulkifly bin

Zainal Abidin, Manager of EPF
Sarawak, and senior managers and
officers spoke on policies, penal-
ties, procedures and operation of
accounts 1, 2 & 3. Members ex-
pressed great interest by posing nu-
merous questions for the seven
EPF officers present at the dia-
logue. Branch Chairman, David
Tiang, in thanking EPF, hoped that
more regular dialogues can be or-
ganised for the benefit of members
and encouraged members, espe-
cially the newly admitted members,
to participate in branch activities.

Dialogues with Sarawak Deputy Minister and EPF

S A R AWA K  A N D  S A B A H

I N S T I T U T E  N E W S

Kuching members, Ting Hui, Lee Liang Hui and Toh Poi Huong
proudly holding their certificates, flanked by Yeo Ah Tee, Branch
Secretary (left); David Tiang, Branch Chairman (2nd from
right) and Thomas Law, Sports and Games Chairman (right)

PPT Chairman, Wan Idris (seated 2nd from right) taking a short
coffee break with EPF Officers (left to right) Mohammad Zulkifly
Zainal Abidin, Tuan Hj Azmi Mohd Nasir and Mohd Dali Jasmin

(seated left to right) YB Lee Kim Shin, YB Tan Sri Dr. George Chan
and Andy Chia at the High Tea Dialogue in Miri

Miri members attended a special dialogue and high tea session
with Sarawak Deputy Chief Minister and Minister of Finance and

Public Utilities, Minister for Social
Development and Minister for In-
dustrial Development, Tan Sri Dr.
George Chan Hong Nam at a Miri
hotel.

Tan Sri was accompanied by YB
Lee Kim Shin, a state assembly
member cum Political Secretary to
the Chief Minister. Apart from the
exchange of views on the state
economy, and various business and
social issues, members were briefed
on the state financial matters, the lat-
est developments undertaken in
Sarawak as well as proposed devel-
opments for Miri.

Accountants and members should not
feed their brains only. Besides dia-
logues, briefings and evening talks

conducted in the Kota Kinabalu office, the
Sabah Branch knows that its responsibili-
ties to members does not stop there. In fact
the Sports & Social Committee are very con-
scious of the need for other physical and
mental activities and a social health diet.

A spread of barbecue delicacies at the
Lankah Syabas Beach Resort in Kinarut
awaited hungry members, staff of member
firms, spouses and children who gamely

Take Your Pick

SABAH ACTIVITIES

Freda’s Tug of War Team (L-R) … Julia Lai, Chaw Siew Mee (Sports & Social Committee),
Rizal Othman (Sports & Social Committee), Simon Lau, Poon Chiong Phui (Branch
Committee) member’s daughter, Freda Fung (staff), Catherine Linggian and spouse.
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participated in the various telematches in-
cluding tug of war, gunny sack race, coco-
nut race, balloon game, etc. Sabah, rich in
natural beauty and resources, provides ex-
cellent weekend opportunities for everyone.

The branch office is a hub of activities too.
Monthly CPD evening talks cover diversified
but interesting and relevant topics on Manag-
ing Stress, Wealth Distribution and Islamic
Banking, besides the more technical account-
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S A B A H

I N S T I T U T E  N E W S

Future accountants with their lecturers from UiTM Sabah in the Sabah Office after
attending a career talk and briefing by the Branch Manager

Alexandra Thien thanking Dr. Ganesan after
a very successful and effective de-stressing
evening talk and exercise in the Sabah Office.

AN
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A r e c o r d - b r e a k i n g
number of members
attending the Presi-

dent’s dialogue in Kota Kinabalu
was testimony to the increasing
awareness of members in Sabah
to functions and role of the Insti-
tute. Alexandra Thien continued
to carry the Institute’s message
to the local chapter members in
Labuan, Sandakan and Tawau. It
was also timely for the Branch Chairperson to meet fellow members
outside the capital city of Sabah. Members in these smaller towns
feel isolated from the Institute, being the furthest away from Kuala
Lumpur. They look forward especially to these visits by the Sabah
Branch head. Branch Manager, Lucy Read also took the opportunity
to explain and answer queries on the amended Guidelines on CPD
to the members present at the various chapters.

It was not Alexandra’s maiden visit to the three towns as she

Sabah Branch Keeps Alexandra On Her Toes
was in the previous committee
led by Michael Tong on simi-
lar annual dialogues with chap-
ters. Her first stop was Labuan
where Raymond Wong chaired
the members dialogue which
was organised by the efficient
Chapter Secretar y, Ruby
Cheah. Ho Yun Kong and his
committee took charge of the
Tawau dialogue. The

Sandakan Chapter Committee played the perfect host, as the fi-
nal venue of the Borneo tour, by organising a fellowship dinner
which was attended by more than 70 per cent of the members in
this “little Hong Kong” town, famous for its wildlife, orang utan
sanctuaries and seafood bak kut teh.

Members being briefed at the Sandakan Dialogue

ing standards. The regular career talks, induc-
tion courses, certificate presentation ceremo-
nies and fellowship continue with more and

more members, students, IHL and the public
visiting the office and getting to know more
about MIA and the Sabah Branch.

Sandakan Chapter Chairman, Tan Huang Dak (second from right)
extremely pleased with the support of fellow Sandakan accountants

Labuan Chapter members at dialogue (seated left to right) … Christabel
Chieng, Treasurer; Raymond Wong, Vice Chairman; Alexandra Thien, Sabah
Branch Chairperson; Ruby Cheah, Secretary; Annie Undikai, CPD and
Lucy Read, Branch Manager

AN
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MIA members gathering … (seated left to
right), Malaysian Accounting Standards
Board Chairman, Raja Datuk Arshad Raja
Tun Uda; Soh Siong Hoon; MIA President,
Abdul Samad Hj. Alias and MIA Council
Member, Abdul Rahim Abdul Hamid with the
rest of the Johor committee members

Witty note … the MIA Johor Chairman, Sam
Soh, known for his humorous personality has
the audience, including Raja Datuk Arshad,
Abdul Samad and Abdul Rahim in stitches
during the Johor Bahru Members gathering

Tax and Members Dialogue Down South
TAX DIALOGUE

Branch IRB Head, Madam Ng Ooi Leng
(centre) posing with MIA Johor Branch
Chairman, Soh Siong Hoon, Sam (3rd from
left) and the rest of the team

AClose Door Tax Dialogue session
was organised by the Malaysian
Institute of Accountants, Johor

Branch with the Malaysian Institute of
Taxation (MIT) and the Malaysian Asso-
ciation of Tax Accountants on 30 March
2001. During the meeting representatives
from these three agencies discussed in
detail issues related to the accountancy and
taxation professions. This included the new
self-assessment tax regime.

Some of the MIA Members who attended the Dialogue on 3 March
2001 at the Hyatt Regency, Johor Bahru
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O f all the documents corporations
publish, none receives as much at-
tention as the annual report. Offer-

ing a valuable glimpse into the workings
and financial performance of companies,
these yearly company ‘report cards’ are
supposed to be the important guide to in-
vestment decisions.

Hence, it is no surprise, that 11 years ago
NACRA, the acronym for the
National Annual Corporate
Awards, made its entry into cor-
porate Malaysia. Its proponents
— NACRA is jointly sponsored
by the Kuala Lumpur Stock Ex-
change (KLSE), the Malaysian
Institute of Management
(MIM), the Malaysian Institute
of Accountants (MIA) and the
Malaysian Association of Certi-
fied Public Accountants
(MACPA).

“Nacra’s 2001 theme, To-
wards Better Governance is
aimed at creating a more transparent and
informed capital market”, said organising
committee chairman, Yeo Kee Pin at the
recent Nacra 2001 launched at KLSE.

In fact, according to Yeo, the theme is
timely since the Malaysian capital market
has entered into the disclosure-based re-
gime in line with the release of the re-
vamped KLSE Listing Requirements in
January this year.

“Corporate Governance covers every as-
pect of managing a business professionally
and transparency is an important feature,”
he said.

The recent Asian economic crisis high-
lighted the importance of good corporate
governance. During this tiring period, many
investors had their fingers burnt badly due
to misplaced confidence in companies short
on transparency and accountability. As a re-
sult, the investors are now more discern-
ing especially when putting their money in
companies that are vague about their finan-
cial status and modus operandi.

Good corporate governance not only

NACRA to Promote
Corporate Governance
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directors and whether the requirement on
independent directors has been met, the
mandate on the board, the procedures and
processes used in the appointment of new
directors, assessing board performance
and decision-making.

According to Lam Kee Soon, who is the
Nacra 2001 adjudication committee chair-
man, this year’s judging criteria will also

include additional disclosures
in annual reports of the public-
listed companies. This include
remuneration of directors, par-
ticulars of sanctions and pen-
alties imposed on the public-
listed companies by relevant
regulator y bodies, total
number of board meetings
held during the financial year
and amount of non-audit fees
paid to external auditors.

Lam added that the adjudi-
cation panel, comprising of 57
members from industries, pub-

lic accounting firms, academia and the
KLSE would carry out a thorough assess-
ment of the annual reports based on these
criterion.

This year’s Nacra New Challenge Tro-
phy is scheduled to be presented on 6 No-
vember 2001. Annual reports eligible to en-
ter NACRA 2001 are those with financial
year ending December 2000

Besides listed companies, non-listed com-
panies, particularly those who dealt with de-
positors, insurance and other direct con-
sumers have also been urged to participate
in the competition. The closing date for par-
ticipation is 31 July. For further information
about Nacra 2001, please contact :

The Secretariat
Nacra 2001 Organising Committee

The Malaysian Association of Certified
Public Accountants

15, Jalan Medan Tuanku
50300 Kuala Lumpur

Tel :  03-2698 9622   Fax :  03-2698 9403
e-mail :  macpa@po.jaring.my

enhances shareholder confidence but also
boosts the value of companies. How does
one judge excellence in corporate conduct?
One way would be through a company’s
annual report. Thus, the awards are of sig-
nificance.

The award requires companies to pay
particular attention to areas like, disclo-
sures of the composition of the board of

NACRA Organising Committee Chairman, Yeo Lee Pin

Award for grab … the old NACRA Award
is now replaced with a new one
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 18 & 19 OCTOBER 2001
WESTIN STAMFORD AND WESTIN PLAZA HOTEL

Theme: Challenges facing ASEAN Accountants in the New Economy

n Interesting programmes and activities have also been lined
up for overseas delegates.

n For early bird registration before 15 September 2001, the reg-
istration fee for the Conference is S$775 / US$431. There-

12TH CONFERENCE
ASEAN FEDERATION OF ACCOUNTANTS

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Singapore is
honoured to host the very first ASEAN Federation of Ac-
countants (“AFA”) Conference in the 21st century.

The theme of the Conference is “Challenges facing ASEAN Ac-
countants in the New Economy”. Rapid changes in technology and
globalisation of the world economy have posed challenges to

ASEAN accountants who have to keep abreast of time and play a
significant role in global development.

Eminent speakers from regulatory authorities, academia, the
accountancy profession and business will cover a range of topics
most relevant to the new economy.

TOPICS

Tax Administration in the New Economy

Independence of Auditors — Current Debates

Harmonisation of Accounting Standards

Introducing XBRL

Keeping the Companies Act relevant to the New
Economy

Globalisation of Financial Services

Educating Accountants in the New Economy

Responding to the E-Business Challenge

SPEAKERS

Mr Koh Cher Siang
Commissioner of Inland Revenue
Inland Revenue Authority of Singapore

Mrs Fang Ai Lian
Managing Partner of Ernst & Young in Singapore

Mr Francis Keith Alfredson
Chairman of Australian Accounting Standards Board

Mr Zachary Coffin
Chair of XBRL Liaison Committee

Ms Juthika Ramanathan
Registrar of Companies and Businesses, Singapore

Mr John Koh
Managing Director of Goldman Sachs (Singapore) Pte Ltd.

Prof Neo Boon Siong
Dean of Nanyang Business School,
Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Mr Ross Midgley, Finance & IT Director of ACCA (UK)

after, the registration fee will be S$825 / US$459.

n Register now to take advantage of the early bird discount!
Online registration is available at website:
http://www.accountants.org.sg.

For enquiries, please contact the AFA Conference secretariat (Josephine/June/Florence/Christine) at :

Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Singapore
20 Aljunied Road #06-02, CPA House, Singapore 389805

Tel :  05-749 8060   Fax :  05-749 8061   e-mail :  cpasingapore@pacific.net.sg

A DV E RT O R I A L
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The International Federa-
tion of Accountants (IFAC)

is seeking comments on a new
discussion paper that ad-
dresses an issue fundamental
to the development of the ac-
countancy profession :  How
does one define and achieve
professional accountancy com-
petency? The paper, Compe-
tence-Based Approaches to the
Preparation and Work of the
Professional Accountant, ex-
plores the topic of accountant
competency, providing an
analysis of approaches used by
various accountancy institutes
around the world.

The discussion paper seeks
to define “competence’s” and
“capabilities”, provides guid-
ance to accountancy member-
ship bodies on their role in de-
veloping competence’s and ca-
pabilities, and assesses various
methods.

Historically, there have been
two rather different approaches
to competence. Some studies
have emphasised outcomes —

IFAC Seeks Employees for
Administrative Positions

I N T E R N AT I O N A L  N E W S

IFAC Seeks Comments on
New Paper Addressing

Accountants’ Competence’s
accountants performing roles
and tasks in the workplace to a
defined standard. Other studies
have placed more emphasis on
inputs contributed by the edu-
cation and training process —
knowledge, skills, and abilities.
This discussion paper draws to-
gether these two strands within
a single framework.

The discussion paper may
be downloaded from the IFAC
website, http://www.ifac.org.
Comments are due to IFAC
by 31 October 2001. They may
be sent via e-mail to
EDComments@ifac.org or
faxed to IFAC’s Technical Di-
rector at +1-212-286-9570. The
Education Committee wel-
comes feedback on all aspects
of this discussion paper, includ-
ing the definition of compe-
tence. IFAC member bodies
that are using competence-
based approaches can also
send information about these
initiatives to IFAC for future up-
dates of the paper.

AN

The International Federa-
tion of Accountants (IFAC)

is currently seeking entry-level
employees for two administra-
tive positions :  Assistant to the
Technical Director and Assist-
ant to the Director of Opera-
tions. The positions will be lo-
cated in IFAC’s New York
headquarters.

These entry-level positions
are available to individuals with

one to three years of work ex-
perience, superior written and
oral communications skills,
and the desire to operate in a
team environment. A Bach-
elors Degree in one of a
number of areas, such as busi-
ness, economics, management
or accounting, is also required.
For further information, please
go to www.ifac.org/news/of-
fice-assistants.htm

OECD Adopts IFAC’s Public
Sector Accounting Standards

The Organisation for Eco-
nomic Cooperation and

Development (OECD) has
adopted International Public
Sector Accounting Standards
(IPSASs) developed by the In-
ternational Federation of Ac-
countants (IFAC) for its own fi-
nancial reporting. Its 2000 fi-
nancial statements were au-
dited against these standards.

IPSASs, developed by IFAC’s
Public Sector Committee, set
out the requirements for finan-
cial reporting by governments
and others in public sector or-
ganisations with the objectives
of improving decision-making,
financial management and ac-
countability by governments
worldwide. The standards are
available through IFAC’s web-
site, http://www.ifac.orgAN

AN
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Who could argue against the disclosure of fair values in com-
pany accounts? Bankers, who are seething over plans to

change the way they account for financial instruments such as de-
rivatives and loans to customers. The plans have been drawn up by
the Joint Working Group, a body made up mainly of accounting stand-
ard-setters from the world’s biggest economies. Bankers say the re-
sults would lead to dramatic swings in the value of balance sheet
assets that would often be meaningless and potentially damaging.

It is certainly the case that the existing accounting rules often
fail to reflect the impact of changes in interest rates or credit risks
on bank earnings. Fair value accounting would force banks to
adjust their accounts in the light of rises and falls in the values of
all financial instruments. The result would be greater volatility in
profits but proponents of the change say it would give investors a
truer picture of corporate health.

Not so, say the banks. While fair value accounting is appropriate
for trading activities, it would not reflect the real business of making
long-term loans to customers, which are largely held to maturity and
therefore rarely traded. Banks manage loan portfolios to make a sta-
ble interest margin over the terms of the loans — not on the profits
determined each year in relation to the interest rate at the time.

This is more than an academic argument. Supporters of fair
value accounting say the existing state of affairs masks the real
financial position of banks — one reason why banks are often
given lower stock market ratings than securities houses, which
mark their loans to market. Opponents say the volatility of fair
value accounting would not only confuse consumers and inves-
tors, it could lead banks to withdraw from lending that caused
volatility even though it was safe. At worst, the result would be to
amplify the economic cycle, with sudden withdrawals of credit
accentuating the downturn when markets are slow.

The issue is further complicated by the continuing international
negotiations over the amount of capital banks have to hold. The

A C C O U N T I N G / AU D I T I N G

Banks Account
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T he US accountancy firm Ar thur
Andersen has paid a US$7 million

(RM26.6 million) penalty to end a Security
and Exchange Commission probe into
charges it falsified audits for Waste Man-
agement Inc. to protect lucrative business
relations.

The penalty announced in mid-June, was
the biggest ever paid by one of the world’s
top five accountancy firms.

The US financial watchdog, the SEC,
suspected that Arthur Andersen, and four
of its current and former partners, know-
ingly ignored irregular accounting prac-
tices by Waste Management that inflated
its profit levels. Arthur Andersen has nei-
ther acknowledged nor denied any wrong-
doing.

“Arthur Andersen and its partners failed
to stand up to company management and,
thereby, betrayed their ultimate allegiance
to Waste Management’s shareholders and
the investing public,” SEC chief investiga-
tor, Richard Walker, said in a statement re-
ported in the local dailies.

New Straits Times, 21 June 2001

Arthur Andersen
Pays

Record Fine

L eading accountants in the UK are
warning the government it risks los-

ing business support if it fails to launch
wide-ranging reforms of the taxation sys-
tem. The Financial Times, in its 14 June
issue, has reported that Ernst & Young the
“Big Five” professional services firm, will
publish a report attacking the government
for making business tax too complex and
insufficiently generous.

According to Financial Times, the docu-
ment, reflects the pressure likely to be put
on the government by tax experts, who say
there is little evidence that changes intro-
duced in the last parliament have made Brit-
ain’s corporate tax system more competitive.

“None of this means that any specific
measure has failed to achieve its goal,” said
the E &Y document which is being quoted

UK Accountants Warn Against Limited Tax Reform
in the newspaper. “But it adds up to an at-
mosphere in which the government risks
losing the consensus it worked so carefully
to build.”

The document appeared as the UK gov-
ernment was preparing a consultation
document on corporate tax. The firm has
cultivated a reputation for taking robust
public positions, reflected in its long-run-
ning battle with accounting standards-set-
ters over the direction of accounting rules.
The latest document questions whether
corporate tax reforms introduced in the
last parliament have achieved the govern-
ment’s aim of making Britain more attrac-
tive compared with European rivals.

It said that although Britain is attracting
a significant share of investment, it is “not
clear … that the tax system contributes to

this in any way”.
E&Y said the impact of almost all tax in-

centives has been reduced by limits on
their scope and a lack of generosity in ben-
efits offered. The firm said the complexity
of the system has increased markedly over
the past four years, with the government
introducing too many anti-avoidance meas-
ures. It added that companies have to do
more work on compliance as a result of
measures such as corporate tax self-assess-
ment and the working families’ tax credit,
which is administered by employers.

The comments reflect similar criticisms by
the Institute of Chartered Accountants in
England and Wales, the main industry body,
which attacked the government for failing to
consult over anti-avoidance laws.

Financial Times, 14 June 2001.

The World Trade Organisation recently
has ruled that a US$4bn (US$1 =

RM3.80) tax break for exporters is in vio-
lation of international trade rules, a deci-
sion that will escalate tensions between the
US and the European Union (EU).

A WTO dispute settlement panel found
that the tax measure was a prohibited ex-
port subsidy, according to officials in Wash-
ington familiar with the decision.

The ruling, which was released to the
two governments in confidence in mid-
June, was first reported on the website of
Inside US Trade.

The US will almost certainly appeal and
the EU agreed last year that it would with-
hold any retaliation until the appeal proc-
ess was exhausted. If the US does not com-
ply with the final ruling, however, the EU
could be entitled to levy as much as $4bn

WTO Tax Ruling Could Stroke
Trans-Atlantic Tensions

new Basle accord would base capital requirements on risk assessments rather than mar-
ket pricing, leading some bankers to fear a divergence between the Basle formula and
accounting standards.

It is impossible to argue against greater transparency in bank accounting but it should be
recognised that there is more than one way to capture financial reality. Much more work is
needed before fair value accounting can be proclaimed as the right answer for banks.

Financial Times 28 May 2001

in trade sanctions — by far the largest of
any case to go before the WTO.

Pascal Lamy, the EU trade commissioner,
and Robert Zoellick, the US trade representa-
tive, have been co-operating to try to prevent
the dispute from damaging efforts to launch
a new round of world trade talks later this year.

But the decision comes at a difficult time
when anger is growing in Congress over the
EU’s pending decision to block the merger
between General Electric and Honeywell. If
further Congressional amendment to the tax
law is required, it promises to be extremely
difficult to enact. Neither government would
comment on Friday’s ruling. The EU said it
would be “premature and inappropriate for
the (European) Commission to comment on
the content and potential implications of the
report at this stage.”

Financial Times, 22 June 2001.

AN AN
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Malaysian Accounting Standards Board
(MASB) Chairman, Raja Datuk Arshad

Raja Tun Uda, has been appointed a member
of the Standards Advisory Council (SAC) of the
International Accounting Standards Commit-
tee Foundation (IASCF) based in London.

As a member of the Council, Raja Arshad will
be responsible for providing advice to the In-
ternational Accounting Standards Board
(IASB) on priorities in setting standards in in-
ternational accounting and matters related to
it.

The members of the SAC are drawn from
six continents, 29 countries, and five interna-
tional organisations. Additionally, the Euro-
pean Commission, the US Securities and Ex-

Areview on the role of external audits
and auditors may be needed to ensure

the credibility of a company’s financial
statements and its risk management pro-
grammes, according to Securities Commis-
sion chairman Ali Abdul Kadir in an arti-
cle carried by The Edge Daily.com re-
cently.

In the article, Ali has been quoted as
saying that such a review was consistent
with discussions taking place in more de-
veloped jurisdictions such as the United
States. Ali added that it was crucial that the
issue be addressed in a balanced and care-
ful manner, having regard to the consider-
able expertise that audit firms could pro-
vide their clients.

Highlighting his concern, he said there
have been cases of accounting firms at-
tempting to expand into legal services.
However, questions had been raised as to
how a lawyer-client relationship could be
reconciled with the appearance of inde-
pendence. Ali said lawyers would act in
their clients’ best interest whereas audi-
tors owed a duty to the investing public
to have an independent “second look” at

would be “free of potential and financial
conflicts and independent.

“The possibility for inherent conflicts
and impairment of external auditor inde-
pendence and audit integrity is greatest
when a company outsources its internal
audit function to the same firm that per-
forms the company’s external financial
audit,” he said.

These arrangements eliminated the
normal checks and balances, which
should be in place when these functions
are performed independently, he added.
A company’s board would be deprived of
having an independent review and as-
sessment of the internal audit function
performed by independent external au-
ditors.

Ali also said the taskforce, set up by the
Kuala Lumpur Stock Exchange to prepare
guidelines for directors of listed companies
on internal controls, had released the draft
guidelines for industry consultation. This
committee was adopting a risk-based ap-
proach to establishing a sound system of
internal controls and in reviewing its effec-
tiveness.

Raja Datuk Arshad Raja Tun Uda Appointed to
International Accounting Body

change Commission, and the Financial Serv-
ices Agency of Japan will participate as observ-
ers.

Paul A. Volcker, Chairman of the Trustees
and former Chairman of the US Federal Re-
serve Board, commenting on the appointment
said the goal of the organisation is to produce
a single-set of universally accepted, high qual-
ity accounting standards. Having a broad
range of expertise and experience repre-
sented on the Council, which is expected to
meet several times each year, will help ensure
both the quality and the practicality of the
work of the Board. The first meeting of the
SAC with the IASB will occur in London on
23-24 July 2001.

SC : Review of External Audits, Auditors’ Role May be Timely
financial statements prepared by the man-
agement.

Commenting further on that matter, Ali
said given the important and evolving role
that external audits and auditors play in
ensuring the credibility of financial state-
ments and in a company’s risk manage-
ment programmes, a review of these areas
may be timely and warranted.

Ali also expressed concern over the in-
dependence of the external auditor follow-
ing evidence of increased reliance on fee
income from consulting services, as well
as the growing number of business rela-
tionships developing between auditors and
clients.

On that note he raised the question on
the ability of auditors to be independent
when carrying out their statutory respon-
sibilities. The crux of the issue on exter-
nal auditor independence, according to
him was whether auditors making critical
decisions were free from pressures, which
might “negatively affect their independ-
ence and objectivity when making a diffi-
cult decision. He said investors might also
have doubts as to whether the auditors AN
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Uda,Chairman of MASB
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Incorporation
and Aim

The Malaysian Asso-
ciation of Accounting
Administrators (MAAA)
was incorporated in
1990 with limited liabil-
ity under Section 16(4)

of the Companies Act, 1965 in recognition of the
two-tiered nature of the accountancy profession.
MAAA (previously known as Malaysian Associa-
tion of Accounting Technicians) is a company
sponsored by the Malaysian Institute of Account-
ants (MIA).

Main Objectives
• To provide a qualification to be known as Ac-

counting Technicians/Administrators for per-
sons employed on duties customarily under-
taken by assistants to accountants registered
with the MIA.

• To provide an organisation and membership
for such persons who are desirous of acquir-
ing such qualification and persons who are
granted such qualification.

• To promote in the public interest the techni-
cal competence of such persons engaged in
positions and performing the functions of
accounting technicians/administrators.

Council Members (2001 Term)
Elected Members
Izhar Abd Kahar (President)
Koo Yew Fook, Allan (Vice President)
Chin Wah Yin
Hanapi Rasol
Kasim Darus
Lim Ah Leck
Low Han Men, Aric
Mahadevan s/o Gengadaram
Mok Kam Seng
Panneer Selvam
YM Raja Noorhana bt Raja Harun
Yong Yoon Kee

MIA Nominated Members
YB Dato’ Lee Hwa Beng
Assoc. Prof Dr. S. Susela Devi

Secretariat Office
Malaysian Association of Accounting Administrators
Dewan Akauntan, 2 Jalan Tun Sambanthan 3,
Brickfields, 50470 Kuala Lumpur.
Tel : 03-2274 5055 or Fax : 03-2274 1783
e-mail : maaa@mia.org.my

MALAYSIAN ASSOCIATION
OF ACCOUNTING ADMINISTRATORS

Editor for MAAA News : Low Han Men,  Aric

MAAA’S 11TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

On 23 June 2001, the Malaysian Association of Accounting Administrators
held its 11th Annual General Meeting at the Malaysian Institute of
Accountants Boardroom.

MAAA’s President, Izhar Abdul Kahar, chaired the meeting. The Chairman began the
meeting by updating members on the activities and developments of MAAA over the past
one-year. The highlight of the session was the launching of MAAA’s Website.

A cross section of members at the MAAA 11th AGM

A springboard for better communication …
members as well as the general public who
wish to gather more information about MAAA
can now log on to MAAA’s website, which was
officially launched by the President himself

(L-R) MAAA Council Members … YM Raja Noorhana Raja Harun, Mok Kam Seng, Izhar
Abd Kahar (President), Koo Yew Fook, Assoc. Prof. Dr. S. Susela Devi and Kasim Darus

YBhg Tan Sri Dato’ Lau Ban Tin, Past
President of MAAA, sharing his views
on matters pertaining to the profession

AN
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Plans for the establishment of the
MAAA Examination is progressing
according to schedule. On 6 June

2001, the MAAA-UM (FBA) Joint Task
Force met with the National Accreditation
Board (LAN) of ficers to discuss plans as
to how the MAAA Examination could ac-
quire the necessary accreditation.

 Allan Koo, the Association’s Vice Presi-
dent and Mohd. Sarif Ibrahim, who heads
University Malaya (UM)’s Faculty of Busi-
ness & Accountancy (FBA) Steering Com-
mittee, led the Joint Task Force to the LAN
office. The Association’s MIA Nominated
Council Member, Associate Professor Dr.
Susela Devi who is also the liaison person
between the Association and UM (FBA), the
Association’s Education & Training Task
Force comprising of Cheah Foo Seong, YM
Raja Noorhana bt Raja Harun, Aric Low, and

the Association’s Secretariat personnel,
Norzainah bt Mokhtar were also present.

YBhg Dato’ Dr. Mohd Yahya Nordin, the
Secretary/General Manager of LAN and
Balakrishnan Vassu, Accreditation Man-
ager of LAN, elaborated on some pertinent
issues that must be noted :

n The MAAA Examination curriculum
would need to be submitted to the Pri-
vate Education Department (PED) of the
Ministry of Education (MOE) which will
in turn forward it to LAN for its review
and approval.

n The Association, as a pre-professional
body, would also be required to apply to
the Examination Syndicate under the
MOE, for approval to conduct the exami-
nation.

n The Association may, however, at the

MAAA EXAMINATION — ACCREDITATION FROM LAN
Report by Norzainah bt Mokhtar

preliminary stage also submit its Exami-
nation curriculum directly to LAN just
for the purpose of assessing its qualifi-
cation status (nilai taraf).

n If the Association is planning to franchise
its MAAA Examination to private col-
leges to conduct the courses leading to
the sitting of its examination, then the
colleges would be required to apply to
LAN before the courses could be offered
to the public. In order to qualify for
LAN’s approval, minimum standards re-
lated to the facilities and the faculty
would have to be met.

The Joint Task Force was very apprecia-
tive of the information provided at this pre-
liminary meeting. A subsequent meeting
with the Ministry of Education has been
scheduled.

M A A A
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M. No. Name of Member

11230 LAM CHE SHOME
11283 STEPHANIE LING YU MING
11295 IDRIS BIN MD TAHIR
11300 YIP KOK HING
11347 LONG HIEN PIN
11357 WONG CHEE KOON
11380 ADDERINA BTE KAHARUDIN
11400 KHO CHAY YONG
11428 LEONG MENG ANN
11518 LEW CHEE WAH
11520 MOHAN KUMAR A/L  N SUBRAMANIAM
11522 ROHANI BTE MAIDAH
11584 KOH YEW SOON CHRISTOPHER
11588 NORDIN BIN JAMRAH
11614 FRANCIS S/O ASIRVATHAM
11617 INING BIN SINTEN @ ALEXANDER SINTING
11656 YONG KWA JIUN
11658 JAYASANGARAN DHANAPAL
11681 YAP CHEE KONG
11694 SUHAR BIN MISNAN
11718 AHMAD ZIN BIN KADIS
11775 WAN MD SHUKRI WAN ABD. KADIR
11970 SITI LAZULI BTE HJ SANAD
12022 KEN CHIN SHIH CHUAN
12250 GAN SING LEONG
12436 CHUNG JENNY
12542 NORSHIDA BTE KAMARUDDIN
12703 SHAMSIAH MUSTAFA
12852 LAU MAY CHEE
12875 NOOR HISHAM BIN MOHD GHOUTH
12974 ABD HALIM A RAHIM
13073 WAN NORIZAM BIN WAN SALLEH
13075 YM RAJA NAJIHAH BTE RAJA MOHAMAD
13161 MOHAMED THARMIZY ABD. RAZAK
13268 ANGELINE LOONG CHET YIN
13289 SHABIBAH BTE BACHOK
13311 ROHANA BTE ABDULLAH
13314 KWONG PEI MENG
13324 KOH BOON CHENG
13375 CHANDRAN A/L KUNJU
13546 LEE MOONG PENG
13551 WAN MAMAT BIN W DAUD
13564 CHRISTOPHER CHANG TZE KUN
13677 FADZILLAH ABDULLAH
13681 WONG KHENG YONG
13692 WONG POH SEM
13768 KOH BOON CHUAN
13769 LIM THONG KWAN
13777 WONG CHEE MENG
13792 HUTCHINSON GERARD PATRICK
13941 KAREN NG KWAI YING
13964 CHANG HWA TJET
14028 FADZILAH BTE MOHD SALLEH
14042 WANG SAY YOONG
14234 MD ASHRI ABD. RAHMAN
14316 MOHAMED RIZAL ABDULLAH
14358 TAY PIT EU
14499 FOO SEE SHAN
14621 WANG FOOK SUAN
15034 MOHD FAIRUZ ABDUL LATIFF
15087 YEOH WAH SIN
15367 WONG AH MEE
15469 AZMAH BT SADDAM
15496 AHMAD HISHAM IBRAHIM
15594 LIM CHANG MENG
15606 DANALETCHIMY D/O RAMASAMY
15906 AH CHUNG SIANG
16087 DAVID GERARD MOK CHEE KEONG
16288 ROHAYATI MALEK

M. No. Name of Member

7092 AZHAR ZAINAL ABIDIN
7160 SHAZALI AKBARI
7245 SIN SIEW MAN
7265 MOHD SHAMSUDIN RAMLI
7310 DENG HIE LANG @ TENG HIEH LANG
7470 AZMAN ISMAIL
7542 AHMAD NAZRI MOHD ZAIN
7550 SEAH BEE HOON
7743 CHEW YUET LEE
7799 EE CHING BOON
7826 TAN LEE YONG
7836 GAN SIEW LENG @ HONG
7851 RUDZILA BTE SUBLI
7875 TAI KOK WAH
7957 HAMIDAH NOH
7964 OH CHENG SEE
7967 MD SHAHRUL ANNUAR ABD RAZAK
8224 YEO CHOR GAIK
8237 ANG CHEE LEONG
8244 ENG HUP TAT
8280 LEE CHING KUE
8363 GAN BOON HUAT
8381 TAN MENG SIONG
8446 LAU TIAN CHEN
8450 NILIN RUKMAL WIJESOORIYA
8672 NIK HAPSAH NIK HASSAN
8692 LIM HEAN LEE
8780 YAP KON HIN
8879 LEONG CHOOI SIM
8886 NG HONG BOO
8907 PUI SIEW CHIN
8963 BEE SIEONG HENG
9006 YEOW WIN TON
9095 MD HILMI ABD HAMID
9131 STEVEN HOH
9216 NADZRI BIN HAJI RAMLI
9268 TEOH CHIN PANG
9470 TEOH BENG PIN
9474 MOHD NIZUAISHAM MOHD SANIF
9482 HAN YIT HUAN
9547 LEE CHENG FOO
9598 MD AZHARI MUHAMMAD SALLEH
9674 ADAM ALI IBRAHIM
9891 NOR AZILA ZAINAL ABIDIN
9968 MAHMUD KINDANG
9978 YAP SOOK YEAN
10041 SRI RAM S/O K S GOPALA IYER
10068 RAMALINGAM A/L ARUMUGAM
10182 HUANG YING LING
10286 DHARSHAN S/O GANESON
10348 NORITA IBRAHIM
10394 NABILLAH ZULKIFLY
10413 ZAUYAH BTE ABDU HAMID @ MD HUSSIN
10478 HAIRONNAZLI BIN ESA
10488 WONG PENG YEW
10499 SUIS SYLUESTER
10522 MOHD YAZID ZAKARIA
10540 LEE GUAN HONG
10607 ZULKIFLI IBRAHIM
10712 HIEW CHANG CHUN
10934 SALINA YAACOB
10976 CHONG YOKE LAI
11006 SAIFUL KHAIRI ZAINUDDIN
11050 PAK BEE HONG
11072 VIMALA PAYANANTHAN
11115 HUSAINI ABU
11152 O’TOOLE PETER JOHN
11154 YAP ENG CHIN
11157 LEE KUEN TIAN

NOTICE TO MEMBERS
The Institute would like to contact the following members. Anyone who has information on the following

members, please contact Cik Suyiarni or Ms. Low Siew Lee of Finance Department.

M. No. Name of Member

81 TAN TION KIEH
336 CHAN YEE SOON GEOFF
473 FOONG SENG CHOY
884 ONG SAY YAUN
1006 CHOO CHIEN HWA
1042 CHONG LONG KIM
1060 CHOO ENG KONG PETER
1128 LEE CHE HOCK JOSEPH
1376 NG FOO LEONG
1413 RAMAKRISHNAN S/O K R SUBRAMANIAM
1490 TAN GEOK HENG
1573 SIM NYEN FATT
1852 LAU YEN BIN
1875 CHIA KOOK VEE
2199 CHOO KIM HONG
2242 LAI POON KEN
2282 LOW ENG KIAT
2389 WONG MAY LAN
2553 ADINARAYANA LACHANNA
2882 A RAHMAN BIN SAFAR
3018 WONG SOO MOI
3705 CHUA LOO ONG
3712 LAIN SHEE MING
3784 ONG HONG AUN
3961 SOW CHENG KOW
4041 WONG LIENG HIONG
4087 LAU LUEN SUN
4111 MOHD ZIN ABU BAKAR
4174 LIM WEE LING
4387 ANG CHENG GIAN
4465 NG BEE LOON
4516 VOON FOOK WAN
4617 SIVAM M KANDAVANAM
4788 PEE BAN HOCK
5016 MOHD TAJUDIN HAJI MOHD AMIN
5029 YEOH TEIK ENG @ GAN WEE ENG
5044 TAN KIAN HONG, JEREMY
5048 YONG KOK HOE
5159 VOON SIEW PENG
5161 WONG YIH YIN
5199 CHEE SIEW SIM SUSAN
5237 ABD. RAHIMI EMB
5262 MD ROSLI YAAKUB
5269 LIM TOU SEAN
5294 KEE HOCK KEE
5386 EH WAH AVE
5396 HO MENG
5401 WU SIEW NAM
5406 SUKHADARSHEN SINGH
5425 LOKE CHAI HUA
5505 MOK CHEE KONG
5547 HO THIM YUEN
5885 KOH KOK PENG
5939 CHIN LEONG KEE
6055 NG AH BAH
6092 THO LAI CHOY
6095 WONG SAU YEE
6264 CHOW CHIN WENG
6528 ROSENAH ABD.RASHID
6541 SUID BAKAR
6601 LAU HOOI KIEAN
6743 KALAVATHY D/O M SUBRAMANIAM
6817 WONG FOOK WAH
6825 PARTHIBAN A/L RENGAIYAH
6956 LEE KIN CHEONG
6998 OOI CHIN HOCK
7020 NG POH WAH
7040 RASHIDI ZAINAL ABIDIN
7043 JOSEPH GOMEZ A/L THOMAS GOMEZ

M E M B E R S H I P
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S E C U R I T I E S  C O M M I S S I O N

C O L U M N S

T
he need for co-operation in enforce
ment actions for activities which are
illegal under the securities laws of re-

gional jurisdictions is particularly urgent
with the globalisation of capital markets and
the increase in cross-border activities, the
Chairman of Securities Commission (SC),
Malaysia, Datuk Ali Abdul Kadir said in his
capacity as the Chairman of the Asia Pacific
Regional Committee (APRC), which met
last week in Stockholm, Sweden.

The APRC meeting was held in conjunc-
tion with the International Organisation of
Securities Commissions (IOSCO) Annual
Conference that took place between 23-29
June 2001. The APRC is one of the regional
committees of IOSCO and brings together
23 securities regulatory organisations from
19 jurisdictions within the Asia-Pacific region.

The APRC is giving particular attention
to the need for detection of illegal activi-
ties and enforcement of securities laws to
ensure efficient and orderly markets within
the region. In this regard, APRC jurisdic-
tions have committed to increase co-opera-

SC :  Regional enforcement action necessary to address
cross-border illegal activities

tion in several critical areas.
One of the critical areas being focused

upon by the APRC is the eradication of un-
licensed organisations which conduct
unprompted telephone calls to investors,
purporting to offer advice and other serv-
ices such as sales of securities to investors
of stocks traded in overseas exchanges.

This activity is growing within the region
and is also known as ‘cold calling’ or ‘boiler
room operations’. The APRC will seek to
increase investor awareness on the issue
as well as initiate necessary enforcement
actions for such illegal activities.

The APRC will also look at developmen-
tal issues affecting regional capital markets.
Among others, the APRC seeks to identify
the various approaches taken by different
jurisdictions in dealing with the advent of
technology. Developments in technology
require all market participants, including
regulators, to study the changing dynam-
ics governing markets operators and mar-
ket infrastructure, such as the ability for
markets to link with each other through

remote access terminals and other meth-
ods. The APRC will also deliberate over cor-
ollary regulatory issues arising from tech-
nological progress such as investor protec-
tion, risk management and co-operation.

During the meetings, the SC also entered
into a Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) for Co-operation and Information
Sharing with the Polish Securities Commis-
sion on 26 June 2001. This is the fourteenth
MOU that the SC has signed with its coun-
terparts. Other market regulators that have
signed MOUs with the SC are Argentina,
Australia, Brazil, Chile, China, Hong Kong,
India, Indonesia, Kenya, France, South Af-
rica, Taiwan and Thailand.

IOSCO is a worldwide forum for securities
regulators that addresses issues and demands
related to the regulation of securities and fu-
tures markets. IOSCO’s ordinary member-
ship consists of 101 national securities regu-
lators. In addition, there are 64 affiliate mem-
bers and seven associate members. The SC
also chairs the IOSCO’s working group on the
regulation of secondary markets. AN




